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A study is made of proton and K meson scattering from the
3
He

using a microscopic optical potential derived from multiple scatter-

ing theory. The theory includes target and projectile spin, internal

nucleon recoil and binding, a Lorentz invariant angle transformation

(relation of off-energy-shell momenta in different reference frames),

and realistic (electron scattering) form factors describing the dis-

tribution of neutron and proton matter and spin within the nucleus.

The two-body (KN or pN) amplitudes are calculated from empirical KN

or pN phase shifts and extrapolated off the energy shell with separa-

ble potentials. Scattering from the resulting nonlocal, energy de-

pendent optical potential is calculated in momentum space by using

and extending the computer code LPOTT.

The kaon calculations are the first ever performed for the hel-

ium isotopes/isotones,
3
He,

4
He,

3
H and examine the effects of nuclear



structure for elastic scattering and the charge exchange reaction,

3
H(K

+
,K
o

)

3
He, in the energy range 40-1000 MeV. Although at present

there are no He data with which to compare the calculations, the

charge exchange reaction does exhibit a high sensitivity to the

nuclear form factors forappropiate kinematical conditions.

Comparison of theoretical predictions and data for K
+
-
12

C elas-

tic scattering at 446 MeV indicates a mysterious factor of 2 discrep-

ancy at small angles. Since the publication of this finding another

group has confirmed our results.

The proton-
3
He work developes the theory for the spin 1/201/2 op-

tical potential and then developes and tests new numerical techni-

ques needed to solve the resulting coupled integral equations. It

appears to be the first microscopic calculation of p
3
He elastic scat-

tering with the full 1/2® 1/2 spin structure, and is equivalent to an

optical potential with a central, spin orbit and three tensor terms.

Although a full phenomenological study of data is not attempted, the

trial runs do indicate a high sensitivity to the p and n spin distri-

butions within 3He.
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AN OPTICAL MODEL CALCULATION OF PROTON AND K MESON
SCATTERING FROM 3He

1. INTRODUCTION

Historically, the study of three and four nucleon systems has

helped lay much of the early foundation of nuclear physics with partic-

ular insight obtained into the nature of the two-nucleon force. The

appeal of investigating these relatively simple nuclei with kaons and

nucleons is quite different for each probe although in both cases we

make use of the rather complete knowledge of the nuclear wavefunctions

and the unique character of
3
Hel

3
H as being the only nuclei with one

third of its nucleons having unpaired spin.

Interest in kaon-nucleus scattering arises from a desire to learn

more about the kaon-nucleon (KN) interaction, more about nuclear

structure, more about the kaon-nucleus interaction, or a combination

of these. Since the K
+
and K have different strangeness, scattering

of K± beams from a proton target cannot determine the complete KN

amplitude, and a nuclear (deuterium) target must be used to deduce

kaon-neutron cross sections (Ab,69; Bu,68 ). Although this technique

has its uncertainties (Fa,68; Pu,68) , there are no viable alternatives

and therefore studies of the K-N and K-nucleus problem are closely

related.

The use of kaons as a nuclear probe, in particular, using els to

deduce neutron distributions in nuclei, has been advocated a good num-

ber of times (DM,77; DW,79; Hu,79; CT,774,Co,78a ; Co,98b; Co,80; Co,81;

RT,80; Cr79) on the basis of their high nuclear penetrability (x , 6

fm), their relatively simple and elementary interaction with the
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nucleus (the single scattering impulse approximation), and the unique

energy and angular momentum dependence of the 6 amplitude. Although

at present the elementary KN amplitude (particularly the neutron part)

is not known with enough precision to permit a reliable extraction of

neutron distributions (DM,77; Hu,79; Co,78a; Co,78b; Co,80

our knowledge should improve in the future with the construction of

dedicated beam lines or kaon factories. Whether one should then

truly believe the accuracy of the neutron sizes deduced with strongly

interacting probes is a somewhat different question (we assume charge

distributions, and thus proton sizes are determined best from electron

scattering). We advocate the use of as many strongly interacting

probes as possible to study a nucleus, and in this thesis actually

use two. If it is then possible to obtain a consistent and statis-

tically significant agreement with all these data--especially using

the same nuclear structure and theoretical framework--then the deduced

size will be "believable." Of course the existence of meson currents

within nuclei, and our less-than-fundamental description of two body

forces without quark degrees of freedom (Tho,81) may restrict the

limits of precision of any such size determination, but that situation

should improve in the very near future.

In this thesis, we begin to develop this unified theory of nuclear

reactions by extending previous developments in the momentum-space

description of pion( LPT,73; La,75; La,77) elastic and charge exchange

scattering from
3
He,

4
H to also include kaon scattering from the mirror

nuclei 3He and 3H for kinetic energies in the range 40-1000 MeV (12C

and
4
He are also studied).
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The study reported upon here is new in its being the first kaon

study of the helium isotopes, in its inclusion of KN, S, P, and D,

and F waves--with their full angular dependence, in its careful

inclusion of the spin dependent amplitudes and densities, in its

examination of the full energy range from zero to 1 GeV, and in its

consistent two body and many body dynamics (Lippmann-Schwinger

equation with relativistic kinematics). In addition, the off-energy

shell behavior of the 6 amplitudes is determined by a separable

potential model.

A limitation of the present calculation is our use of mainly the

Martin (.M(3,75 ) 6 amplitudes. We do know, however, that low energy

K
+
nucleus scattering is very sensitive to uncertainties in the K

+
N

scattering lengths--as shown by Hetherington or Schick (HS,65 )some

sixteen years ago--and that this input sensitivity continues into the

medium energies, as shown by Cotanch, Tabakin, Rosenthal, Dover,

Walker, and Moffa in the above references. We do not repeat our

(rather expensive) calculations using the BGRT KN analysis (BGRT,74 )

since previous work provides adequate documentation of the significant

changes which occur, and since it appears the BGRT amplitudes no

longer fit all available KN data. We have, however, run with the

very new KN phases of Watts et al. (Wa,81) .

Our study of proton-He scattering is somewhat different - but com-

plementary - in nature to the kaon study. Although consistency in

understanding data obtained with different probes is a significant

achievement, a theoretical microscopic study of p
3
He elastic scatter-

ing with the full spin structure of the NN amplitude must be consid-
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ered an exploratory work which essentially lays the ground work

for future development. To understand the relevance of our

p-nucleus scattering study, it is useful to examine Fig. 1.1 where

we present the proton-proton (pp) and p-neutron (pn) total cross

sections. Clearly there is a rapid variation in the physics beyond

600 MeV/c (200 MeV) as pion production begins to enter, and it is

very important to include carefully energy-dependent effects in

proton-nucleus (pA) scattering at this and lower energies. However,

by 1700 MeV/c (1 GeV) the total cross
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sections are flat, the scattering is diffractive, and it would not be

as necessary to include energy dependent effects - although it is

essential to include many, many partial waves.

In general the most common technique used to describe pA scatter-

ing at medium energies ( > 200 MeV) is the Kerman, McManus and

Thaler (KMT,59) (KMT) optical potentials. In its simplest form, the

first order KMT potential is

u(1)(;) + tn(V,-Opn(.40,

where P and P
n

are the Fourier transforms of the proton and

neutron densities within the nucleus, and t and to are the projectile-

target nucleon t matrices. If one ignores the full momentum dependence

of the T's in (1.1), assumes the is are functions of only q = k' k,

and ignores Fermi motion, u will assume its local potential form

U(1)(-1)=fd3rirp',p(itI)tp(1:-r') +13n(;')tn(r---tt-')} . (1.2)

Often the two body t matrices are assumed to be of zero range, in which

case U
(1)

(r) can be approximated still further as

U(1)(r) == t
P P

(r) + t
n

(r)

where the t matrices and nuclear densities, P , can still contain some

(1.3)

spin dependences.

Returning now to p
3
He, most previous studies have used a local

phenomenological optical potential of the form (1.3), with only one

spin-dependent term (a spin orbit force), and with a phenomenological
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nucleon or triton exchange term. ("Phenomenological" here means a

complex potential whose size parameters and strength parameters were

adjusted to produce best fits to data; "exchange" scattering indicates

that the projectile proton has somehow interchanged itself with one

in the target such that the final scattered particle may be different

from the projectile). The most recent study of this type is by Sherif

(Sh,79) for 7-16 MeV protons with the optical potential,

V(r) = -Vof(r,ro,a)-iWf(r,ri,ai)

2
-(t 2V ld

_(1.4)--) so - _m c r dr
f(r r

sO
a
so

) V
ex
( Wf(r,r

ex
,a
ex'7

Here the density function f has the usual Woods-Saxon shape, R. is

the angular momentum, and the (-1) factor in the exchange potential

produces a different potential for even and odd states. While the

types of potentials can be adjusted to reproduce data rather well,

they can only teach us that spin effects and exchange scattering are

important - but since they are not derived microscopically, they can-

not explain the cause or these effects or shed much light on nuclear

structure.

More microscopic calculations of p
3
He (or usually p

4
He) elastic

scattering do exist in the literature, e.g. those of Rinat and his

students (GAR,75; GAR,76; GKR,80; WA,77; WA,80), and Fesbach et al.

(Fe,71; LF,73; BF,77) but these are often performed with a Glauber or

"diffractive approximation. As such, they are limited to higher

energies (T > 700 MeV) and small angles ( e 4= 10° or a y 170°).

Unfortunately, our knowledge of the NN amplitude at these higher

energies is so limited that often only a few parameters can be used to

characterize it, e.g. (Ra,79)
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2
...., 4 k

fNN(e) ' 4n aNN
tot " -(3q

ke
2 2

+ i (l-ias) e C3sci

t. -

with not even all of these few parameters known! For example, in Ray's

calculations some of the pn parameters were determined via fits to pA

data - yet their values are often different from the more recent

analysis of Bystricky et al. (BLL,79). An inevitable conclusion from

this type of calculation is that our limited knowledge of the pn

amplitudes naturally leads to few conclusive deductions concerning the

distribution of neutron spin in the nucleus. In addition, since there

is even less knowledge about the microscopic nucleon-nucleon potential

at these higher energies, it is not possible to investigate the very

interesting dynamics which can be uncovered when a fully off shell NN

t matrix can be investigated. We do not mean to give the impression

that proton-nucleus scattering is at a crude stage of development.

Indeed, there is a somewhat overwhelming literature on the nucleon-

nucleus optical potential, with significant progress made even recently

on the real and imaginary parts of the optical potential (Ma,82). In

this regard we mention some recent talks (which emphasize LAMPF

energies, 800 MeV): Wallace (Wa,81), Hoffman (Ho,80), Whitten (Wh,79),

Thomas(Th ,81), Igo (Ig,82), and Petrovich (Pe,81). Some of the work

reported upon there include sophisticated treatments of the Pauli

principle, short range NN correlations, center of mass motion correc-

tions, intermediate nuclear excitation, multistep processes, etc.
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Unfortunately, many of these effects are inherently nonlocal and

require a number of approximations before use in a standard computer

code (an approximation we need not make). In addition, many of these

calculations are most valid for infinite nuclear matter but are

extended to finite nuclei by means of a local density approximation.

In any case then, our calculations will complement or extend previous

studies, but not duplicate them to a significant extent.

The proton work we present here is probably the most microscopic to

date for p-
3
He scattering in the low to medium energy region. We use

all the NN phase shifts from S-K waves (L=0,8) with their complete

angular dependence to construct the basic amplitudes. Since our

momentum space techniques can handle nonlocal potentials, we include

their full on and off-shell energy dependence, their spin dependence

and full kinematic transformations from reference frame to reference

frame. Our optical potential thus includes a spin orbit force, three

tensor forces and the usual central term (since we inherently include

exchange scattering in the NN amplitudes, a separate exchange potential

term is not needed). In order to solve the Lippmann-Schwinger equation

with such a general potential, we had to develop new computer tech-

niques to determine the partial wave matrix elements; these techniques

may well have a longer ranged impact upon the field than any particular

numbers we calculate since the basic NN input always changes with time.

In the future as the p
3
He scattering techniques are perfected, we

would expect our type of calculation to yield valuable information on

the pn amplitude and particularly its spin dependence.

The contents of this thesis is as follows. Chapter 2 describes

the techniques used for handling scattering in momentum space. First
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we give the basic Lippmann-Schwinger equation (equivalent to the

Schroedinger equation with built-in scattering boundary conditions),

and then describe the partial wave decomposition of this equation. We

end chapter 2 with a description of the spin 1 x 1 amplitude used

for NN scattering, and of the spin 0 x 1 amplitude used for KN

scattering.

Chapter 3 is pedagogical in nature and describes the derivation of

the multiple scattering theory and of the optical potential formulas

used. The experienced reader can pass through these sections briefly

without loss of continuity. Chapter 4, on the other hand, contains the

detailed, technical discussion of all the pieces that go into the

construction of our potential. It is our major theoretical develop-

ment. Chapter 5 contains rather complete results for scattering -

which we have already published - and more limited results for p-
3
He

scattering. Considering the complex structure of the p-3He scatter-

ing amplitude (it has six separate parts), we plan to present the

complete experimental consequences of our model at a latter time.

Chapter 6 contains a summary of the thesis and suggestions for

future work.
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2 SCATTERING IN MOMENTUM SPACE

2.1 Reduction of two body Schroedinger equation to a one body equation

The Schroedinger equation describing the interaction of particles

A and B is (f)=1)

2 2

{-
VA

- B + V(rA,rB)}T (rA,rB) = ET(rA,rB). (2.1)

2m
A

2m
B

If the potential is a function of only the relative coordinate,

4- 4.
r r r

A b

(2.2)

eq. (2.1) can be rewritten in terms of this relative coordinate and

the coordinate describing the position of the center of mass,

( mAttA mBB) /M (2.3)

2
v
2

v
R + V(6}T

A
,-rt

B
) = ET(;

A B
)

2M 2t.

If we assume 'y separates

T(ytA,I,B)=. 4)(-1')(4)

we obtain the two independent equations

2
v
2

2M

v
R

= E
CM

cP(A) {- 211. +V())4(-1) = Ereigit)

(2.4)



where

= MAMB /(M
A

+ M )

,

E =
ECM

E
CM rel

From now on we only consider scattering of the reduced mass

12

particle in the AB center of mass system.

2.2 The Schroedinger and Lippmann-Schwinger equations

The time-independent Schroedinger equation for the scattering of

a projectile from a target is:

(E - = vy(it ) T(t,;) (2.5)

H
o

= p2/ 2p (2.6)

where p is the projectile-target reduced mass, it is their relative

coordinate, -P. is the momentum operator, and t is a label used to give

the momentum of the incident projectile before scattering (we do not

distinguish between momentum and wave vectors, i.e. 11=1). As

indicated in (2.1), this equation describes scattering in the

projectile-target center of mass. Plane waves are solutions of the

homogeneous equation

(E' - H0)4)(1-1,-it) = 0

E' = k'
2
/2 p

q)(1,-rt) = e I k. r

(2.7a)

(2.7b)

(2.7c)

For (2.1) to describe the standard scattering configuration T(1-1,-.)



must satisfy the boundary condition:

T(k,r) ei f(e,q)) e
ikr

r

13

(2.8)

where eq. (2.8) defines the scattering amplitude fles(p).

Rather than solve a differential Schroedinger equation subject to

imposed boundary conditions, one can solve an integral equation (the

Lippmann-Schwinger equation) which has the boundary condition (2.8) as

part of the equation. To obtain this equation we start with the

Green's function for the Schroedinger equation (RT,67)

limi(15(0,-r) 4)*(1-('',-4r1) (2.9a)

E.4-0 k
2
/21.1 - k

.2
/21.-+ + ie

-e
211(27r

2
)

(2.9b)

-

where the iE in the denominator of (2.9a) insures outgoing scattered

waves -as in (2.9b). The solution for the scattered wave is then

T(t,;) (ib(,1;) 4d3r1 G(;,;')V(rt-')T(,-)"')
(2.10a)

or for nonlocal potentials:

T ( t,;) = 14)(,;) + irsdr'd3r" G(T",;')V(-P,;")T(Tit'")
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or explicitly:

.r- 4- 3 3
, 2

V(it',;")Y(ri,-;"))27 1(2.11)
T(k,r) = e -f 24d r'd r"

If for large r we expandl--rt.11 = -rt
r-r' in the Green's function we
r

obtain

.t it.;
A e 3 3 *T>C1-1

d rid r"e r V(P,;"),Y(TZ-,1-.")
r )(2.12)

which when compared with eq. (2.8) yields the scattering amplitude

f(e) = - 4724d3r'd3r"e-1
1'

V(r1,r")Y(Z',;")

where k' is the final momentum of the scattered particle.

(2.13)

Since the main interest of scattering theory is to obtain the

scattering amplitude, the wavefunction in the Lippmann-Schwinger

equation, (2.12), is often just a useful intermediary and can be

eliminated to obtain an equation for the scattering amplitude

directly. To accomplish this we first define the T matrix element,

[3 3 -+

d r'd r"e V(rl,r ")T(k,r ") (2.14)

where the k and can be considered arbitrary vectors. Likewise, the



momentum space potential is defined by the double Fourier transform:

V(1:',r) =,rd3rd3r"e-41.;1

Note that for a local potential,

V(;' ,-it") = V(-1 )

(2.15)

14

the wove equations are still valid. If we now multiply (2.12) by

e-iP.Illiv(r"1,-rt.) and integrate over all -r'-11 ',r space, we obtain the

Lippmann-Schwinger equation for the T matrix:

T(r,,r) = 1/(t,,10 Ird3rd3r1d3r"d3r"'e-i1K-1.-PlIV(P",-1")

x G(it,--P)V(-P,it")T(t,it")

or upon substituting for G(it.,1),

+1d31.21

E(k) - E(k") +ie

For the usual Schroedinger equation, (2.5),(2.6),

E(k) = k
2
/211

(2.16)
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However, we can include relativistic kinematics by choosing

E(k) =,12A + k2 +(11 2 + k
2

= E
A
(k) + E

B
(k)

2.3 Partial wave decomposition (On shell scattering)

Spin 0 0 spin 0 scattering

This is the simplest case and so we treat it first. Since the

plane wave can be expanded in partial waves:

00

e
ikz

= e
ikr cose

(2 k+ 1)iZj (kr)P (cose ) ,

CL=0

we assume the solution to the Schroedinger equation can also be

expanded as:

T (t9) = (kr (211+1)i2A (kr)P (cose)

where P (cose) is the Legendre polynomial (RT,67).

In the region where the potential vanishes, it must be possible

to expand At(kr) in terms of the regular and irregular solution of

the potential free equation:

+
k2
k

--,

,Q,(2,-1-1)

G
L
(kr)

= 0
2

r
2

F
L
(kr) = kr j

t
(kr) ------- sin(kr-t7/2)

kr»t

GL(kr) + -krn
t
(kr) , cos(kr-7/2)

kr»t



The phase shift dz is introduced in taking the linear

combination of these solutions

A (kr) = eikr(sin6 G
L
(kr) + cos6 F

L
(kr))

6
ei z sin(kr -9.1T/2 +6 )

kr »k

If we require q/(,-rt.) to have the asymptotic form, (2.8), we can

solve the scattering amplitude in terms of the phase shifts:

f(e) = (2ik)- 1 (2,e+1)(e2i6i- 1)132,(cose)

where the differential cross section is

d a 2

d Q 1 f(e )

(2.17)

One situation of special interest occurs when the potential has

an imaginary part to represent absorption of flux into a nonelastic

channel. In this case the phase shift will also be complex,

5 = 6
Z,R

+ i SQi

or alternatively there will be an absorption parameter

e e2-16Q
R

= e
-2ik5

16



f(e) = (2ik) -1 > (2z+1)(nze -1)pt(cose)

z=0

The total cross sections have the usual forms e.g.

a
el = fias2_ da (e) 47r

dsz
k
2

z

(2z+1)
nz e

2-16
z-1

2.4 Nucleon-Nucleon (N-N) elastic scattering

2i

2

(2.18c)

(2.19)

17

This problem was studied by Wolfenstein (Wo,54),(Wo,56) and

Wolfenstein and Ashkin ( WAs 152); the latter derived the general

expression for the scattering matrix assuming the conservation of

parity, time reversal invariance, the generalized Pauli principle and

rotational invariance. In appendix A there is a description of the

steps followed to derive the form of the scattering amplitude for spin

% x % scattering:2 2

M = 1/2 {(A+B) + + (C+D)a1m02m

+ + E(c1 +;2)11 (2.20)

If the two particles are not identical, a sixth term,1/2F(Q1-2)

must be added.

A
The three orthonormal vectors

A
n,l,m are defined in terms of the

momentum of the incident particle ki and of the scattered particle

17'.f in the N-N center of mass reference frame,

-
f

ki TZ. x
f1

(2.21)
, n

1L
1
x kf
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The coefficients A.B,C,D.E. depend of k and the polar angle e

-)0

(see figure 2.1), and al,a2

with the two nucleons.

the Pauli spin operators associated

Fig. 2.1 Geometry for N-N scattering

We can see from equations (2.20) that if one of the particles had

no spin, e.g.a1 =0, the equation is reduced to the familiar form for

spin 0 ospin1/2 scattering (La,75)

M = 1/2 (A+B) + EZ. El . (2.22)

The amplitude (2.20) is an operator in spin space, to make

connection with an experimental observable (scattering amplitude) we

take matrix elements between states of total spin S and z component

m
s

. These matrix elements can then be expanded into spherical

harmonics:

M
ij

(e,q)) = m
sm

s
,s'm

s'
(e,(p) m Mm

/
11,12(e,c0Mks m m

s
;s1m

s (2.23)

t,m

Since each nucleon has spin 1/2, the total spin S can be 0

(singlet) or 1 (triplet).
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2.4.1 The scattering amplitude in terms of phase shifts

Stapp, Ypsilantis and Metropolis (SYM,57) give one of the

clearest (though still schematic) derivations of the expansions in

terms of phase shifts for the matrix elements of M between different

spin states. Since there is no coupling between single (S=0) and

triplet (S=1) states if the particles are identical, this is like two

separate problems; the single and M00- triplet expansions are like

spin 0 0 scattering, whereas the tensor and spin orbit forces

require additional P17/1_ 's (the table 23,p149 of ( COd ,80) is very

useful in deriving the equations); for the singlet state:

M
s,s

(e) = 2(ik)
-1

P (e)
2

R
2,

(2.24)

For the triplet state the different combinations of m
s'

and m
s

give:

M
11

(e) = 2(ik)-

Z=0

P (e)(":4 2 ) R +14(2,2+1)R

+1/4(2,-1)R32,,z_11/4[(2,+1)(,2,+2)]1/2R2"-1
-1/41( -1)2,11/21Rz-11

m
00

(e) =2(ik)- (e f1/2(2,+1)R +1/2kR

+1/21(9,1-1)(z+2)1 Y+1 + 1/2((,-1)911/2 e-1}

M
01

(0) = 2(ik)- Pzo)t- -4: 7) R
(22,1-1

2,2,1-1 4 TITT) R
1, 2(2,+2

=0

(2.25a)

(2.25b)

+Nr2. (Q -1 \

4 )R2,,,c6-1 +4 Ofir R2'+' -1/4 2ft-°2 Rz-1
Q

)
(2.25c)



M
10

(e) = 2(ik)-
1
(0{4

15
R
z,z+1

- 817 Ri,2 -1

2

.1/4A/TW Rz+1 1/4 A/2 (2'1 Rz-1}
2,41/

M
1-1

(e) = 2(ik
2 1

(6){

2Q +1
Rz

9,4(+1) 4t(2.+1)

+1/4R 1-40,+1)(z+2) ] e+1-4( (Z-1)9.1 2RZ-/

20

(2.25d)

(2.25e)

where P
L

(x) = (-1)
m
(1-x

2
)

m/2
dmPL (x)/dxm are the

associated Legendre polynomials. The R's are given in terms of the

N-N phase shifts [Stapp convention (SYM,57)]:

R
j+1,j

= cos2E. exp(2iE
j+1,j

) - 1 (2.26a)

RQ
e212.

(E
j+1,j

)) (2.26b)

where the labels are = j+1. E.
J

is the mixing parameter which

mixes states of different L. This mixing is a consequence of a

(noncentral) tensor force being present in the N-N interaction which

permits different L's to be mixed for a single J. Yet since states of

different parity, P=(-1)
L

, cannot be mixed,only L =J ±1 states are

coupled.
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Let us use the following nomenclature to designate states of spin

S and orbital angular momentum L (=S,P,D.F,...):

2S+1

The states which are mixed--but still allowed by angular momentum

conservation and the generalized Pauli principle are given in Table

2.1 (By,79).

TABLE 2.1 Mixed States

Isospin=1 Isospin=0

3
P
2

and
3
F
2

3S1 and 3D1
1

3
F
4

3
H
4

3
D
3

3
G
3

3
H
6

3
J
6

3
I
7

3
K
7

3
G
5

3
I
5

Equation (2.26) is written in the Stapp, Ypsilantis and

Metropolis (SYM,57) or "bar" convention for the phase shifts. In

contrast, the other popular convention is that due to Blatt and

Biedenharn ( BB,52) in which:

R
j+1,j

= cos
2
E
j

e
2i6 f1

+ sin
2
E
j

e
2i6 1,j

- 1

R3 = 1/2 sin2E. ( exp (2i6 )- exp (2is 4+1,i )

(2.27a)

(2.27b)
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The phase shifts that do not involve mixing,eq. (2.26b),are the same

in both conventions.

The bar phase shifts become smaller in the presence of weaker

potentials, which is not true for the BB parameters, as shown by Stapp

et al. (SYM,57).

2.4.2 Antisymmetrization

The total wavefunction for two identical fermions must be

antisymmetric upon interchange of all their coordinates. Since

nucleons have spin', they are fermions and the wavefunction

symmetrization condition imposes symmetry conditions on the NN

scattering amplitude. For two protons or two neutrons this is the

usual Pauli principle, whereas for the np system the Pauli principle

is generalized to include the isospin degree of freedom (see section

2.3.4). This generalized Pauli principle is the cause of a factor

of 2 which appears in many equations for the NN scattering amplitude.

Let us consider proton-proton scattering. The interchange of

the particles is equivalent to replacing e by 7-0 in the scattering

amplitudes (see Fig. 2.2).

Fig. 2.2

Scattering of two identical particles.



To analyze the effect of this change in the partial wave

expansion, eqs. (2.24) and (2.25), we note that the Legendre

polynomials change in the following way:

PL(e) (-1)L PL(7-e)

2L+1 1 /

P
L
(e) = (-1) PL of-e)

P
L
(e) = (-1)

L
P
2

(7- e)

23

(2.28)

(2.29)

(2.30)

Since in the actual experimental situation the detector does not

distinguish between the two trajectories illustrated in figure 2. but

instead just counts the particle that strikes it, the amplitude for

the scattering must be a sum of the amplitudes that correspond to each

path, M = M (e) + M (Tr-e).

Since P
L odd

(e) = -P
L odd

(IT-8), this implies that the

odd terms will cancel in M
SS

(e) +
MSS (

-e) and the even terms

are doubled; that is the origin of a factor of 2 in (2.24).

A similar argument is applied in equations (2.25), after using

(2.28-2.30) in them.

2.4.3 Isospin and N-N Scattering

In the isospin formalism, the n and p are two states of the same

particle, the nucleon, and thus form an isodoublet. When we consider

two nucleons scattering, we can have an isotriplet (T=1) and isosing-

let (T=0) isospin states. The eigenfunctions IT,T3> for the third

component of isospin, T3, and the square of the isospin, T2, are:

11,1> = 7(1)7(2) , 1,0? = 7(1)v(2) + 7-(2),)(1)11/ 2

10,0> + {7(1)v(2) - 7(2)v(1)1/14 ,' 11,-1) = v(1)v(2)
(2.31)
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where 7 is "up" and v is "down".

For np scattering we have an initial state9(1)7(1) which can be

expressed as:

v(1)7(2) =1/2{v(1)7(2) + 7(1)v(2) + v(1)7(2) -ff(1)v(2)1 .

If M
t
(e ) is the isotriplet scattering amplitude and M

s
(6) the

isosinglet amplitude, the pn scattering amplitude is

M (e) =<)(1)7(2)1M1v(1)7(2) = 1/2{ Mt(e) + Ms(e)} (2.32)

The factor of two present in the pp scattering amplitudeldue to

the relation of PL(e) and PL(Tr-e) is now also present for pn scatter-

ing since they too are identical. However, this 2 will be cancelled

by the factor in eq. (2.32) due to the isospin average. More about

this factor of two can be found in MacGregor, Moravcsik and Stapp

(MMS,60).

2.4.4 Generalized Pauli Principle

The eigenfunction for the two nucleon system can be written as a

product of the three functions: one which depends on the relative co-

ordinate of of the two particles ft,,(r1, the other fii(c,T2) dependent

on the two spins, and the last ff(ti,t2) depends on the isospins .

The generalized Pauli principle can now be stated)

) =
'

)f±(7t )

2 r T 1 2 T l' 2

must be antisymmetric under the exchange of all coordinates including

the isospin coordinates. If the symmetry properties of each function

is considered, the antisymmetry requirement can be stated

L + S + T = odd. (2.33)

This principle was used to build the scattering matrix as shown in
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Tables A.1 and A.2 in appendix A.

If we now return to the original form of the scattering matrix M

we see that the coefficients A,B,C,D,E in (2.20) can be expressed in

terms of the M ( GW ,75):
m ,,m
s s

A 1/2 ( Mll 4- MOO M1-1 )

B = 1/2 ( M
11

+ M
ss

+ M
1-1 )

(2.34)

C
1/2 (

M11 mss M1-1 )

1/2

(M00
1-M1-1

M11)/2 cose

E (
M10 - M01)/ /T

2.4.5 Use of the Saclay N-N phases

In our calculations we used a modified form of the Saclay phase

shifts and mixing parameters determined by Bystricky et al (By,79).

Their data (listed in table C.1 in appendix C) are given for laboratory

kinetic energies from 10 MeV to 750 MeV in steps of 10 MeV, with the real

and imaginary parts of the phase shifts listed in separate tables.

The energy region 10-750 MeV was divided by them into five overlapping

intervals: 10-220 MeV, 190-350 MeV, 270-450 MeV, 380-610 MeV and

550-750 MeV, and the phase shifts for the eigenchannels (S,P,D,F,G,H,

I,J,K Partial waves for spin=0,1) are listed.

Our modifications to these data consisted of taking an arithmetic

average of the phase shifts in the overlapping energy intervals. We

also converted the imaginary part of the phase shifts, bI , to the

absorption parameter n :

n = e
-27

I (2.35)
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The order in which yin degrees) andt)appear is shown in Table C.3

(appendix C).

To check our calculations of these on-shell amplitudes, and the

accuracy of our averaging, we calculated the amplitudes A(E, e), B(E,e),

C(E,e),D(E,G),E(E,e) as a function of energy and scattering angle

and compared with the graphs in the paper by Bystricky et al.

As shown in figure 2.3, the agreement was good.

When calculating NA scattering, we sometimes need the NN amplitudes

for energies below those tabulated by Bystricky et al. We extrapolated

to low energy with an effective range theory approximation:

tans K
22,+1 (2.36)

a

Eq. (2.36) was used to make a smooth extrapolation by matching it to
MM.

the first tabulated phase 6z(1) at TLab = 10 MeV,

2.1-1
(5

= E
9,

(1)

K< K (1) ( K(11
(2.37)

where K(1) is the momentum for (52,(1) ) K(1) = 68.5 MeV/c. To treat

the
3
S
1
channel which contained the deuteron bound state, we used

Levinson's theorem which states that:

3S
75- 1

(E=0) = N
B

= 7

where N
B

= 1 is the number of bound states. The extrapolation for

this case was: K

s
1

K(1)
) t'- (3s

1

(1)/
7
3

=

For the low energy dependence of the mixing parameters, we used

(except for the parameter El which mixes S and D channels) a relation

between the "bar" (or Stapp) phase shifts and mixing parameters and

the Blatt Biederharn's (BB),(SYM,57)
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sin(
j-1,j

-g
j+1,j

) = tan2
j

/ tan2s.
(2.38)

Since the BB mixing parameters are constant for low energy, the Ej 's

were taken as the first tabulated "bar" mixing parameters (at 10 MeV),

and designated asei(1) , and (2.38) was solved for once the 6j_i,j

and have been extrapolated. That is for low momentum:

ej = 1/2arctan{sin(Sj_1,i (5,j+1,j)} tan2Ej(1)

For the parameter e1 (the exception ), a linear extrapolation pro-

portional to the energy was made--with ej taken as zero for the first

five entries in table (C.2 appendix C).

2.5 Spin 0 ® spin scattering

As stated before, the scattering matrix (2.20) is reduced to the

form in (2.22) when one of the spins of the interacting particles is

taken as zero. Let us rewrite the scattering amplitude matrix (2.22)

in its standard form:

M(e) = f(e) + g(e)
(2.39)

f(6) and 09) are the "spin nonflip" and "spin" flip scattering am-

plitudes, which can be expanded in terms of the T matrix solution of

the Lippmann-Schwinger equation (2.16) (La,75)

OCI

f(e) = 1 /k0> {(Q +1) z+
(k

o
1k

o
) + T

z-
(kolko)gz(cose)

g(e) = 1/ko :E {Tz+ Ti_ }Pi (cose)

z=0

Here 9.,± is an abbreviation for J =
i+ 1/2

The T matrix elements are related to the phase shifts via

(2.40)

(2:41)



1_1_1/2 (k0) -11/2
TL+1/2 (kip k0) =

and to the solutions of the Lippmann Schwinger equation via

TL+ = IV( -pE)

with Ep, and EA given in (2.16a).

The differential cross section for unpolarized target is (La,75):

do =
2 2

+ sin elg(e)12

do unpol
target

and the polarization after the scattering:

28

(2.42)

(2.43)

.0-(e)
=

2Im(g f)sine

If12
+ Igl 2sin2e

The total, elastic, and inelastic cross sections are:

el
a

tot
= Im f(0

k

42

k
0 L=0

{(L+1)Imi'l++LImTL_}

2
ift+1)11-

L
1

2
+ LITI2 1

k
o L=0

a = a -G
inel tot el

2.6 Martin's e N amplitude fit

(2.44)

(2.45)

(2.46)

(2.47)

(2.48)

Martin (Ma,75) fit the amplitudes f(0) and g(0), eqs. (2.40),

(2.41) to the rather limited set of experimental data now available.

He fits TL± with polynomials having the correct threshold behavior:

C (q)T
L+

(q) =

n=0

\n

a
Li-

- i {1 +e(q -gin) R2L+ (q)} C (q)
(2.49)

n qmaxi



where

CL(q) = q2L+1 / {1 + (q/q
in

)2L+1

ML L+1
Ri.+(q) =71 b q gin )

m

m

'imax gin/
m= 1

KCKN

M /

mK'

29

(2.50)

In eq. (2.49),eis the unit step function, qin = 310.552 MeV/c is

the c.m. momentum corresponding to the first inelastic threshold

('T production), and qmax = 727.1377 MeV/c is maximum momentum of the

fit. The parameters a and b are taken from Martin's Table 4

(reproduced in appendix C as Table C.4), and the degrees of polynomial,

N and M , are

L ML N
L

0 3 5

1 3 5

2 2 4

3 2 2

We use S,P,D, and F n waves in our calculations, and refer to them

in the standard nomenclature, L
2I,2J.

The on-shell amplitudes are calculated with the Martin phase

shifts since his appears to be the best complete analysis currently

available. There are, however, large uncertainties in the I=0 (neu-

tron) amplitudes, and we have also made some calculations with the

recent analysis by Watt et al. (Wa,81). In Figs. 2.4 and 2.5 we show

the S-F wave K
+
p and K

+
n scattering amplitudes as they are used in

our calculation (i.e., including the angular momentum weighting):



ft_ = 0..+1)h,_+(ko) + Lhi__(k0)

fflip (k
-

)

L+ o L "

30

(2.51a)

(2.51b)

h
J=L+1/2

(k
o

) = n
a
(k ) lexp(216a(ko) -1 } /2iko , a = {L,J,I} (2.52)

We see that the 1=0 nonflip proton amplitude dominates for Pla6 s 800

MeV/c (Fig. 2.4), whereas for Plab 900 MeV/c the P wave neutron non-

flip amplitude dominates. Furthermore, we see in Fig. 2.4 that the

real parts of the nonflip amplitudes are always dominated by the re-

pulsive S waves for TK < 800 MeV, and that the P waves are attractive

but very weak.

In Fig. 2.5 we see that the spin-flip amplitudes for P waves are

quite different in behavior from the nonflip amplitudes (there is no

S wave spin-flip), with the P wave proton amplitudes now dominating and

the real parts being quite large. Specifically, the destructive can-

cellation which occurs in f Eq. (2.51a), when the P
11

and P
13

ampli-

tudes are added, becomes constructive when they are subtracted to form

the spin flip amplitude, Eq. (2.51b). (To a lesser extent this is also

true for the P
01

and P
03

eigenchannels). Finally, we can see in

Figs. 2.4 and 2.5 that while the D and F waves may be significant,

they never dominate.

Since (K
+
,K
0
) and(p,n) are both isodoublets, the strong interaction

T matrices ale related by

Te (6) = T (I =1) = T0=1)
Tel(KOn),

Tel(en) = 1/2(T(1) + T(0)) = Tel(KOP) ,

T(en ep) el( K+p) Tel(K+n)

so all of these amplitudes are known.

Since we also calculate Kaon charge exchange (CEX), 3H(K+ ,K
0

)

3
He,
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Fig.2.6 The K
+
n CEX scattering amplitude for theS-F partial waves as a function of laboratorymomentum and energy. (a) - Imaginary parts ofnon flip, (b) - Real parts of non flip and(c) - the spin flip amplitude
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the elementary CEX amplitudes are of some interest and we give them

in Fig. (2.6). Since these elementary CEX amplitudes are about half

the magnitude of the already weak elastic ones, the
3
H(K

+
,K
0

)

3
He reac-

tion will turn out to be weaker than
3
H(K

+
,K
+

)

3
H. However, the

structure of the CEX amplitudes is quite different--and in many ways

more interesting--than the elastic amplitudes, which are simply domin-

ated by the S wave, nonflip amplitudes. For example, above 500 MeV/c

(220 MeV) the S waves no longer dominate CEX scattering( Fig. 2.6a and

2.6b), with the D and F waves even becoming important above 800 MeV/c

(446 MeV). Most interesting to us is Fig. 2.6c which shows the very

large strength of spin flip scattering (stronger than nonflip) even for

energies as low as 142 MeV (400 MeV/c). However, a caveate is appro-

priate here; since the elastic KN amplitudes vary significantly from

analysis to analysis, we expect even larger uncertainties in the CEX

reaction, which employs differences of amplitudes.
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3 DERIVATION OF THE OPTICAL POTENTIAL FROM
MULTIPLE SCATTERING THEORY*

In the second chapter, a two body theory for scattering was

developed. Now the theory must be expanded to describe scattering from

a nucleus in which the projectile suffers several collisions from the

nucleons that constitute the nucleus.

3.1 Statement of the Problem

The potential for the p-A scattering is assumed to be the sum of

the projectile-nucleon two body potentials for each nucleon in the

nucleus:

i=1

(3.1)

These potentials are operators in a space spanned by the product of

the eigenstates of the free projectile with momentum r: I k 7

kot ) and the eigenstates I(Dn ) for the target. The initial

state is thus:

Ii) Ik>I (Pi> 11,cp_-1- (3.2)

The unperturbed Hamiltonian Ho is composed of the Hamiltonian for the

target, Hn, and the kinetic energy operator for the projectile:

Ho = Hn + Kp

K k> = {k2 /2mp} 1

* In this chapter we follow the class-notes of the course in scattering

theory taught by Prof. Rubin H. Landau at O.S.U.



The full Hamiltonian H also contains the potential operator V, eq.

(3.1):

H =Ho +V
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The target Hamiltonian itself contains the kinetic energy and inter-

action potentials for all nucleons in the target nucleus:

A A

Hn = > . = K
1

K. +
2 z! jij A

+ WA

i=1 i#j

The nuclear states 1(0 are eigenstates of the Hn operator,

Hn1 cbn) = En(cpn)

and are assumed to be known. To be complete, these kl)11 ) must also

include continuum values. In this initial study we do not explicitly

consider the possibility that for nucleon-nucleus scattering there are

terms in V which can cause the projectile and a target nucleon to in-

terchange. Although this may be important if a compound nucleuswere

to be formed at the higher energies we consider (T y 100 MeV), this

should be a small effect. We do, however, include a direct type of

NN exchange by using symmetrized NN T matrices.

The problem equivalent to solving the above many body Schroedinger

equation with scattering boundary conditions is finding the solution

of the Lippmann-Schwinger equation,

T= V + VGT (3.3)

for the p-A system. In eq. (3.3), G, is the Green's function operator:



G=
1

E - H + ic E -H
n
-K

p
+ is E KA- WA - Kp+ (3-4)
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and E is the sum of the energies for the projectile plus target. Sub-

stituting eq. (3.1) in (3.3) gives:

A A

T= v. v .GT

3.2 The free T matrix two body operator t

(3.5)

If the projectile scattered from a free, non-interacting nucleon

"i", this would be described by the free, two body T matrix:

t.(4.)) = v. + v.
1 1 1

w - K.
1

- K +ie

1

ti (3.6)

With a few manipulations, we can convert the Green's function in this

equation to a form similar to the one in eq. (3.4). Since only the

i-th nucleon in the target is interacting with the incident nucleon,

the quantity, KJ
, is unchanged by the ti operator, and we

jai
can add it to the energy parameter co in (3.6) as if it were a

constant. We obtain
A

1
t.

t.( E*cr K) = v.+v.
1 L. J 1 1

E -K.- E K. + is t1

.ji 1

3 -1

3

=v. + v.
1

ti
1 1

E _ K - + isKp

.7.:
v. + v.G t.

o
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3.3 The bound T matrix operator

The expression for the T operator is obtained when the binding

potential for the nucleus, WA , is included in the Green's function

T.(E) = vi V.
1 1 1

E - KA- Kp+ iE

1
Ti (3.7)

Since W
A

is an A-body operator, Ti is an (A+1)-body operator. The

relation between the bound and the free matrices is obtained by

solving for vi and substitution into (3.7)

Ti = ti + ti(G-G0)Ti

3.4 Multiple scattering series

(3.8)

If we iterate the many body Lippmann-Schwinger equation,

we obtain

=

T= Tv+ >
11

1-
1

v
j

+
v iGv jGv k

+

. i#k

vi + vi Gv
i
+ v Gv Gv + 3

[v
J

. + v .Gv
J
.+ .

J 1 )1 (3.9)

Yet we can recognize the term in square brackets as the bound

matrix, (3.7), and thus obtain the multiple scattering series:

T = T'1
1 TT.

+ T.GT. + T.G .GT
k
+

La 1 j

i ,j1 j#i

k#i

(3.10)
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Eq. (3.10) tells us that the T matrix is a sum of single scattering,

double scattering, triple, etc. with successive scatterings off

different target nucleons - since successive scatterings from the same

nucleon is in the Ti matrix. Note, however, that in a triple scat-

tering TiGTj GTk , i = k can occur without double counting.

3.5 Impulse Approximation

For sufficiently high energies of the projectile, the motion of the

nucleons in the target is comparatively slow, and at some level of

approximation the incident particle can be considered to interact with

one nucleon at a time. In this case it is possible to make the "Im-

pulse approximation", in which the bound transition matrix T is

replaced by the free transition matrix:

Ti= t. (3.11)

evaluated at some appropriate energy. The key assumption is that the

nucleus does not have a chance to rearrange itself during each individ-

ual projectile-nucleon collision. The multiple scattering series is

now

T =2:t. + 2:it.G t. + Et.G t.G
0
t
k
+

0 J 0 J
i ij ijk

(3.12)

where the prime in the summations indicates the projectile cannot

collide with the same nucleon twice in a row.

3.6 Optical Potential U

We define the optical potential as being that operator which when

inserted into a two body, projectile-nucleus, Lippmann-Schwinger equa-

tion,
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T = U + UG
o
T (3.13)

will exactly reproduce the multiple scattering series, (3.12), for

elastic scattering.

The lowest order approximation to U is designated U
(1)

and con-

sists of taking

i=1

(3.14)

i.e. the same as the single scattering approximation for T.

If a fully antisymmetrized nucleon wavefunction is used all

nucleons are equivalent (KMT,59), and we can replace the sum in (3.14)

by a simple factor:

U
(1)

= At
(3.15)

where t is the free, projectile-average nucleon T matrix. Some care

is needed in applying the impulse approximation, eq. (3.11), when

using fully antisymmetric wavefunctions; namely, we should still

retain the condition in T or t that successive scattering off the

same nucleon is forbidden. A blind use of (3.14) leads to double

counting, as we can see from examination of the multiple scattering

series:

A A A

T = t. + : t.Gt. +

1=1 1=1 j=1
1 i=1,A

j#i j=1,A
k=1,A(#j)

t
k j
GtGt.+

0
(3.16)

If all the nucleons are treated as equivalent, the equation (3.16) is

then:

T = At + A(A-1)tGt + A(A-1)(A-1)tGtGt4 o (3.17)
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Yet, the first order optical potential is U(1) =At ,and if we iterate

the Lippmann-Schwinger equation with that u
(1)

, the multiple scatter-

ing series looks like:

T = U + UGT = At + AtGAt+ (3.18)

i.e. too many scatterings! Kerman, McManus and Thaler (KMT,59) cor-

rected this by defining

U
(1)

= (A-1)t

and using this U(1) in a Lippmann-Schwinger equation for an intermed-

iate T' matrix,

T' = U + UG
o
T'

The full T matrix is then

A
T T'

A - 1

which is seen to have the proper expansion (3.17). We have to bear

in mind that the preceeding equations are operator equations and it is

necessary to evaluate them between states of the projectile-nucleus

system, . Since the Schroedinger equation makes the most

sense in the projectile-A c.o.m. system, the matrix elements must be

evaluated there. The projectile and nucleus have initial momenta k

and -k respectively, and final momenta k' and -k'. The struck nucleon

is assumed to have momenta -11 and p', as indicated in figure 3.1.



Projectile}
INITIAL FINAL

1-)(-

Nucleus A'

Fig. 3.1 Momenta in a pA collision
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Since momentum is conserved (but not energy for the pN collision), we

have

= = 4'4)

As shown below, the struck nucleon momentum p must be integrated over.

Although not explicitly shown, the two body T matrices contain

the spin-isospin operators Oa ,

0
a
= 1 , an , T1 , (a.1)(an) (3.19)

where 1. and 1 are the nucleon and projectile isospin operators

respectively. The relevant matrix elements of the free, two body

operator are then

,1--11-t(c0)11t13>-> te,(w)lt,11>oo,

where (4) is a two body collision energy to be defined later.

(3.20)

To form the matrix element needed for the first order optical
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potential, we also must include the expectation value of these opera-

tors in the nuclear ground state 1_,0:>. In this way, we obtain

(ki I u0(01) I 0 tf- ,o Iu(1)I r,o>

(A-1

a

jr.<0,15>41t,(L,011t1Fc(P-c1,15)d15-
(3.21)

where 4 = P=4. is the momentum transferred to the nucleus and nucleon

by the projectile.

The function Fa is:

Fa($-4>3) =
A A

>

x0aY($,112,...,-PA)6( > (p1+ k)d
3
p2...d

3
pA (3.22)

with 'Y the nuclear ground state wavefunction in momentum space. The

usual nuclear form factor is related to this Fa via

Fc,(q) = fd3rpa(r)eiclr =f<i-4,01P-,0> d3p

= fd3p Fcc(13-4,$)

3.7 Factorization approximation

(3.23)

A more convenient form for the optical potential is obtained by

assuming t is a slowly varying function of P and then removing it from

the integral:
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KfljUlt>T=. (A-1) >-;',1-50-i Ita(w0)1t,1% Fa($-i,$) d3p (3.24)

a

t'oio-ilta(wdlt,k) Fa() (3.25)
=(A-1

a

This formula for the optical potential is very illuminating: the

nuclear structure is present in the nuclear form factors, Fa (4) ,

whereas the projectile-nucleon dynamics is separated into the off-

energy-shell projectile-nucleon T matrix.

We expect this factorization (or factored) approximation to be

reliable when the form factor F,(1----U) is a much more rapidly vary-

ing function of the internal nucleon p than is the two-body T matrix.

Since these functions scale like the nuclear and nucleon size

respectively, this is usually a good approximation. Yet for a small

nucleus like He where RA= 2 fm and RN I:= 0.7 fm, corrections may be

important.

One way of improving the approximation (3.25) is by the use of a

form of "stationary phase approximation", i.e. by evaluating the

matrix at the momentum for which the integrand is a maximum (or for

which its phase is stationary). We call "optimal" momentum k .

Landau (La,75) and Landau and Thomas (La, Tho,78), have shown - in

fact - that for a nucleus described by pure Gaussian wavefunctions

(which is not a bad approximation for helium), the optimal initial

momentum is

A- 1 -4-

po A 2779
6 (3.26)



This is essentially the average value of the momenta for a nucleon

at rest ("frozen") in the initial nucleus and in the final nucleus

(after c.o.m. recoil corrections are included). It has the amazing

property that

11%-il =IT%
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(3.27)

for all 4 =V-t( if OZIKIZI
. Since the most important terms in

the optical potential are actually the diagonal ones with k=k' [but

not necessarily k=k,(on shell)], the use of the optimal momentum means

that the factorization approximation enjoys an extended range of

validity.
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4 EVALUATION OF THE OPTICAL POTENTIAL

4.1 Off-energy-shell T matrices

In the elastic scattering of two particles of reduced mass µ in

their center of momentum (com) system, Fig. 4.1, physical scattering

corresponds to a simple change in direction but not magnitude of the

asymptotic initial and final momenta.

Fig. 4.1 On shell values for momenta

Since the tips of the k and vectors will lie on the same sphere

of radius k0, this is referred to as "on-energy-shell" scattering for

energy

E = fi
2
ko2/2p

This can be described via an elastic scattering amplitude

f(t',t) ; f(e)

or equivalently an on-shell T matrix

Tkv -0
k'=k=k

0

= - f(e)/2u

(4.1)

(4.2)

The T matrix has more general use than this, however, as 'seen from



considering a basic formula from scattering theory,

1Tk) --1()+Gk Tk cpk>

o o o
(4.3)
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-4-

,
(t) = (1)1( (k) )(d3Pd3PIGk (p)Tk ($11-31)1, (-PI) (4.4)

o o "o

which indicates that knowledge of the full momentum (151 \I') dependence

of the t matrix is equivalent to complete knowledge of the distorted

wave Tk (k) or ko(r) . Now, when we solve the Schroedinger
o

equation, or Lippmann-Schwinger equation,

Tk (1(.11-10.7U(.11)4130(ti ?-)Tke(1111Z)

o E(k0) - E(p) + ie
(4.5)

for the projectile nucleus (pA) scattering, we can obtain the fully off

shell t matrix,

Tko(kIlk)1
k#1<1,1<k ,k1

0
ft

0.

Likewise, the integration over intermediate momentum 15I in the LS equation

(4.3)) requires knowledge of the pA optical potential U and t matrix

T for off-shell momentum since ki4p1.

The above discussion pertains to the off-energy-shell aspect of pA

scattering (or any other two body problem). If we next try to con-

struct the pA optical potential U from projectile-nucleon (pN) t

matrices, we also require knowledge of the off-shell behavior of the

pN t matrix t(1',1,0)) for several reasons. Firstly, the above

integration over p - but not k - transforms into a similar integration

over off shell pN momentum. Secondly, even if only the on-shell matrix
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elements of U, U (k
0 0 '

) were required, the different relations

among momenta transferred, scattering angles and energy for pA

and pN scattering would lead to "off shell" pN scattering. This

should become clear in the discussion to follow. Keeping these

distinctions in mind, it is still good to remember that even though

the "diagonal" potential terms, U \r') generally dominate in (4.3),

this is still "off-shell" scattering for the pN system since k' can be

considerably different from k0. We now describe the off-shell pN t

matrix. Since the energy E(k0) appears as just a parameter in the LS

equation (4.5), we use solutions of this equation to determine the

off-shell behavior of the two body, or pN, t matrix t( i?',Z;(k) ) (we

refer to two body energies as 4) to avoid confusion). As indicated in

chapter 1, for a pN or KN eigenchannel of angular momentum L,

J and isospin I (which we label collectively as ), the LS

equation has the partial wave, one dimensional form (we ignore channel

coupling here):

t
a

,K;(0 v(K-)= (Kik 2
) + 2

dq q v
-a
(elq)ta(q0(',w)

,

a
0 W(K0) -(7(q) + iE

(4.6)

As a model we assume the two body interaction is described by a

separable potential:

%Wild = g,,,(K')gji() (4.7)

This kind of potential is a special type of nonlocal potential which

means that in Schroedinger equation the term V(I")QV (T) is replaced by

id3r1V(1,i-.1)T(')
.

If the potential (4.7) is substituted into (4.6), we can solve alge-



braically for the off-shell t matrix (LPT,73)

where

t
a
(K1,K;(0(K

O
)) = g a(K1)g a(K)/Da

F..)(1(
0
))

2 2

Da(w) = 1 +L- fqqq g (q)

° to-E(q) + iE

2p + q 2 Vfm,21 + q2

; (K0) E(K0)
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(4.8)

(4.9)

(4.10)

(4.11)

Since the on-shell t matrices above the elastic threshold, W> mp + mN,

are simply related to the elastic scattering amplitudes, we can use

(4.8) to solve for DI( (``'o))

1/D+[JJ(K0)]
t
a
[K oco;c)(Ko)j

g (K
0

)

a

(4.12)

and thus obtain the simple expression for the off-shell t matrix

g (K') g (K)
ta{K I ,K ;W(

a

2
t :K ,K ;(75(K
a 0 0 0ga(K0)

(4.13)

The great value of (4.13) is that we can use tabulated phase shifts

to calculate ta[K
o
, Ko ;1Ko( and then use the separable poten-

tial models only for generating the off-shell behavior of the t

matrices. This is what we did.

For kaons, Dover and Walker (DW,79) have found that K+ -nucleus

scattering displays very little sensitivity to the actual form of the
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separable potential g(K) . (We confirmed their findings by varying

the g's in (4.13) and even letting ga(K) -4) Since there is such low

sensitivity in e scattering to the form of g, we used the Tr N poten-

tial model of Landau and Tabakin (LT,72) rather than construct a new

model for kaons. The threshold behavior and asymptotic fall offs

are very similar in both cases, since the J and L values are identical.

The proton-nucleon two body potentials used are from the Graz

group (Sch,79). For S waves they have the form,

go(q) 2 +0,2

and for P, D (L=1,2) waves they have the form

L+1

g = q
L

( 1+yq
2

) 7-1 (1+1s n
q2)

n=0

-1

(4.14)

(4.15)

The parameters used are given in table 4.1. Since we include more

eigenchannels in our calculation than the S-D waves of the Graz group,

we had to construct the additional ones. Our prime requirement is

that the potential have the correct threshold behavior,

9 (K) L

K->0 q

(4.16)
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Table 4.1 Parameters of the Graz potential

Eigenchannel 01, 4

(fm-1) (fm-2)

3s
1
r

1
S

1
P
1

3
P
0

3p

1

3
P
2

1D2

3
D
2

(fm-2)
(fm-2) (fm-2) (fm-2)

1.43 -

1.152 - - - -

1.0297 4.2965 0.0506 0.0493 0

4.3036 4.0351 0.7292 4.3036 0

- 0.9055 3.6475 0.0446 0.0412 0

- 0.1554 0.4266 0.0634 0.0634 0

0.4897 5.0341 0.1589 0.0705 0.0169

0.7544 6.7807 0.1583 0.1538 0.0738

For F-K waves we did this by sequentially multiplying the
1
D2 potential

by the factor q/(1 + q
2
/2) for e ch higher L value. This factor is

essentially the ratio g(3D2) g (P2)and is thus physically reason-

able in that its threshold behavior and high q fall off is that

expected from a finite range potential. In any case, we repeat that

only the off-energy-shell variation of the t matrix is being postulated

here, and since studies with pions (LPT,73) and kaons (PL,81a) have

shown that the elastic cross sections are highly insensitive to the

detailed off shell variation - once the threshold behavior and a large

q drop off is included - we expect these postulates are reasonable.

4.2 Relation of pA and pN reference frames

4.2.1 Momenta and T matrices

Evaluation of the optical potential (3.25), requires the off-energy-
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shell pN t matrix t( u0) in the pA center of mass. Although one can

develop models for the off-shell variations in the pA com, we believe

it is more meaningful to evaluate the off-shell amplitude in the two

body com since the Schroedinger theory with the two body potentials can

be used to construct an off-shell behavior which reflects the finite

range of the two body force (i.e. unitarity). We then need, however,

to transform that amplitude to the pA com.

The relation between the t matrices in the two frames is assumed

to have the same form as that used for on-shell amplitudes (Tho,La,80;

LPT,73),

1LPT

YLPT<K It((%)1>

2

p
(K) E

N

E
p
(k) E

p
(1(1)E

N
(p)E

N
(p1)

(4.17)

(4.18a)

Ea(p) = + p2) (4.18b)

where .I is a flux factor required to insure Lorentz invariance of

probability for on shell scattering. The diagram below illustrates the

momenta vectors in the two frames.

k t' =1C +-0.

e
A

4.0

kk'

Fig. 4.2 momenta in pAand pN com



Although nonrelativistic scattering theory inherently builds in

momentum conservation:

o
+ k = ;

o
+ k ; 7<.+ = K + -

i" 01
k
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(4.19)

(4.20)

the fact that these particles are interacting and not "free" requires

that the asymptotic energies are not conserved during interactions,

EN(Po) + E (k) # EN(p0) + Ep(k') (4.21)

EN(-K) + Ep(K) # EN(-K') + Ep( K') (4.22)

In the original LPT paper the scattering angle in the pA and pN

frames were related via the Lorentz invariance of the 4 momentum trans-

fer:

t = (k'-k)2 = (K'-K )2

KK'coseKKT. Ep(K)EN(K')- Ep(k)EN(k') + kk'cosekk,

(4.23)

(4.24)

where eK,K = eN and ekk, = 0A are the scattering angles in the

projectile-nucleon andnucleus frames respectively. Yet this is

equivalent to use of a Lorentz transformation between frames - which

is not meaningful when 4-momentum is not conserved. Consequently,

the scattering angle defined by (4.24), cos 19KK, , can take on unphys-

ical values. In somewhat latter work (La,75) it was indicated that

the "optimal" choice of nucleon momentum,

= - + (A-1)/2A (4.25)

leads to physical angles for all the important, diagonal (III =k k'1 )

terms of the optical potential since with this choice
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if k't = k , 4-momentum is conserved. However, it was

also realized (La,75; LPOTT,8I) that the most acceptable method to

define the pN com momenta when dealing with off-shell scattering is to

follow the Aaron, Amado, and Young(AAY,68) or "magic vector" prescrip-

tion. This prescription is fully covariant, always leads to physical

(I case
KK

,t4L 1 ) scattering angles, and reduces to an ordinary

Lorentz transformation when the momenta are on-shell. The formulae

are:

2
s
in

= (k + p
o

)

u
B w(2)

the last equation defines the "2 body
ft

energy .

R.=-0 - r 1K Ko(K0 + 47 )]

2 (m120 mr21)/sin

= (K0,1Z) = (Ep(k) + EN(0),r(- + 15)

The scattering angle is now given by

Kale = KK' cos e
N

[I K K + s
in

I
o o

[..1K' KI +
0 0

1(m)1Z1 (4.30)

sou

M*10
K

(

Since the above relations permit a determination of the scattering

angle 6N(8KKI) in the pN frame for any angle 8A(81W) in the

pA frame (essentially the same as lab frame), they are often referred

to as the "angle transformation".The "3 body energy (LT,80) is

(4.26 )

(4.27)

(4.28)

(4.29)

w3B
-E

B
-K2/2u

pN,A-1 .

(4.30a)
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4.2.2 Spin 1/2 x 1/2 vectors

As indicated in chapter 2, the spin parts of the 1 x 1 scattering

in the NN com ,lepends on the three unit vectors:

T = -M/spE = 2pE1 f (Al-B) (AB)61n02.n +(C+D)(71M G2'111

<X<

n=

KXK

E+(C-D)01.Za2.2, + E 02) n }

*1 -)" ->"!

K -K K K

m= Z-

11 KI 11
4'

4.31a)

(4.31b)

4 -a

We now relate K' and K to the momenta vectors k and k' in the pA com,

and thus determine the strength of the spin dependent terms in the

optical potential. For NN scattering we have

= 1/2 (t-1-5) = {(3A+1)1Z- - (A-1) t'l /4A (4.32)

where the second equality follows from the optimal choice of momentum,

(4.25). If we define

a = a(e) = 0.r( / {Ko(K0 + sin)}

we have the NN com momentum as

-a K ={ (3A +1)1)(- - (A-1)'} /4A - a(A -1)(k 41)/2A

Al
If we combine the terms here for Vtlwe obtain the key relation

+
2

b=(3A+1)/4A - a(A-1)/2A , c = - (A-1)/4A -a(A-1)/2A

(4.33)

(4.34)

(4.35)

(4.36)
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There is an analogous relation for 11. in terms of a',b',c'.

We use these simple relations to express n, m, and 1 in terms

A. A 044

of the unit vector nA, mA, lA in the pA corn. AFter substitution and

algebra

bb'-cc'
n nA

Ibb' -cc'j

m = e(e)2,A + d(e) mA

z = f(e).9,
A + g(e) mA

e e(e) = (c' - b + b' - c) 1 11(1+ T`l

2 1., -

d = d(e) =( b + b' - c - c' ) 1

2 -1-<"

f f(e) =( b + + c + b') 1
r'

2 1-71 4

9 =.7 g(e) =(c + b' - b -c') 1 11 ti

2 11c' +7,'-

(4.37)

(4.38)

(4.39)

(4.40)

If we substitute these vectors into the t matrix, (4.31a), we obtain

the required pN t matrix in the pA com:

LPT
{(A+B) +

-2pE

+E (bb'- cc')(Q1 + 62).nA



term

+1e2(e)(C+D) + (C-D)f2(oW1iA2iA

+1d2(e)(C+D) +92(e)(C-D)

+ 1d(e)e(e)(C+D) +(C-D)g(e)f(e)ra).1-iiiAC12.2A

+ 1e(e)d(e)(C+D) + f(e)9(e)(C-0-'1iA-c);2MA
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(4.41)

If the pN particles were not identical, we could have the extra

_;>-2).1;
= (bb'-c cl)

'')1;1 21 A
Ibb'-cc'i

(4.42)

In transforming the above amplitude, we have considered the spin

variables as identical in both reference frames. Although there is a

relativistic (Wigner) rotation of these spin variables, the effect

should be small at all but the highest energies and we do not

consider it further,

One of the very interesting aspects of (4.41) is the presence of

Q. r7I6.i cross terms. The introduction of these types of terms

into the p-
3
He optical potential, for example, would lead to a coupling

of the pA spin singlet and triplet scattering (since the particles are

not identical this is not ruled out by the Pauli principle). However,

since e(o) and g(e) both vanish if k e k', there will be no "diagonal"

contribution from these terms, and their effect will most likely be

very small. Since this is a "first" calculation, and the extra

coupling resulting from these interesting terms leads to extra

complications, we postpone their inclusion to latter studies when our
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techniques are perfected.

Note that for low energy nucleons, E4AM, the mixing terms are

expected to be small since QgM and therefore a, (4.33), is small.

This in turn leads to mA=ImN QA = . If the energies

are higher (E=-1M), the effects will be larger.

4.3 General spin and momentum dependence of U

To obtain the optical potential, (3.25), we must evaluate the

expectation value of the spin-dependent t matrix in a nuclear ground

state containing Z protons and N = A - Z neutrons. The details are

given in Appendix B.

4.3.1 Protons

For spin 2 x scattering we have the central term Uc

Uc('ll<-) A-1 17rP ( )tPP ( )

m+pn

'`YMat)cli A+B wo
+

n'"A+BPmat(q)1
A

, (4.43)

In addition there are terms which in coordinate space we

would describe as spin orbit forces

of tensor forces:

(a
1

+a
2
).n , and three types

Uspin(-(1-1) 1171---([ ZpPp(q)tiA)PB(wo)

A

+Nasp(q)tn(w0):
61.nAa2.nA

+[ZtPEP(wo )41at(q) + Ntr (wo)PMat(q):Gl.nA

+7t (q) Ntr(wo)Psp(q)] G2nA1313(w
o
)P

E sP p



where

+cap_p(..),4(,) NtN,N.),4(,)

+ztPP
D
(w

o s
)pP

p
(q) +

C-
NtPn w nC-D(o )10p (0) 61'mAd2.mA

+[ZtPcPD(w0)04(q) +Ntrp(wo)pnsp(q)

+ZtNp(wo)pPsp(q) + NCDpnsp(q)1;1-iAT32-iA

tA+PP
B

tPn =
A+B

to -B =

YLPT

2pE
(A+B) , for pp

YLPT
(A+B) , for pn

2pE

YLPT /l- A Du/

2pE

and Pmat' Psp are the nuclear matter and spin form factors.

4.3.2 Kaons
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(4.44)

(4.45a)

(4.45b)

(4.46)

In this case = oand the potential reduces to the

simpler form for spin 0 x 2 scattering

K p K n
Uc(1-111-) = {Zt

(wo)PMat
Nt

(wo)PIliat(q)1A
(4.47)



q,1-0 _A-1
uspin

A
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t
(4.48)Nt

12'
(w ) /la A

ID/Lk) z,
0 sPflip oi PPsp

where the t's refer to the spin-flip and nonflip amplitudes of 2.3.3

and the p's are the same as before.

4.4 Matrix elements of U in the spin-momentum representation

(spin 2 x I)

The optical potential is still an operator in spin and momentum

space for the pA system. In this section we compute its matrix ele-

ments between spin-momentum basis states for NA (nucleon-nucleus)

scattering - which via the transformations of section 4.2 - can be

related to the spin-momentum basis for NN scattering. Since both NA

and NN are spin 1 x I, the mathematical structure of the scattering

amplitudes is the same. For spin 0 x j scatterfing this explicit

evaluation is not necessary, and we can go directly to section 4.5

where we evaluate the potential in the angular momentum basis. We

choose a coordinate system as in Fig. 4.2 with the Z (spin quantiza-
.6

tion axis) along k and the polar angles (64) E (eA4A ) used to

describe k'.

We add the spin on the projectile and nucleus to give a total spin

S, with component v along the z direction.

The initial state is represented by the ket (Go,Wa,75)

Us,P1,S2) (4.49)

where Us,, is the spin eigenfunction. The final state is:

tl,s',v1) =x-*
k',s',v

, = It' Us,(s1,s2) (4.50)
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The states in this representation are orthonormal. The coupling

of two spins i's can give the triplet (S=1) and singlet (S=0) states.

II :4

We use the label s to denote singlet and the spin projections, vv'

for the triplet:

K',1,v11Ult,l,V> = V,,y(r(',-e('',cose)ei(')-v')(1) (4.51)

Vss(k'ks ,cose). (4.52)

We now need the matrix elements of all the spin-momentum operators

appearing in (4.45). If we label the directions of mAO-A,nA as

Ix
in figure 4.3,

y

Y)k

x ti F;g 4.3 Geometry of the scattering

the rectangular components of these vectors are

÷
nA=kx k' = (-simp,coscp,O) (4.53)



,

m
A

= k' -k =(coscose,cos(3sinqi,sins)

2,

A
= t' + t = (sinacos(p,sinyb,sina)

k+k'cose
COSa-

/k2+k'2+2kk'cose

cosa-
/2 2
k +k' -2kk'cose

k'sine

,sina-
k'sine

,/k2+ki2+2kk'cose

k
, sine

k- k'cose

k2+1(12-2kk'cose
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(4.34)

(4.55)

(4.56)

(4.57)

The results of evaluating the spin momentum operator matrix elements

when these basis vectors are given in tables 4.2 to 4.6. For a given

scattering angle (e,O) and spin states sv> s Iv'>, the optical

potential matrix can be constructed from these tables.

Table 4.2 Matrix elements of <siv.1°1."2"I''''

S= \ S=0

00
.1

O C) -e
-214)

0

0 0 I 0 0

i -e

2i 4)

0 0 0

0 0 0 0 I



O

0

I

0

0
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.... -
Table 4.3 Matrix elements of<vv'lal.ma2.mlsv>

S I S

--s
1

isisings n26e cos
2 O

sin2sei°-/if cos28 - sin2ise-i /2 c)

cos
2
se

2-1q5
-sin213ei(1)/ /2 0

Table 4.4 Matrix elements of <sly' icy
1

.2.a
2

kisv)

costa

S= I

sin2ae / 2

=

0

sin
2
ae

-2icb

/7(sin2aei/2 -cos2a - 1/2sin2a e-ig5

sin
2
ae

2icp
- sin2ae / /2 costa

0 0 0



6,?
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There results separate potentials for the singlet and triplet state

(recall we ignored the very small coupling between them in section

4.2.2):

S=0

S=1

A-1
V { (ZpP tPP

mat + Np
n

t
pn

ss
A A+B mat A+B

_1.7,p tpp m n tpn

"-"p A-B "Psp A-B

-2(ZtPP PP
1,14.pn on

+ ZtPP DP + NtPn pn )1
C-D sp "`"CD.sp C+D.sp C+D-sp

V
11

A-1
{ Zt

pp
p
p

+ Nt
n

D
n

A
A+B mat A B. mat

(4.58)

+(Zt" pP + NtPn pn + ZtPP DP + NtP
n 2

cos a
C-D sp C-asp C+D .sp C+DPsp)

(4.59)

+(ZtPP pP + NtPn n + ZtPP P N P4p
n
p)sin

2

C+D sp C+DPsp C-DPsp

A-1
{(ZtPcPppP + Ntpn pn + ZtPP pP + Nt

pn n

10
A

C-D. sp C+D. sp C+DPspi
sin2ae

rf

+(Zt" pP +NtPn pn +ZtPP pP + NtPn pn sin2e-i4)C+D sp C+D sp C-D sp C-D sp
2

(4.60)
+(ZtE Ppmat + NtE Pnpn + ZtPE P n

p E s p
P p + NtPn p (-ie-14)//f)1mat s
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V A1 {(Zt" p + NtPn pn )(-e-2i)1-1 A-B sPp A-B spA

pn )sin2cce-2-1/)+(ZtPP P +NtPn on +ZtPP UP +NtPnC-DPsp C-D-sp C+D-p C+D sp

+(ZtPP pP +NtPn pn +ZtPP pP +NtPn pn )cos2Ise-2iqp) (4.61)C+D sp C+D sp C-D sp C-D sp

V
01

= (ZtPP
D
pP

p
+NtPn

DPnp
+ZtPP

+DPPp+NtP+0 pnp )sin2pe°/2

2

+(Zt" pP
p
+NtPn

D s
pn

p C
+ZtPP

D s
p +NtPnsp n

p
p )V2 sin2c3ei4),:C+D P

p s

+(Zt" pP
Pn PMat ith

+ Ntme )ie /2A+8 mat

+(Zt" pP
sp E

n
p

+ NtPn p /V21
s

pn n ,

00
V

A-1
{(Zt" pP + Nt p )

A+B mat A+B matA

+(ZtPP
-8 sp

pP + Ntn
A-8

pn

sp
A )

+(
Z t pP +NtPn pn +ZtPP pP + NtPn pn )(- costa)C-D sp C-D sp C+D sp C+D sp

+(ZtP P +Ntnn + ZtPP oP + NtPn on )cos2$1CDp
sp sp. sp C-D-sp C-D-sp

and for the singlet

1
(2L +1) V

singletP 1/4-1 272
V
SS

(e)

4.63)

(4.63a)
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Note that the "i"'s and eicD above are part of the definition of

the spin-dependent scattering matrix and not "absorptive" terms of the

optical potential.

4.5 Conversion to angular momentum basis

In chapter 2 we indicated that the actual solution of the Schroe-

dinger equation is performed with the numerically tractable one dimen-

sional equations resulting from the decomposition of the wave function

into partial waves, i.e. in an angular momentum basis. Our expressions

for the on shell amplitudes, e.g. (2.43) for 2 X I, or (2.52-2.54) for

0 X I, were actually given on this basis. We now wish to calculate

the pA phase shifts from the preceeding theoretical optical potential.

To do this we choose the basis states which makes the Schroedinger

equation simplest, and then evaluate the matrix elements from potential

in this basis.

Unfortunately, the partial wave is not completely general, and we

must treat the spin X 3 and 0 X cases separately. However, the

starting point in both cases is the Lippmann-Schwinger equation (2.16 ),

d3k"V(ilt)T(IN ET(V1E = v(r1)+ ji
E(k0) - E(k")+ ie

(4.64)

which (as we can now appreciate) is still an operator in spin and

isospin space. The iE in (4.64), which is placed there to guarantee

outgoing scattered waves, is rather complicated to handle numerically

since it involves both a principal value limit, 2, and a delta function:

1 P

x - x' + ie x - x'

- ilTs(x -x' )
(4.65)
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For simplicity, we prefer to solve a LS equation with only the P pre-

scription (which yields the R matrix)

d3k"V(Vir)R(t"i)R(-11-1t) = + P
)(

(4.66)

Elko) - E(k")

and upon solution convert to the T matrix.

4.5.1 Spin 1 X 1

We label our basis with the quantum number = (J,S,T), where the

total angular momentum is J (J = L + S), the total spin is S (S=1 + 1),

the total isospin or charge label is T, and L the total orbital angular

momentum (.HT ,70). The appropriate expansion functions are thus the

spin-angle functions,

(k ) = <LSmi_msiJOYL,m (k)ISms> , (4.67)
a, jm

Li LS

mL ms

where YL,mi.(10 is a spherical harmonic and the ( \ > is a Clebsch-

Gordon coefficient. These functions are orthonormal over the unit

sphere:

tt-jSM(is()(YL:MS:(1()C1C7 =6LL 6SS16t4M1
(4.68)

Since these functions are complete in spin-angle space, we can expand

the potential V (k' k) and the R matrix R (k' k) in terms of them:

[V.is
Ri(( KI k

.L-L'

i.S() (4.69)fVgL l

JM
1

kLL'
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where the allowed values of ML and M
L'

are set by Clebsch-Gordon

coefficients in flj . By using (4.68), we invert (4.69) to obtain an

expression for VLL,, RLL. :

V

a

it'
1 dkdk'

LS
"JM(ki)f- (1'1k)i_fri,s(k)

LRLLI 2
(4.70)

If we substitute the expansions for R and V into the LS equation

(4.66), and make use of the orthogonality condition (4.68), we obtain

the desired one dimensional Lippmann-Schwinger equations:

0,0

0(

L

idk"k"
2
V
ak(k'l

k")Ri (k"I k)
R
LL'

(k'lk) = VL' +
0 E(ko) - E(k")

(4.71)

Since the tensor forces in V couple states of different orbital angular

momentum, the sum in (4.71) is over the channels coupled,OLjohj .

Our potential is thus noncentral and L is not a good quantum number.

To be more explicit about the different channels, we note that for

two spin 2 particles (p and
3
He) the total spin S can be 0 (singlet)

or 1 (triplet) and the total angular momentum J can have the values

J = L + S =

L, S=0

L-1, L,L+1, S=1

There are thus 6 R matrices needed for each J value:

S=0 : RJJJ RL

* We follow the LPT convention which differs slightly from Haftel

LPT HT
Tabaki n)VL = V /-2.t,A

(4.72)
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RJ , RJ R

J
R
JJ '

R
J-1,J-1 ' J+1,J-1 J+1,J+1 ' J-1,J-1
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(4.73)

Since our first order potential has the same spin dependence as the NN

t matrix (after the approximations made in section 4.2), the p
3
He,

S=0 and S=1 states do not couple. In addition, since the parity of a

triplet state is (-1)L, only states of the same parity, i.e. LIE_ = ± 2,

couple. Finally, if our Hamiltonian were time reversal invariant and

hermitian, VL,(1(11(1) would be a real, symmetric matrix

VL,(k1k1) = = VeL',*1_ (1,(11k)-
(4.74)

We do not impose this constraint since we have a complex optical poten-

tial which is not time reversal invariant.

In order to exhibit the channels which are coupled, and provide

a formulation which can be computed easily, we label our 6 states

as in table

Nspin

4.7.

Table 4. 7Code for RJ
LL'

or V
LL'

Matrices (L=0,00)

S J (L,L') R
J

L,L'

1

2

3

4

5

6

0

1

1

1

1

1

L

L+1

L+1

L+1

L+1

L+1

(L,L)

(L,L)

(L,L)

(L+2,L)

(L+2,L+2)

(L,L+2)

L
RL

RL
L,L

R
L+1

L,L
coupled

L+1
R
L+2,L

R
L+1

L+2,
coupled

RL+1
L,L+2

1

With this scheme7L varies from 0 to co and all independent states
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will be generated - except Rol, which is uncoupled. We also note

0
that Roo, and any RL,L, with L4 0 or L'< 0, equals zero. The necessary

forms of (4.71) to solve (now in matrix form without the momentum

variable displayed) are:

S=0:

S=1:

L+1
R
L,L

RL+1

[R

RL1
LL

=

LL

L

V
L+1
L,L

VL+1

R
L+1

V
L+1

L+2,L+2 L+2,L+2

L+1
R
L,L+2

L+1
"L,L+2

+{.1
L L

RL

LL L111

MM.

a=1

, a=2 (J=L)

v
L+1 L+1

L,L
v
L,L+2

-

L+1
R
L,L

L+1 L+1 L+1

VL+2,L VL+2,L+2
R
L+2,L

.a=4,5 (J=L-1)

L+1
V
L+1 [RL+1

VL+2,L+2 L+2,L L+2,L+2

V
L+1

V
L+1

L,L+2 L,L RL,L +2

a=3,4 (J=L41)

(4.75)

(4.76)

(4.77)

(4.78)

In the next few sections we discuss how to determine the appropriate

matrix elements of V for these equations and how to convert to a form

which is soluble on a computer.
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4.5.2 Conversion to angular momentum basis, spin 0 X

As indicated in section 4.3.2, the formalism for meson-
3
He (0 X I)

scattering is much simpler since the potential has only a central part

U
c

[eqs. (4.47), (4.48)]:

U(t'lt) = Uc(t'It) +Us(t'lt)

n
A

= x t'

(4.79)

(4.80)

The spin-angle functions are much simpler for this case (Go,Wa,64), and

we obtain the expansions

Uo(kilk) = U
c

(k Ik)PL(coseA)

U
s
(1(11k) =

L=0

L=1

Ut(k1110PL(coseA)

If we define the potential in a state of definite J

J = L+ 1/2 = L+

(4.81)

(4.82)

(4.83)

22
ULI.

7
[U! (1(11k) + (4.84)

2L+1 -L(L+1) L

there will be two, uncoupled Lippmann-Schwinger equations for each

L (J=L±I)

R (1(1 k) = U
2 Idle102UL+(k'lk")RLi(kfilk)

LI.1L+(k'lk) + P (4.85)
7 0 E(ko) E(k")
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Section 2.3 is consistent with this equation and notation.

4.6 Evaluation of VLL, and V
LL' L±I

Before we can solve the LS equations, (4.75-4.79), we need evaluate

the optical potential in the LL' basis, (4.76)

TjM
JM

.1. -1. f
(kilk) = dkdk'

7 1 CI
(ki)V(tilkIV(tik) (k) (4.86)

2
LL LS L'S

S=0

For the singlet (S=0) case, the optical potential, (4.57), has a simple,

1 channel form and the standard, spinless partial wave decomposition

can be used:

vs=°(k'.11-:) = v
ss

(e)
L L L
(kIlk)Ym(k)Ym*(k1)

1 (2L+1)VL(k'lk)P
L
(cose)

27
2 L=0

(4.87)

V (k'lk) = V
s=0,J=L

(k lk) =r2 d(cose)Vs=°(1(1110PL(cose). (4.88)
LL

1(.1t = kk'cose

We evaluate the integral in (4.88) numerically (see section 4.7).

S=1

The triplet state is more complicated. Since the potential, (4.45),

has central, spin-orbit and three types of tensor forces, an analytic

evaluation would be difficult and, if we can judge by the published

literature (Go,77), probably contain errors. For these reasons we have

chosen to follow the thesis work of Goddard (Go,77) who studied
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deuteron-spin 0 nucleus scattering. Since the total spin is 1, the

structure of his scattering amplitude is the same as our triplet case.

Although Goddard expands only the on shell scattering amplitude, the

formulation is general.

For this particular evaluation of V
LL'

we choose a coordinate

system, Fig. 4.3, such that the scattered momentum k' is in the xz

plane and thus k x k' lies along the z axis (this is part of the

Madison convention (Ba,Ha,71). We thus have
4)1( =4)k' =0. In our

conventions the explicit expansions for V
S=1

is:
/X1

V
11

(e) = - L-1)L]
%

VL,L -2
D.+2)(L+4 1/2VL+1

L,L+2

+(L+2)V
L,L L

+ (2L+1)VL
,L

LI
+(L-1)V

L
P
L
(cose)4 -2-

71-

(4.89)
L+1

11/2 L-1 L+2
2

L+1 L+1
V
10

(e) h-1)/L
,

VL,L-2
L+1

VL,L+2 - VL,L

L

11+ V 1(LL xPLcose 072 / (4.90)

[ [ 1 1/2 tiLL:L1_2 1
2

L+1

(L-1)Li (L+2)(L+1)] VL,L+2V
1-1

(e)
1

v
01

(e) =

1 L+1 2L+1 L 1 L-1

L+1

V V +
L,L

L(L+1)
L

'

L
L

VL L

xycose),472)
2

L-1 1/2v,L-2L-1

L

[L+2 11/2 IlL+1

L+1
"L,L+2 +

[2L+1

L(L+1)

L+2

L+1

V
L+1

L,L

(4.91)

V
L,L

-11 1/LL1
",L (cosflik2v2) (4.92)

L



% L-1 % L+1
0) = { 1(L-1)Lj 2 V

L,L-2
+ aL+2XL+12J 2 VL,L+2

00

L
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+(L+1 ) VL+1 + L VLL 1 }P
L
(cose))/21T2

(4.93)

Special cases of these equations occur for L=0 and 1 where we must set

V
-1

V00
V- 1 v0

=
v0

=
0,-2 00 0,2 0,0 1,-1 0,2

To solve or invert these equations to obtain the VJ
L'

(the left

hand side of these equations are in the spin basis), we multiply both

sides by the associated Legendre polynomial Prin. (cos 0 ), integrate

over d(cos A ), and make use of the orthogonality relation:

(L+M)! 2
fdx PML (x) PML :(x) =

(L-M)! 2L+1

We obtain the integrals Ivvi

I
11

=)(V
11

P
L
(cose) d(cose)

I
10

=)(V
10

PL (cose) d(cose)

1

I
1-1

= )(V
1-1

P
2
(cose) d(cose)

I
01

= jr
01

P
1
(cose) d(cose)

-1

LL' MM
1

(4.94)

(4.95a)

(4.95b)

(4.95c)

(4.95d)

T = jry P (cose) d(cose)I
00

= )(V
00

P
L
(cose) d(cose),'SS SS L (4.95e)

To obtain V
LL

1 we have to solve simultaneous equations of the form



C(L)

*4,

1/L-1

"L,L-2

VL+1
L,L+2

V
L+1

L,L

VL
I
01 L,L

vL-1
00 "L,L r

where Ec(1-)3 is just the 5x5 matrix of the coefficients in eqs.

(4.89-4.93).
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(4.96)

We solve these equations by numerical matrix inversion for the

triplet potentials:

[v] = Eil

4.7 Conversion from integral to matrix equations

(4.97)

We follow the original procedure of Haftel (Ha,Ta,70). First we

note that

P( dk'
0

J
k
,2

-k
o
2 (4.98)

To evaluate the principal value prescription in our LS equations

we add a multiple of the zero integral, (4.98), to these equations

which removes the singularity; e.g.

pf auk"2 kdk"k"
2
V(ki!k")R(kulk) 2 ik )R(k 1k) (4.99)

i, itV(krf"
:,. E(k0) - E(k1)

0 _ E(k) - E(k")

-k,
2
V(klik)R(kolk)

2 2
(k" -k0)/2u(ko)



u(ko) = Eo(yEA(k0)/(Eo(ko) EA(k0))

Next we approximate all integrals by weighted sums over Gaussian

integration points ki(LPOTT,82):

00

ff(k)dk =

0 i=1

w.f(k.)

We now define an additional point

ko = k
N1 ,

and combine the Green's functions and weights into

2
D(ki) ---w4ki

2
/(E(ki) - E(k0))

7

D(kNl)

so that

N

2 7
k
2

24(k0) z.j wi/(ki
2

- ko2 ) ,0

i=1

00

2 Idk"k"
2
V(k'lk")R(k"jk),

P --
7 E(k ) - E(k")

0

N1

i=1
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(4.100)

(4.102)

V(kilki)R(kilk)D(ki) (4.103)

If we evaluate R(k1 k) on our grid of points, ki=k1....kN, k=k,...kN,

the LS equations are reduced to a set of linear equations, e.g.

R(kilkj) +

N1

i=1

V(kilki)D(ki)R(kilkj) = V(kilki) ,

(4.104)



These are solved in LPOTT by direct matrix inversion

[R j + [v [R] =[V]

[1 + v [R] =

77

(4.105)

[R] = [1 + V D 1-1 LV] ,

Coupled equations, (4.77-78), only increase the size of our matrices.

4.8 Relation of R(k1:0 k ):t0:sCattering amplitude

Once we solve our integral equations for the full RL,(kilkj)

the on-energy-shell pA scattering amplitudes or phase shifts are

related to the value of R at the on-shell point; e.g.

tans
=J+1

(k
o

) = -

p
LPT a

J-1,J-1
(k I

°I
k
o

) + RJ+1,J+1(koIko)

2

Ra - Ra
J-1,J-1 J+1,J+1

cos2E
a

2k
o
E
p
(k

o
)E
A
(k

o
)

PLPT 2k01-1(ko)

Ep(ko) + EA(ko)

(4.106)

(4.107)

where the mixing parameter in the Blatt-Biederharn convention is

2R 3-1,J-1 (k
o
lk

o
)

tan2E,

J Ri-1,J-1(kolko) -Ri+1,J+1(kolko)

(4.108)
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Since our optical potential is complex, our R matrices, phase shifts

e z` iand mixing parameters are also complex. After solving for in

terms of tans the scattering amplitudes can now be formed with the

same formalism used in chapter 2 for NN scattering, (2.24 )-(2.34 ).

The only difference is that for p-3He we drop the factors of 2 required

for identical particles.

For spin 0 X 2 scattering we convert our R0=L+I to TL+ and

form the scattering observables for K-
3
He scattering with the same

formalism used in section 2.33 for KN scattering.

4.9 Nuclear Matter and Spin Form Factors

To calculate the first order optical potential Eqs. (4.47)-(4.48)

for a spin zero nucleus, only the matter form factors are required and

for
12
C and

4
He we can even set the n and p distributions equal to the

charge form factor with proton size removed. We remove the proton

size from the
4
He charge form factor of Frosch et al. [FMRY,67] by ex-

plicit division by the proton form factor fc(q) (BFS,72)

4
He: ..(e2c1 )6] e-b

2q 2

Pgat(4He) (4.109)

fc(q) = (1+ q2/x)-2 , (a,b) = (0.316, 0.681)fm , x=18.2fm-2. (4.110)

For
12
C we use the fit of Sick and McCarthy [SM,70] and remove the pro-

ton size [rrms = 0.81 fm (BFS,72)] from the aCH parameter:

2, ,A,P (12r) = [1_ (na 12/2(2+30)] e-P12
CI 'mat' cm' '

(aCH,aCM)
(1.51,1.60)fm , a= (A-4)/6
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To evaluate the optical potential for the spin 1)three nucleon

system it is necessary to know the p and n matter and spin form factors

for
3
He and

3
H. Since

3
He and

3
H form an isodoublet with a totally

antisymmetric wave function in the space-spin-isospin coordinates of

the three nucleons, it is possible to treat both nuclei simultaneously.

We give the results for
3
He, with the understanding that the

3
H form

factors are obtained by the interchange

By examining the original work of Gibson and Schiff [SG,65],

Landau( La,75 ) showed that these form factors can be related to

the large, fully symmetric component of the 3N wave function, S, the

small (- 2%) mixed symmetry component, S', and the small, (- 5%) mixed

D state. These relations are indicated in the first (a) lines of

Eqs. (4.112 - 4.115). Since only three of the electromagnetic form

factors for the 3N systems are known (there are essentially no data

on the magnetic form factor of 3H) some assumptions are necessary to

determine the four hadronic form factors. If we follow Gibson's anal-

ysis [Gi,65] it seems safe to ignore the small DD terms and use a

single, effective SD component. In this case [and with the assumptions

of zero charge form factor for the neutron, 1.,(
3
He) = 1.in, and no

exchange currents], we obtain the second (b) lines of Eqs. (4.112

4.115):

gat(g) =(F1c(SS,DD) F2c(SSI /2 (4.112a)

=F charge(3He)/fc(q) (4.112b)

Mat(q) Fcl(SS ,DD) F2c(SSI'
DD) (4.113a)

..::Fcharge(

3

H) /fc(P) '

(4.113b)



pn
sp

(q) = F
1M

(SS',DD,SD) + F
2M

(SS',DD,SD)

PN /3

(Pp 2pn ) fc(p)
{2Fmagk He)

pP
pin

(q) = F2M(SS',SD,DD) /2
s

N.
[F
mag

(

3
He)

2(pp + 2pn)fc(p)

1

3

(4.114a)

3
He)-F_(

3
1-41

(4.114b)

(4.115a)

Fc(3He)-Fc(30)}

(4.115b)
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p
p
= 2.793u

N
, u

n
= -1.913p

N (4.115c)

1.4e see that the p(n) matter form factor contains both large and

small components and is directly proportional to the charge form fac-

tor of
3
He(

3
H). In turn, the p spin form factor contains only small

components, whereas the n spin form factor has both large and small

parts. Since these spin form factors are related to differences

of the charge and magnetic moment form factors [sign (11p) =

-sign (1., n)], they are very sensitive to the uncertainties in the

electromagnetic form factors, and our hope is that hadron scattering

may provide useful information on the nuclear structure. A caveat

necessary to mention at this point is that we know mesonic exchange

currents contribute significantly to the electromagnetic form factors

and that there is no reason for them not to contribute in even differ-

ent ways to the hadronic form factors.

For
3
He we use the analytic forms for the charge and magnetic form

factors which McCarthy (Mc,70) fit to their electron scattering data:



F
c,m

(

3
He) = exp(-a

2
q
2

) - b
2
q
2
exp(-c

2
q
2
)+dexp

a
c
= 0.675+0,008 fm , b

c
= 0.366+0.025 fm

c
c

0.836+0.032 fm , d
c

(-6.78+0.83) x 10
-3

(10 = 3.98+0.09fm-1 , pc = 0.90+0.16 fm-1 ,

am = 0.654+0.024 fm , bm = 0.456+0.029 fm

c
m

0.821+0.053 fm , d
m
=0 .

'2

q-7]

31

4.116a)

(4.116b)

(4.116c)

For the
3
H charge form factor we use the actual data points of Collard

(Co1,65) 02 L 8 fm-2)and for 8 4 q24: 16 fm-2 we use a fit to

Fc(3H) with McMillan's three nucleon wave functions3° (for q2> 16 fm-2

we assume a continuous Gaussian drop off). Since McMillan's wave

functions fit F
c

(

3
He) (for which there are large q

2
data) fairly well

in the range 8 4 q
2

4: 12 fm
-2

, our input should be fairly accurate

nthere. Yet if F
C
(3H) i.e.

' matter ' spin
,3

p (
3
He) p He) is required for

larger q
2
, our predictions must be considered unreliable. This would

not, however, be an undesirable state of affairs since then hadron

scattering could be used to study unexplored nuclear structure.

We like to mention that recently Arnold et al. (Ar,78) has ob-

tained the experimental values of the charge form factors for
3
He

and
4
He at even high momentum transfers than previous experiments.
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5. RESULTS

5.1 K
+

-
12C

Elastic Scattering

To check our calculational procedure we first studied K
+
-
12
C elas-

tic scattering for Tab = 446 MeV (800 MeV/c). Since this reaction

has already been studied theoretically (Hu,79; Cr,79 )by groups at

Brookhaven (DM,77; DW,77), Indiana (DW,77), Pittsburgh (CT,77; RT,80),

and North Carolina State( Co,78; Co,81') and studied experimentally by

a Carnegie-Mellon-Houston-Brookhaven collaboration (Cr,79; Hu,79),

comparison of our results with those of others was possible. Our

results, some of which are shown in Fig{5.1) appear quantitatively

similar to those Dover and Walker presented in (DW,77). In par-

ticular, both calculations lie below the forward angle data and both

show very little sensitivity to the details of the separable potentials

used in Eq. (4.13) to generate the off-energy-shell behavior of the

KN T matrix.

Since our agreement with these data is less than satisfactory,

and since other (rather different) optical models appear( Cr,79) to

obtain more satisfactory agreement, we have examined a number of

effects which may change our answers. First, as we see on the left of

Fig. (5.1)1using a more recent determination of the form factor of 12C

(aCM = 1.51 fm in Eq. (4.111) vs. the 1.60 fm used in (LPT,73)is

significant, but does not change the answer much for 94200 where

the constructive Coulomb nuclear intereference dominates. Secondly,

using a "folding" procedure (LPT,73) to Fermi average the elementary

KN amplitudes (solid vs heavy dashed curve on the left of Fig. (5.1)

produces only minor changes for the angles considered.
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Although not shown, we have also found that (1) the inclusion of KN

D + F waves, or (2) the use of an approximate Klein-Gordon equation

(we normally use a Lippmann-Schwinger equation with relativistic

kinematics), or (3) use of the new Watts et al. KN phases produces

very minor changes here. However, we have found that the weakness of

the nuclear K
+
-
12

C interaction.) A
k
"6 fm (Co,81)

)

means that the

Coulomb interaction must be treated carefully. For
12
C we have in-

cluded the Coulomb interaction exactly with a Coulomb potential appro-

priate to the realistic charge density, Eq. (4.111).

Since one of the main differences between the momentum space

calculations and the coordinate space ones lies in the treatment of

kinematics and the amplitude transformations Eqs. (4.19) - (4.30), we

have displayed the importance of these effects in the right hand part

of Fig. 5.1. We see that the forward cross can be raised by -40% if we

employ "simple kinematics " [instead of Eq. (11) we used Eq. (12) of

[LP,81] with I% = .k.o/A ]. If we do not include the "angle trans-

formation" Eq. (4.30), i.e. set cose
KN
=coseKA the forward peak

( 94 30°) is lowered by 20%, but the larger angle cross section is

raised by 30% (the opposite effect as occurs for pions).

Since higher order corrections to the theory are likely to be the

same or smaller in size than these just considered, the origin of this

factor of 2 discrepancy with the K
+
-
12
C data is a bit of a mystery to

us. However, since the uncertainties in the 6 phases can cause

changes of this size (although in the wrong direction (CT,77),( Co,78)

if we use the BGRT (BGRT,74) analysis) our suspicion is that these

low energy phases may change.

Our results for K
+
scattering from unpolarized

3
He,

3
H, and

4
He are
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presented in Figs.(5.2)through(5.12) In general, since the interaction

is weak, there is little multiple scattering and as we see in Fig.(5.2)

the results from the full solution of the Lippmann-Schwinger equation

is quantitatively similar to the single scattering result [see Eq.

(4.6)]

TKA =u(t1)
a

tKN

to,

(5.1)
a

As is clear in Fig. 5.3(b), the zero in any one form factor, pa(q) ,

is filled in by the other form factors. Note, however, that Fig. (5.2

is a highly compressed semilog plot and that the quantitative differ-

ences are quite large, especially at low energy. For example, at

39 MeV multiple scattering reduces single scattering by - 50%, a truly

significant amount in light of the moderate angular dependence. A

similar reduction of the single scattering at this energy was found

by Hetherington and Schick [HS, 65] in their pioneering Faddeev study

of K
+
d scattering. However, they also found similar changes in the

magnitude of the cross section arising from uncertainties in the KN

isosinglet scattering length--a difficult quantity to measure even

today.

To understand better the results of our calculation, in Fig. 6.3(a))

we have replotted some of the K+ 3He cross sections as a function of

momentum transfer squared and in Fig.(5.3(b))we have plotted on the

same scale the squared neutron and proton matter form factors, and

neutron spin form factor. We see that over the entire energy range)

the gross features (within a factor of 2) of da/d2 are reflections

of the features of the form factors. This is of course expected

since single scattering dominates and there is mainly S wave KN
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scattering. In particular, the first zero in Pinatter(q) is clearly the

cause of the shallow dip in do/ dQ at q
2
=f11 fm-

2
- a dip which,

consequently, moves to decreasing angles with increasing energy (see

Fig.(5.7)). This zero in
P
Matter (q) gets filled by scattering from

the neutron matter [Fig. (5.3(0], by spin flip scattering from the

the neutron spin distributions (Fig.t5.4),

(d6 /d& )
unpol If(e) 12 + sin2e1g(e) 12 (5.2)

and to a lesser extent (see Fig.(5.4 by multiple scattering.

Another revealing aspect of Fig. (5.3(4 is the change in slope and

magnitude of the small q
2

cross section as the energy increases. This

is a direct consequence of the increasingly important K+ -neutron non-

flip, P wave interaction (see Fig. (5.M. Clearly, at 804 MeV the

nonflip tKn (1=1) get so large that the neutron matter term in the

optical potential dominates and consequently the slope of the small q
2

cross section is the same as that of p
matter

2
(n) [i.e.,

Fcharge(3H)2].

Thus we have a simple illustration of how a change in the beam energy

changes the part of the nucleus producing the scattering.

The general weakness and transparency of the K+ -nucleus inter-

action is also evident in the e nucleus phase shifts and absorption

parameters. We find that as a consequence of the repulsive K +p inter-

action, all the K
+

-
3
H nuclear phase shifts (we calculate - 20) are

repulsive, and Ref(0°) (Fig. (5.5) is uniformly repulsive. In addition,

there is little absorption (11z,0.6). The total and integrated

elastic cross sections, shown in Fig.(5.6)as a function of energy, are

also smooth and similar for both nuclei. We note, however, that the

theory predicts a rapidly decreasing elastic cross section and con-

sequently most of the total cross section for 8,100 MeV arises from
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quasielastic scattering and fr production (our input KN phases can be

complex). Elastic scattering is clearly strongest at low energies.

Finally, these total cross sections are not sensitive to small

changes in the nuclear size; they vary by 3% for a 15% change in

the neutron radius.

5.1.1 Structure sensitivity

In order to study the sensitivity of K
+

-
3
He,

3
H scattering to the

nuclear structure, we ran our computer code using the
3
He form factors

of Eq. (4.116) but not with the best fit parameters. Instead, we

employ what we call the "upper" and "lower" limits of the electron

scattering fits arrived at by evaluating the form factors with all

their parameters at their respective upper and lower limits (e.g.,

a
m
= 0.654 ± 0.024 = 0.678,0.630). While this is not a statistically

significant measure of the error in the electron scattering measure-

ments, it produces a variation in our predictions which indicates the

sensitivity of (uncertainty in) the calculation caused by the uncer-

tainty in the input nuclear sizes.

+
In Fig.(5.7)we note that K

3
He elastic scattering shows its

largest sensitivity to the above variation of the neutron spin dis-

tribution [i.e., the input F
mag

(
3
He)] in the region of the first mini-

mum and for medium energies, TK 4600 MeV. Likewise in Fig.(5.8)

we see that K
+

-
3
H (K

0
-
3
He) scattering shows a somewhat high sensi-

tivity to the neutron spin distribution. We would like to remind the

reader that while studying Figs.(5.2-5.4, 5.71 and(5.8)she should keep

in mind that the large angle scattering at these higher energies in-

volve very large momentum transfers. As such, the input

nuclear form factors are being evaluated at momentum transfers which
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frequently exceed those measured in electron scattering and consequent-

ly we have either an excellent probe of these form factors or a large

degree of uncertainty in the calculation.

A revealing contrast to the le- scattering shown in Figs.(5.7)and

5.81is their -3He elastic scattering shown in Fig.(5.9). We see

firstly that the dip in, du/do (T-3He) does not change its angular

position with increasing energy. This is a consequence of the elemen-

tary P33 eigenchannel truly dominating the scattering (the 90° dip in

the UN c.m. gets thrown forward in then-He c.m.) and the large amount

of multiple scattering (so we see more than just the form factor).

In K
+ 3

He scattering the dip is approximately at a constant value of

q
2

and thus moves inwards with energy. Secondly, we can see from

Figs. 5.7-5.9)that11 -3He scattering is 20 times larger, and shows

more spin sensitivity than K+ scattering. In contrast, pion scatter-

ing is known to be sensitive to some higher order corrections in the

theory, whereas these same corrections have been estimated to be

quite low for IC+ scattering (DM,77), - a fact corroborated by the

small multiple scattering contribution.

Probably the most direct way to observe spin effects in scattering

from the three nucleon system is to use a polarized target or to

measure the recoil polarization of the nucleus. In Fig.(5.14we dis-

play our predictions for this polarization at 283 and 446 MeV for

two sizes of the spin distribution. We see that beyond 45° the pol-

arizations get quite large and quite energy dependent. The sensitivity

to the spin distribution is higher than that found forTT- 3He Ore 3H)

scattering but as seen in Fig.(5.4 not as high as found for Tr+

3
He(1T

- 3
H) scattering.



In Fig. 16.12') we examine the sensitivity of le -3H and le -3He
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scattering at 446 MeV to variations in the input charge form factor of

3
He, Eq. (4.116). As Eqs. (4.112) - (4.115) indicate, this will

affect both matter and spin form factors, and as Figs. (5.12),(5.15 and

5.16)indicate, it has a large effect on le scattering especially for

9> 90°. It is interesting to note that this sensitivity to the

proton distribution arises from a conjunction rather unique to le's.

On the one hand, the beam momentum is high enough (800 MeV/c) to obtain

momentum transfers large enough (q > 8 fm
-1

) to explore the form fac-

tors in a region of uncertainty; on the other hand, the KN interaction

is of such short range that even at this high beam momentum it is

still the S-wave e -proton amplitude which dominates [see Figs. (2.4)

and (2.5 2. In contrast, for the pion probe both isospin channels

(and many more partial waves) would contribute more or less equally at

this high a beam momentum.

5.1.2 Isotopic effects

If kaon-nucleus scattering is to be used to deduce reliable nuclear

structure information then it is important to employ procedures which

minimize the uncertainties in the theory and in the experiments. One

technique, employed by Nefkins et al., (N e,78), is to examine the ratio

(do/dR ) (Ix+ 3He) /(do/dS2 ,) 3He E'r+ 3H) as a function of angle.

In this case, the theoretical ratio agrees better with the experimental

ratio than the individual cross sections. Likewise, Johnson et al.

[Jo,79] have found that the experimental ratio ( da/c1Q )(7r 180)/

da/cIQ
) (7'.160) can be used to deduce the difference in rms radii of

the neutron distribution in the isotope pair--with results which are

essentially model independent. And finally, it has been known for
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quite some time already that the relative differences in electron

scattering cross sections can be determined very accurately and then

used to deduce accurate differences in charge densities.

Motivated by the above techniques, we present our results in a

form which shows the nuclear size sensitivity in terms of isotopic

ratios and differences. In Fig. (5.13) we plot the ratio of cross

sections for 446 MeV K
+

scattering from
3
He and

3
H for different

input magnetic form factors, and in Fig.(5.14)we plot the relative

isotopic difference

D(e) = (4He) c-12---(3He]

do dO

dQ (4He) +c-L-(3He]

do do (5.3)

We see that K
+

-
3
He scattering is generally larger than K

+ 3
H scatter-

ing - this being a consequence of the large K +p S-wave interaction at

this energy (Fig2 .4) ). Near 60° and 150°, however, the cross

section has minima and the spin flip scattering makes K
+ 3

H larger and

introduces some sensitivity to the neutron spin distribution. If

scattering from 3He and 4He are compared, Fig. 5.14, we find sensitiv-

ity only for 9') 130°. Yet as we see in Figs. 5.15 and 5.16, R(9 )

and D( 9) for 9 7 90° are much more sensitive to the uncertainty in

the
3
He charge form factor than in the magnetic one.

5.2 K
+

Charge exchange on
3
He

We have just shown that elastic K
+

scattering from 3
He and

3
H con-

tains little multiple scattering and is dominated by the elementary

K
+
p and K

+
n S wave amplitudes, as is true for other nuclei [Fa,68; Pu,

68; La,81; DM,77; DW,79; Hu,79; CT,77; Co,80; Co,81; RT,80
; Cr,79].
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Consequently, spin effects are rather small, and the elastic scattering

appears to be most sensitive to the nuclear matter distributions, i.e.,

to the charge form factors of
3
He and

3
H. In Fig. ( 5.17 ) we see

(solid versus dot-dashed curves) that the charge exchange scattering

is also mainly single scattering (SS),

T Tss UcCIZTO + Us(V1t)
(5.4)

except at the largest momentum transfers where the miniscule size of

the Gaussian-type, nuclear form factor makes two scatterings of -4. /2

[with weight (P(0/2)2] more likely than one weighted by p (q). On the

other hand, spin flip scattering is now very large for gc.m.h 100°

(dashed versus solid curve), a direct consequence of the large en-+Op,

P wave, spin-flip amplitude shown in Fig. ( 2. 6 ), and of the cancel-

lation of some of the "matter" density terms inherent in

T(K
+3

He 4- K
o
He) :11-2

(+)
(t

CEX
(KN)(Zp

p
- Np

n
) (0)

(LT,80).:

(5.5)

Since the (K +,KO) reaction contains a large contribution from spin

flip scattering, it should be sensitive to the spin form factors of the

nucleus, Eqs. 4.115, and consequently to our input 3He magnetic (and

charge) form factors. To gauge this sensitivity, we repeated our cal-

culations employing form factors evaluated with the size parameters at

their respective upper and lower limits (e.g., am = 0.654 ± 0.024 =

0.678, 0.630).

In Fig.(5.181 we see that the 3H(K+,0)3He differential cross sec-

tion shows a high sensitivity (factor of 3) in the forward hemisphere

for 140 < T
K

< 800 MeV. (The large difference in magnitude of the 39
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MeV and higher energy cross sections shows that more than KN S waves

are important.) Likewise, in Fig.(5.19)(solid versus dashed curve) we

see that the integrated CEX cross section also shows a quite signifi-

cant ( 25-50%) variation when the input F
mag

(
3
He) is varied. In

contrast, Fig. .20)indicates that the sensitivity of (uncertainty in)

our calculation arising from the variation of the charge form factor

occurs in the backward hemisphere (larger momentum transfer), with

behavior quite similar to that found for elastic scattering (PL,81a).

In earlier studies of the (1 + ) reaction it was found (SW,80),

( LT ,79) that the predicted total cross sections are sensitive to

differences in the energy parameter of the optical potential for dif-

ferent isospin channels. These energy shifts can arise from a number

of effects, e.g., core excitations, binding corrections to the impulse

approximation, or Coulomb force breaking of isospin symmetry; all

effects which increase CEX scattering by permitting it to occur on more

than just the valent nucleon [i.e., the core contributes to thepip-Pn

in Eq. (5.5)]. Although these shifts are rather phenomenological at

present, they may signal some interesting new physics which appears

to occur for a variety of probes (0M,81) , and may well

warrant microscopic study in the future.

For the above reasons we investigate the sensitivity of the

3
H(K

+
,K

0
)

3
He reaction to channel energy differences by evaluating the

K°N amplitudes at a subenergy w , some 4 MeV higher than for the K+N

amplitudes [since m(0)-m(e)=4.01 MeV, this should be an appropriate

size for a sensitivity study]. In Fig.(5.21)we see that this shift

produces large effects in the differential cross section, and corres-
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pondingly large effects in the total cross section (dot-dashed curve

in Fig. (5.19)). The sensitivity is particularly large at 621 MeV

(1000 MeV/c), which can be understood by examining the elementary

K
+

-nucleon elastic scattering amplitudes (see figure (2.6) ) and the

elementary K
+ 0

p amplitude, Fig.(5.24. Since at 1000 MeV/c,

ImTP(L=0)S. ImTn(=1), ImTn(L=0)55 ImTP(L=1), ReTn(L=1)S7ReTP(L=1), and

ReTn(L=0)=-ReTP(L=0), a slight shift in energy can easily change the

degree of cancellation (at 00°) of these amplitude pairs.

5.3 Proton scattering from
3
He

Although our approach is valid over a broad range of energies,

for this initial study we have chosen to concentrate on 200 MeV pro-

tons. Since good precision in the direct partial wave decomposition

of the spin-dependent optical potential, (4.95)-(4.97), requires the

number of waves to vary with energy, it seems both wise and economical

to "tune" our calculations at 200 MeV and try to understand its behav-

ior before attempting a grander survey.

5.3.1 The optical potential

S
*A

The optical potential V.9.,.1 (kl,k;k0) depends on the initial and

final proton momentum, k kilfor a state of spin S and projections

v'. Since this potential is just the sum of products of NN t ma-t
trices t(k',k) and nuclear form factors 9(q=k1-k) which peak at

q=0, Fig. (5.22) , V should decrease as we go off shell ( kikk').

In Fig. (5,23) we show this behavior for the V
1

and V
1

00
potentials.

11

Here k and k' are parallel, k0 and k are fixed in magnitude at 600
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MeV/c , and k' varies. The fall-off in V as we proceed away from the

on shell point is evident.

To investigate the angular dependences of v,,,,)1,(1:0Z0)

we set k = k' = k
o

= 465 MeV/c and vary cos 9 = k .k' (this is the

most important, on shell-potential ). The variation is given in

Figs45.24-5.27)by the solid curves. This angular dependence can be

related to the angular dependece of the nuclear form factors, Fig.(5.22)

and of the elementary NN amplitudes, Fig.(2.4 This large angular

variation was somewhat a surprise to us considering how smooth are

the pp and pn differential cross sections,F'ig. C5.28). Yet that smooth-

ness results from the sum of many oscillatory partial waves, as is

evident from the NN A,B,C,D,E in Fig.(2.3), and the individual spin

potentials/amplitudes are not smooth.

If we perfor'm the partial wave decomposition of V , eqs. (4.95)-

(4.97)1we obtain VS
L'

(Ok ) ( we used 32 grid points for the angular
L

integration ). Since this direct decomposition is a new technique, we

have checked it by summing the VLL, l, (kk )to again obtain again

S
Vse,01 (k ), as in eq. (4.69) . The results are given by the dashed

curves inf Figs. (5.24)-(5.27). We found that using too large a

number of pA partial waves (L's) leads to noise and so we use only 12

here. Likewise, the inclusion of the very small nucleon-nucleon H,I,

J and K waves at this low an energy leads to excessive noise and so

we include only S-G NN waves. As expected, our decomposition/summa-

tion does not reproduce the fine angular structures, but is quite

good for V
ss

(S=0),
V00 'V01

The fine structures in the V11 and

Im V
01

and V
1-1

potentials does lead to a loss of precision, How-



ever, since these occur where V is small, scattering from other, large

potentials fills in the minima -as witnessed by our smooth cross

sections.

In Fig. (5.29) we display the partial wave potentials, VL, vs

k' for k= 600 MeV/c. Again we can notice the influence of the nuclear

form factor which produces the on shell peak at k'== 600 MeV/c.

5.3.2 Differential cross sections

In Figs. (5.30we indicated the contributions from each term in the

spin-momentum decomposition of the p-
3
He scattering amplitudes, eq.

2.20. The differential cross sections for scattering from an unpolar-

ized target is given by the sum of all these terms, e.g. Fig. (5.31).

The B and D terms appear to dominate and give a smooth final cross

section, Fig.(5.3.

Our aim in the proton part of the thesis was to develop the

theory and demonstrate the viability of the required numerical tech-

niques. Although this appears to have been carried out successfully

now, a few comments on the resulting comparison to the preliminary

data of Hassell et al. (Ha,82) will be given. (A full study of the

experimental data will be given in the future). In Fig.(6.32) we show

that the corrections to the two body choice of energy, eq.(4.26 ),

which now include nuclear binding and recoil in the context of a

three body picture, eq. (4.30a), are significant -but do not provide

agreement with the data. Likewise we see in Fig.(5.32)that the inclu-

sion of Coulomb scattering affects the 200 MeV cross sections only

for 9 I-300 .
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It appears from Fig.;5.31:, that our calculated initial slope is

not as steep as the data. To understand the origin of this we

examine Fig.(5.22)where we show the different form factors which

enter into the calculation ( the scaled data are included for compar-

isson). Apparently the two matter form factors have approximately

the same fall-off as the data - but the spin form factors do not. In

fact, as indicated after eqs44.110, (La, 75), the spin form factors

eqs.(4.116)are not well known at these larger q values because of

the cancellation that occurs in eq. (4.111 and our input is essential-

ly just a model. To test the sensitivity of our calculation to Fn
spin

we set it equal to Fatter This gives the solid curve in Fig.(5.31)

which is significantly lower ( the open circles are scaled data just

for comparison). In Fig. (5.34,)we show a similar comparison for the

analyzing power,

A = Re(A*E)

y
da/d2nuclear (5.6)

Apparently our calculations are sensitive to these spin form

factors and other models should be investigated.

The difference in normalization between theory and experiment need

also be investigated. An obvious possibility is that another set of

NN phase shifts might give a different overall strength. Unfortuna-

tely, this too is beyond the scope of the present investigation.

For purposes of comparison, in Fig. 5.33Ha), (b), we present

some results of a calculation by Alexander (A1,79) of p-
4
He elastic

scattering in momentum space. These were performed with a different

computer code and different NN phases. In this case there is also

significant differences in slope and magnitude between theory and ex-

periment.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

6.1 K
+

- Nucleus scattering

We have extended our momentum space optical potential formulation

to permit the study of the elastic and charge exchange scattering of

K
+

and K° mesons from spin 0 and spin f nuclei for beam energies

0 < TK < 1 GeV. Our formulation thus includes the KN S-F wave spin-

dependent scattering amplitudes, a separable potential model to gen-

erate their off-shell behavior, an accurate description of off-shell

kinematics and transformations, and realistic form factors to describe

the nuclear distribution of matter and spin. In the work reported here

we present differential cross sections, total cross sections, and

polarizations for K
+

elastic scattering from
12

C,
4
He,

3
He, and

3
H, and

make several comparisons to related results obtained in pion scattering.

We find that our parameter-free calculations reproduce the angular

dependence of the 446 MeV K
+

-
12
C cross section recently measured by a

CMU-Houston-BNL group (Cr,79; Hu,81), but underestimates the small angle

data by approximately a factor of 2. Although our calculations do

exhibit sensitivity to a number of theoretical assumptions and to the

empirical input, it does not appear large enough to remove this discrep-

ancy. Since higher order corrections are expected to be small, we con-

sider this an important open question.

Since the three nucleon system contains a good deal of interesting

nuclear structure, with much of it at the hard-to-determine few percent

level, we have explored how the kaon might complement the electron and

pion as probes of this structure. We found that K+ -3H scattering dis-

plays more sensitivity than K+ -3He scattering to the distribution of
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neutron spin in the nucleus, although it is still significantly less

than shown for pions. However, since K+ scattering is 20 times weaker

than pion scattering, we expect that many of the "higher order correc-

tions" which introduce uncertainties into pion scattering will not be

present for e's. Quite possibly, the relatively high sensitivity of

K
+

-
3
He and K

+
-
3
H scattering to uncertainties in the n and p matter

distributions [F
ch

(
3
H) and F

ch
(

3
He)] will permit the K

+
to complement

the electron in probing the high momentum transfer components of the

matter (charge) form factors, with fewer questions concerning the con-

tributions from meson exchange currents. In this regard, as shown in

our last figure, a measurement of the ratio of large angle cross sec-

tions for different isotopes seems promising for beam energies in the

range 300 - 500 MeV.

6.2 Charge Exchange

We have seen that over the energy range from 0 to - 1 GeV the

K
+

-nucleon CEX scattering amplitude is weak (L 0.1 fm), yet contains

large contributions from P and D waves and from spin flip. This leads

to cross sections for
3
H(K ,K

0
)

3
He which qualitatively are similar to

those of a single scattering approximation and thus should not be

sensitive to higher order corrections such as coupled channels effects.

In addition, for \ 1%0
-7

C M
150 MeV and e 4: 90°, the 3

H charge

exchange cross section contains a large and well separated contribution

from spin flip scattering which leads to a high sensitivity to the

nuclear distribution of spin. At larger momentum transfers (i.e., the

backward hemisphere), the reaction shows sensitivity to the proton
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matter distribution. For heavier nuclei such as
13
C, on a percentage

basis we expect much smaller spin effects.

Although the experimental study of the
3H

(K ,K
0

) He reaction is

difficult, it would be a most valuable complement to any elastic

scattering study and should be feasible at a kaon "factory." At

present the greatest theoretical uncertainties lie in the elementary

KN input amplitudes, and in the three-nucleon charge and magnetic form

factors at large momentum transfers; uncertainties which could be

removed by the elastic scattering studies.

6.3 Proton-
3
He scattering conclusions

We have constructed an optical potential for the scattering of

spin 1/2 nucleons by spin 1/2 targets. Our basic blocks are the elementa-

ry, antisymmetrized nucleon-nucleon t matrix and the nuclear charge

and magnetic form factors. The potential incorporates S-K wave NN

phase shifts, a separable potential model for the off-shell behavior,

an angle transformation relating the pA and pN center of mass referen-

ce frames and relativistic kinematics. In conventional nuclear phys-

ics language we would describe the potential as containing a central

term, three types of tensor forces and a spin orbit interaction. In-

corporating this general spin dependece into solutions of the Schroe-

dinger equation is the major contribution of the proton part of this

thesis.

As also occurs for nucleon-nucleon scattering, the tensor forces

in the p-
3
He optical potential leads to coupling of different orbit-

al angular momentum channels : there are thus six, partially coupled
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integral equations to solve for each orbital angular momentum state.

We have shown how to formulate and tabulate all of these needed

potentials, and then go on to develop the new computational techni-

ques needed for their evaluation. These techniques were "debugged"

and proven to be self consistent (summation of the partial wave decom-

position gave the original potentials back).

The large momentum transfer in proton scattering and the large

spin terms in the NN amplitudes exhibited their consequences as high

sensitivity of the differential cross section and analyzing power to

the nuclear distribution. In fact, the present models for these

input nuclear form factors appear inadequate. This is very encoura-

ging result since it implies that further research will give new, int-

eresting discoveries about the nuclear structure or at least further

understanding of the scattering process.

Although our study is very limited, with a full theoretical anal-

ysis beyond the scope of this project, nevertheless, it is unique in

the sense that at present there is no other microscopic calculation

of p-He scattering. Some of the limitations arise from it being a

lowest order optical potential calculation and thus ignoring nuclear

correlations, the effects of virtual excited states or exchange

currents. In addition, the full Fermi averaging due to the motion of

the nucleons inside the nucleus was not included, and only the Saclay

phase shifts were used as input. Since the energy dependence of the

NN amplitudes is rather weak, we expect little effect from folding;

however the model dependences of the NN phases can be strong, and fur-

ther investigations with other phase shift sets would be valuable.
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In contrast to our kaon study, the Coulomb force was not included

"exactly" since this could be quite complicated with a momentum space,

coupled channels calculation. Yet, since the Coulomb force

affects the differential cross sections only at low angles (OL20°),

this should be a good approximation.

Further work should also study the convergence of the multiple

scattering series and the effect of the small coupling between spin 0

and spin 1 which we suppressed in this first study.

The above limitations, the approximation made, and the data to be

analyzed are all good topics for further investigations. We believe

the theoretical tools developed in this thesis will serve as a basis

for that research and look forward to its understanding.
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APPENDIX A

CALCULATION OF THE NN SCATTERING AMPLITUDE MATRIX M

This problem was studied by Wolfenstein (Wo,54,56) and Wolfens-

tein and Ashkin (WA,52) who first derived the scattering amplitude

matrix for the nucleon-nucleon system; the amplitude is built from

k k
f'

the incident and outgoing momenta in the center of mass sys-

tem, and the spin of the two particles represented by the operators

cro) and act)

With the vectors k. and kf we can define the following three

mit vectors:

tf +ti , tf - ti tixtf
= m- , n

Itf. 4i1 Itf - ti 1 Itixtfl
(A.1)

which form an orthonormal system.

Following the arguments of Moravcsik (M6,63), there are several

tensor in spin-momentum space which can be formed out of the two

spin matrices and the three vectors 1 ,171' and n . In table A.1 we

indicate the tensors that can be formed from the kinematic vectors

and the spins.

The tensors resulting from combinations of the last two columns

in the table must be of zero rank if Rotational Invariance is as-

sumed.

The Conservation of Parity or Space Reflection Invariance imposes

the condition that the tensor must be unchanged if all the polar

vector change sign and the axial vectors remain the same. Under

this transformation
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A A
n--,n

Cr IT

A A
l -0 l

=.4

my m
(A.2)

The Time Reversal Invariance changes the signs of all momenta

and spins. The transformation has the effects:

A A A
n -4-+ n1 a! ..

A
1 -4 -1 '"".

^
(A.3)

As was said in chapter 2)the generalized Pauli principle is invoked

and has the effect that upon interchanging the labels (1)and (2),

the resulting expressions must be left unchanged. This affects only

the spin vectors:

-4(1)
a 44-

--(0): (2)

Table A.1 Tensor to built the scattering matrix

(A.4)

Rank From spins From the kinematic vectors

0 1

441) +()
a -a

1

A AA A A
m-1

1
111

,

n.Tn

1
(1) -(2)a +a

(1)
442:

a -a

4. (1) -04 2)
a x a

A
M

A
n

1

2
a(1)

(2) (I) (2)
a +a a.

1

m.m.
1 3

1

i
1
j

nin
j

m.1.+m.1
1 j

m . n .+m .m.
1 j j 1

1.n .+1 .n.
1 j 3 1
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14 A I% A A A
With: 1.n = mn = m. 1 = 0 (A.5)

The table that follows shows the behavior of the rotational

invariants under the already mentioned transformations (Mo,63).

Table A.2 Behavior of the rotation-invariants under

transformations. Y means invariant, N means change.

Rotation
Invariant

1

,a
1
'a

2

( al 4-a2)4

m n 2;

(al a2).

m n 2,

(a1".2)

m n 2,

Space
Reflection

Y Y N Y N N Y N N Y N

Time
Reflection

Y Y N Y Y N Y Y Y N N

Exclusion
Principle

Y Y Y Y Y N N N N N N

Rotation
Invariant

mi mj nn. 2-l2, im.L.i.m.z

1 2 1
cry .- 7

j
+ a (7

j

2

1

.nj+m.n iini+Zjni

Space
Reflection

Y Y Y Y N N

Time
Reflection

Y Y Y N N Y

Exclusion
Principle

Y

.

.

Y

.

Y Y Y

Finally, we can write the scattering amplitude matrix M (By,79)

M = 1/2 {(A+B) +(A-B)-a-1.n-cy'.2.n +

+ E (773. + -C72). n 1

(A.6)
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A sixth term : 1/2 F (d)-cr
^

). n must be added if the generalized

exclusion principle is taken into account.



APPENDIX B

MATTER AND SPIN FORM FACTORS

The procedure followed here to find the
3
He spin and matter

form factors was taken from Landau (La,75). The form factors are

defined by means of the already mentioned operator q, in chapter 2

and the nuclear wavefunction T for the nucleus with momentum ko,by

P
a
(1)-- 1 fTF(1514A,...,h)

A
A.

(

=
A

-t
o
)di;

1 A

(B.1)
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The evaluation of the operations in last equation is performed

separately for protons and neutrons as projectiles. We call III the

spin operator for the projectile and QZ the spin operator for the

bound nucleon.

The nuclear wave function can be written in the form:

<751Tims) 1/2 ms)

where the spin part is expl' 'tly shown. Also:

'Of 11-0--Z1)= Ofrn511-1:*,--4)<5,1

ms'

Let us replace these expressions inB.1 for_O ,( Central term)

p" = KT fins' r) ms, ) 1 11/2 ms<S Tilms) d3p

fri 3111 I

S S

fiTelsi C-5-Ti>OVFiM; d3p

(B.2)

calling: (.1.3)

pP(q) =1<y,m
s
=-1/2 m d3p = fT,,(;) 1`-elq'rer

in the same way:
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,ms=-1/2)d3p = f ly1)(1") I 2eli*Idr (B.4)

For neutrons Pi. and P4, have the same form as (B.3) and

in (B.4). The proton and nuetron matter form factors are defined

by:

ZomatP (i) = PPM +PP4(q)

NPmat (7.1)
t=PT(q) Pn(q)

Summing the proton and neutron contribution to the central terms

we have

u (it A-1 " P Pi) {Zt P q) + Ntn on (d) 1

d' 1

+B mat( A+B -mat
A (B.5)

We now study the spin dependet part of the optical potential. From

(B.1) and following a similar procedure that lead to (B.4) we have:

1n
q

t
C2 (:) e

id 3
r n

A
JJ

O

1
(8.6)

the alr1 can be taken out of the integral sign because ain operates

only on the projectile spin, and not on the nuclear wave function.

Also:

_ al'm j;*(r)
2

(r)
d
3
r n (B.7)

1*" .m2 A

al
(-1");

2
T(r) eq d3 r .2

al za

^
*

2 A

(8.8)



p+ ^
k

al
+62),n

f 4.4.
1

T
*
(7)a2T(r) elqr djr.n ,(B.9)

a
.n

l A

the first term in the right hand side of the last equation can be

also written:

P4"
n

.4.

a
1

n

A
)(<11fmsill-4><SfriN) d3p (8.10)
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this integral will give a contribution to the potential very similar to

(B.5) . Since the spin form factors are defined as proportional to the-

se matrix elements of Cr between nuclear states, we obtain:

A-1 .n (Zt" pP
sp

(q)

A

+ N tPnpn
p
(0)

s

.+
(B.11)
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APPENDIX C

Table C.1 Saclay phase shifts and mixing parameters

75 37
10.040000 1.000000 55.789113 1.000000 .723410 1.000000 .112500- 1.0,00000
3.731950 1.000000 .051220 1.110000 1.135451 1.100000 -.382150 1.001011
...4..3 .aa 0.-- 1..3 aaaa _ -.55aaa a_ _1,...aza_ana___,..1-11.1.51--1....aaaina_e.zz_ziaz_i_..aaa.a.a.0._

0.000000 1.030000 0.000010 1.000000 -2.259430 1.000000 -.161710 1.011000
.4A6470 1.000000105.035400 1.300000 -1.153731 1.008001 1.161070 1.00001a

-.075650 1.000000 2.555740 1.001000 -3.521450 1.300000 1.041580 1.001000
0.1300000 1.300000 0.300330. 1.000000 0.330000 1.000030 .252E30 1.300000
-.713580 1.100011 1.100000 1.331010 1.310000 1.000030 3.301000 1.001000
0.100001_ _ _ _ _ _ _
1.711390 -1.565730 -.102990 -.445580 -.545921 1.000100 0.010000 1.300001

20.000300 1.000300 51.110710 1.000001 1.033150 1.010000 .161700 1.300303
6.302161 1.100000 -2.066110 1.031000 2.362730 1.000000 -.214510 1.000001
-.180750 1.300000 -.402300 1.030000 -.017351 1-300000 -.712131 1.003000
0.000100 1.100001 0.000100 1.000000 -4.201710 1.000000 -.223140 1.003001
446060___1,300000 91.52.5361___.1.331000._-_3.32.4940 1,300010 4.366771.___1.._009010__

-.241461 1.300100 1.719340 1.000003 -2.327291 1.100000 .725630 1.000000
0.300001 1.000000 0.000010 1.000000 0.310010 1.000100 .223920 1.030010
-.592410 1.000000 0.000000 1.303000 0.100000 1.000000 1.000000 1.001101
0.000001
2.454531 -1.853230 .166171 -.473010 -.469621 1.000000 1.300000 1.001010

30.00000.0_1-013 3 0 3 .46.1 3332.1_1,1 aaaaa___1.....a..._,33
9.130120 1.000000 -4.002951 1.000010 3.554721 1.000000 -.143860 1.000000
-.397440 1.300300 -.255330 1.000031 -.014441 1.000001 -.365000 1.000000
0.100000 1.090001 0.000133 1.100000 -5.777210 1.000100 -.443721 1.003003
.405650 1.300300 10.361240 1.000000 -5.244083 1.300030 7.240640 1.200000

-.390761 1.010000 .493140 1.011100 -1.219511 1.190000 .444370 1.000001
3.210000 1.011.1000.__0-aaaaaa_1-0a3aaa__a-aaaaaa__I-aaaaaa___-.Lails_a___I-aaa301_
-.451950 1.100001 0.000000 1.000000 1.310001 1.000001 1.300000 1.013001
0.000300
2.144171 -2.120960 .430101 -..7-191 -.153120 1.001000 0.001000 1.030130

40.000100 1..300000 42.804650 1.330000 1.658720 1.310300 .280040 1.010001
10.151160 1.000000 -5.770911 1.111100 4.713910 1.000000 .114090 1.001011
-.504051 L000000 .13111 ___. 1,101 301._
0.300000 1.310000 1.101000 1.331100 -7.0338:0 1.100000 -.633123 1.001010
.36:240 1.300013 71.125211 1.010000 -6.333120 1.000000 9.002173 1.110001

-.521220 1.00110 .171943 1.301000 -.197230 1.300100 .194790 1.031000
1.000001 1.100301 1.000011 1.300011 0.0100111_1010111 .146350 _1.101001
-.319480 1.000000 0.000100 1.303000 0.000001 1.000000 1.330000 1.303003
0.000100
3.2'10390 -2.159150 .639070 -.475211 -.237110 0.000000 0.000000 1.010001
50.009000 1.000000 19.133181 1.111000_1.374520 1.300100 .333110 1.000301
12.140610 1.300000 -7.352540 1.101000 5.325711 1.000000 .263210 1.001013
-.500570 1.000030_ 014070_1.100.001.-01.131.0_1.200300___-.332070 1.003003_
0.000001 1.000110 1.000110 1.001000 -3.013530 1.010003 -.334231 1.301001

1.111310_a1.347311 1-2110111 -8-4024;1 ,-101101 12.3743E0 1.021190
-.533420 1.300000 -.453750 1.100110 .731611 1.300000 -.022100 1.300011
0.003001 1.000000 0.100110 1.011001 1.000011 1.310300 .107630_ 1.010011
-.10201.0 1.000000 1.000100 1.000110 1.300000 1.000001 0.000000 1.001331
0.000001
3.483270 -2.301000 .142530 -.411.960 -.121730 1.000100 0.001100 3.000001

__50,1110000 1.110010 11,751171 1.311110 2-292111 1-100100 -334110 1-011031
12.313300 1.100300 -4.350730 1.303010 5.599321 1.300000 ..12630 1.011011
-.967110 1.000000 .143560 1.100301 ..030450_ 1.000300 -.331373 1.300011
1.000000 1.330000 1.100300 1.003000 -1.732371 1.010000 -1.294100 1.011031
.254430 1.000010 54.5.19020 1.300000 !-9.571311 1.010110 14.374180 1.011150

-.715990 1.000000 - .987230 1.010100 1.591113 1.000000 -.216290 1.000031
_____3.0.00000 1.000.001 2.009090 1000000 0,010_010 1.000010 .1E._..Lg 1,0)30)1

-.356540 1.100001 0.001100 1.300000 1.301011 1.311000 1.300000 1.001011
0.000100
3.577123 -2.415470 1.191451 -.492170 -.334411 1.311000 3.330000 1.011001
70.100001 1.103000 32.641E21 1.301100 2.612111 1.000000 .439441 1.310310
13.026051 1.001000-10.137.70 1.001000 7.323021 1.300110 .531630 1.31)301
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-1.161760 1.000000 .279590 1.000000 .050471 1.000010 -.303580 1.000000
0.a03001 1.000000- 0.144400. 1.000000--4,37016A1 t_aaaaao -1..61983o_a_uaaaa
.244120 1.000000 49.188180 1.000100-.10.710610 1.000000 15.823630 1.001000

-.225250 1 100001 -.1 -'1A7 C1 1 nn0000 2 350340 1 oaaoaa --157.a1 aniaao
0.000000 1.000000 0.000000 1.000000 0.000000 1.000000 .030110 1.000401
.074920 1.000330 0.000000 1-1100000 0.310000 1.100000 1.4aa030 1.-0 00 -00
0.000000
3.569410 -2.514310 1.434940 -.516520 .111873 o.aaaoao 0.000000-- 0.301000.
10.000000 1.000000 29.781150 1.101000 2.934030 1.000000 .485441 1.011000
+0 81270.1-1 01410.0.4,11 -.051511 1 100000 14-1010
-1.329641 1.000007 .407150 1.300000 .031140 1.001000 -.297000 1.000000
0.000000 1.000000 0.300004 1.411040 -9.830190 1.000000 -1.953440 1.000000
.203610 1.000030 4.564650 1.000100-11.725150 1.304090 17.342700 1.000000

-.806730 1.000000 -1.305750 1.001000 3.037210 1.000000 -.416620 1.001000
0.100100 1.100000 0.300000 1.000001 0.000000 1.770100 -.109650 1.011001

ao aoa_ a-aa al° g_t-a_a_aa oo 5.1.30-non
0.300000
3.492953 -2.500640 1.673303 -.525910 .229161 0.00000a o.00aoau 0.000000

90.300000 1.100000 27.146560 1.000000 3.217321 1.000000 .532290 1.000000
12.259090 1.300030 -12.516800 1.000000 1.339920 1.000300 .754960 1.003000
-1.485820 1.000000 .531240 1.000000 .110031 1.000100 -.305720 1.010000
_ 0.000000_1.100900_1,100100_1,010000-11.217;13 LQ70000= 2.L?L13J_. 009.0.0

.163200 1.000000 40.877313 1.001000-12.512040 1.000000 15.651680 1.000001
-.907141 1.000000 -2.103510 1.000000 3.632571 1.000030 -.562750 1.001001
0.000101 1.100000 0.001101 1.010000 0.003101 1.010130 -.347411 1.000101
.137560 1.000000 0.300031 1.301000 o.000dao 1.000030 0.000000 t.aoaaaa
0.100001
3.363311 -2._569460_10._916.5_40___:-..5401440.340

100.000000 1.000000 24.715500 1.000000 3.593820
11.450540 1.000010-13.534260 1.000000 10.717450
-1.611931 1.001100 .651070 1.300000 .139630
0.300000 1.000000 0.000100 1.000000-10.562933
. 122'90 1.000000 37.976961 1.00000G-13.2203n

-.774414 _I-aaaala...-a-lasall_L-lollat__1..-12.vio
0.003000 3.000000 3.000000 1.300000 0.300000 1.090000
.4F9330 1.000000 0.000000 1.00.1000 uoaoaan 1.100000

0.000101 3,-111.1111111_1...11atlaiLO___

1.000000 .578690 1.013300
1.100301 .947633 1.000000
1.000100 -.136140 1.000000
1.000000 -2.612460 1.0001000
1.001130 19.773850 1.000001
/0010021 - 606,11 _11311.11_

-.056180 1.011001
0.000004 1.00a0aa

0.000000
3.210880 -2.727850 2.134630 -.577420

110.000000 1.000000 22.466944 1.000000
10.017237/____1.100301m14._471180___1.._103111

.460750
1.911730

11-51_9210
-1.757950 1.000300 .759020 1.000000 .161130
0.000000 1.000001 0.000000 1.010000-10.93021
.012380 1.000000 35.711521 1.010100-13.819011

-.736161 1.000000 -2.507710 1.000000 4.566410
0.000001 1.000000 0.000000 1.011000 0.000100

a..oatma 0.000304 a..oaaaao
1.000100 .623750 1.010000
1.001131 .975491_1..001011_
1.000000 -.376060 1.000000
1.010000 -2.322740 1.000007
1.000000 29.723513 1.010000
1.000000 -.636951 1..000000
1.000000 -.124141 1.007010

. 60079100.1.000001_0.410100_1._0.04101 0.0111101 1,10_100M7 1,110044
0.000000
3.025660 -2.774870 2.357501 -.609850 .577050 1.100100 0.100000 1.000000

121.101000 1.000000 20.378990 1.001000 4.241653 1.000300 .667450 1.000100
9.109930 1.000000 - 15.336-110 1.000000 12.302512 1.000000 .393790 1.000033

-1.893889 1.000010 .382710 1.001000 .147571 1.000000 -.477670 1.000000
0-0.0000-0___1.A0 n a o-aaaaoa____L-aaa
.041170 1.010000 33.930810 1.010000-14.317420 1.100010 21.520940 1.001001

-.600020 1.000000 -2.625310 1.300000 4.1(1514a 1.100003 -.625310 1.330l00
0.000103 1.000003 0.000000 1.000000 0.010310 1.300010 -.163700 1.000000
.732261 1.000000 0.500000 1.100300 0.000001 1..000000 o.aoodoo 1.300000

0.100103
2.357741--2.811640 _2-575422 -..s4azan_.-ax33- 3ao_o-o0- ttattn___1..1aalloa___3-atuta0_a_

130.100000 1.000000 19.429750 1.000000 4.573610 1.000300 .709800 1.001000
7.718540 1.000000-16.147090 1.000000 13.004610 1.900900. 1.339e50 1.4a0303

-2.109713 1.000000 .992930 1.001000 .223840 1.000000 -.486580 1.000040
0.070000 1.000000 0.300700 1.001000-11.906911 1.000100 -3.463240 1.00)001
.101563 1.000000 32.484210 1.300000-14.764390 1.000000 22.192440 1.000100



-.453590 1.000000 -2.599030 1.000000 5.150440 1.000000 -.580390 1.000000

0.000100 1.000100 0.003000 1.000000 0.400300 1.0000401 -.202463 1.000000
.863730 1.000000 L000lon 1.000000 1.111000 1.000000 0.000000 1.000000

0...10.1000_
2.717200 -2.639081 2.731121 -.683030 .609650 0.000000 0.000399 0.000000

140.300000 1.000000 03.597450 1.000000 4,107576 1.000000 .750810 1.000001
6.253540 1.700000-16.912970 1.001000 13.642540 1.000000 1.072310 1.010000

-2.115510 1.000000 1.099680 1.000000 .247123 1.000000 -.550784 1.001040-
3.000000 1.100000 0.100000 1.000000- 12.612220 1.010000 -3.670020 1.000000
-.433440_ 1-440330-31.221441-- 1 iftIOno-ta.13.4104-__L-aaaarin 00 7.5-413_1_11auji.a._

-.254510 1.013001 -2.730710 1.011000 5.326301 1.000000 -.513080 1.004100
0.000100 1.000000 0.001001 1.000001 1,000010 1.000000 -.241220 1.007000
.995201 1.300000 0.000000 1.010000 7.000000 1.000000 0.310001 1.000080

0.000000
2.624131 -2.151380 2.195690 -.723790 .325931 1.000000 1.000000 0.001001

150.000303_ 1...110000.0_1_4..33.0321_ 1.01_10.01111___S.2.4.3530 +- 3 109933 .7934f, n 03030 n

4.770250 1.101000-17.647140 1.000400 14.213960 1.010000 1.387900 1.000000

-2.211190 1.000000 1.202960 1.003003 .263110 0.000000 -.017630 1.4000000

1.000000 1.000000 0.000110 1.000000-13.526120 1.000000 -3.845250 1.000000

-.079250 1.000000 29.990700 1.000000-15.550570 1.000000 23.224770 1.413080
-.030391 1.000001 -2.720163 1.000000 5.403710 1.000000 -.393080 1.000001
0.00010.1_1._000003___3.003001_1-0.01001___0-113100
1.126E60 1.000000 0.000000 1.000000 0.000001 1.000100 0.000001 1.000000
0.100000
2.598631 -2.370560 3.198121 -.783990 1.042230 0.000001 0.010040 0.000010

160.000000 1.000000 13.195120 1.010000 5,531560 1.000700 .328770 1 001000
3.324,010 1.000000-15.361750 1.000000 14.7155?1 1.000100 1.315610 1.000004

-2.296791_01101100_ 1.302.731__1-313040 1.010024 -.5346.50 1-00111.0_0__

0.000000 1.010010 0.100000 1.000000-14.696531 1.100001 -3.957010 1.000101
-.119E60 1.000000 28.642530 1.003000-15-927131 1.000000 23.636190 1.003000
.251140 1.001000 -2.547740 1.000000 5.405630 1.090100 -.251334 1.000000

0.000900 1.900300 0.030000 1.303000 0.030000 1.000010 --513750 1.000.330

1.258130 1.100100 0.000000 1.000000 0.100100 1.003000 1.010000 1.000001
3.0aaaa_a__

2.660773 -2.575630 3.395430 -.131630 1.154541 1.000000 1.001000 1.000001
170.000000 1.000000 11.552990 1.000000 5.921530 1.000000 .365720 L.000000

1.170140 1.100000-13.069520 1.700000 15.1.5511 1.000000 1.1641630 1.000013

-2.372310 1.000003 1.390122-_1.0110000 .230031__1- 100001 _-.749120_1....10.00001

0.000000 1.000000 0.001110 1.001010-15.171460 1.000000 -4.005370 1.000010
-.161070 1.000000 27.025881 1.101000-16.320201 1.000310 23.99.,130 1.000101

.582460 1.110000 -2.5457Rn 1.000000 0.317210 1.000000 -.075100 1.000001
3.300300 t.z00000 n.o00000__I-043301._ 1-aanaan___Lanaana___-.35rEta__L-aalim
1.389601 1.000001 0.300000 1.000000 0.000007 1.000000 0.100000 1.001000

0- 014110-
2.030560 -2.877321 3.587601 -.897721 1.274840 3.000000 0.000001 0.000000

to0.000101 L-lannnq 9.10Q463 i_nninan 6.253671 1.1200301 .111330 1.030033

.753171 1.000000 -19.732100 1.000100 15.500300 1.000700 1.02.120 1.000001

-2.437740 1.000000 1.492100 1.700000 .239070 1.000106 -.900473 1.0110090

0.000000 1.001000 1.000100 1.000000-17.194710 1.000000 -3.112410 1.300301

-.200481 1.000031 04.990111 1.701000-16.7.6_601 1.000100 24.125380_1.000001_
.965351 1.300000 -2.076611 1.003000 5.143290 1.000000 .133060 1.000000

1.700100 1.001101 0.001100 1.000003 0.000000 1.000010 -.396270 1.000001

1.521070 1.000000 0.300100 1.100000 1.000010 1.000000 0.711100 1.011003
0.000000
1.128180 -2.375021 3.774641 -.361250 1.3911.0 1.000100 0.000300 3.000700

190.000000 1.000000 1.421.11 1.300011 6.607530 1.000000 .935590 1.001000
-.2311E9 1.000000-20.514020 1.000110 10.777460 1.000111 .363250 1.017000

1,001144 1,551410 1.000000 .111350 1.000000 -.,364097 1.000071

0.000000 1.010000 0.000101 1.000000-21.276510 1.010000 -3.881190 1.000701

-.240090 1.000000 22.384510 1.003000-17.226070 1.000000 24.644920 1.010003
1..03090 1.000000 -2.507571 1.173000 4.333930 1.030000 .373820 1.030001

1.010001 1.000100 0.300101 1.001000 1.100010 1.000001 - .435030. - _1.000000

1.652530 1.000019 0.011000 1.000000 0.010000 1.000000 0.100001 1.003000
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0.000000
3.574313 -2.369353- 3. 3565.4- -1.329230 1.537443-- 1.3004311- 0.-300000-- a-alma

200.000000 1.010000 7.332325 1.000000 7.081770 1.000000 .445120 1.000000-11114271_3?!..431 i 001100 ts_a37.0 1.111000 -gGOI616 1_1,10000

- 2.523130 1.000000 1.632880 1.001000 .1851.55 1.000000 -.344855 1.000000
0.000000 1.000000 0.000000 1-300000-24.174705 1.000004 -2.3414711 1-028041
-.470930 1.000001 19.091415 1.001100-19.564945 1.000000 72.987065 1.000000
1.334905 1.000000 -2.651045 1,100000 5.520845 1-000100 1-353840 1,0110302
0.000100 1.000000 0.000931 1.090000 0.100000 1.000000 -.729845 1.003030
2.-025135 1-annion 1.01aD30 .1441100 1.110001 ,._010011
0.000001
3.271085 -2.871605 44169840 -1.148355 1.258141 0.400030 0.000300 0.00300n

210.300000 1.000000 5.217431 1.001000 7.331145 1.010000 1.313115 1.310001
-1.435570 1.000000-22.146830 14300000 16.022335 1.000000 .336025 1.000000
-2.359595 1.000000 1.77'115 1.000000 .261155 1.000001 -.354540 1.001010

___11-40-41101-400.000 .i 0402011_ 1-44.2010-125-915955 1 /300000 -2 72.511 1 400110
-.572c61 1.100000 18.535525 1.100000-19.654155 1.000001 23.630410 1.000000
2.364370 1.000000 -2.636765 1.000000 5-1536.5_ 1_000000 1.214594 1,a_a0aaa
0.000300 1.000000 0.000030 1.001000 0.000000 1.300030 -.722475 1.103011
2.337715 1.000000 04000100 1.0123001 1.043400 1.020003 0.-31300313- 1.401004
0.000000
3-30125.0_-2-371Z15_44-642210_,.1-12525.2___L-L..4.111.2_1_400101___4-4.011400 1 001003

221.000001 1.000000 7.341440 1.003000 7.447310 1.000000 1.106.80 1.001010
-1.881250 1.000300-22.176741 1.030034 16.114430 14400300 .31799 -3 -- 1.303000
-2.375-61 1.000000 1.999190 1.100000 .475640 1.000100 -1.200910 1.001000
0.300100 1.000300 0.030000 1.003000-26.131510 1.000000 -24464500 1-3.01400
-.962630 1.310000 16.651300 1.001000.20.504440 1.000000 22.715540 1.000001

_2-536.984_1-144401_-3-114611_1-441000 5-911710 1 440440 -094121 1-0.031141___

0.300003 1.000000 0.000011 1.001000 0.001100 1.010000 -.904010 1.013001
2.139470 1.000000 0.000100 1.000000 0.030030 1.000000 0.010000 1.033000
0.000001
3.441430 -2.895460 5.563243 -1.153690 1. 357340_.0.000000 3.300000 0..010003.-

230.000000 1.310000 1.570780 1.000000 7.15305411
0342

1.000000 1.215490 1.000010
1_0_ o 451_1,_001100_

-2.209E71 1.000000 2.177530 1.000000 .670470 1.030000 -1.441470 1.000001
3.000000 1.000000 0.001110 1.110000-26.722450 1.000000 -3.760550 1.000)01

-1.091010 1.030010 15.598090 1.000000 - 20.213530 1.000000 23.412910 1.000000
2.755250 1.000000 - 3.566660 1.000000 5.712441 1.000000 -362234_1.330000
0.000000 1.000010 0.000000 1.000000 1.001100 1.000000 -.316021 1.000000
1.31.212.4_1-104000__a-443000 1-0111121 n.110100 1- 40 4080_1....0_0_1 a a 0____1 3 0_0011_1
1.000001
4.103950 -2.886270 5.996760 -1.1491610. 1-636000 3.000000 7.300000 0.033001

240.300000 1.003000 -.003670 1.000000 7.763,40 1.000100 1.328050 1.001000
-2.515030 1.000001-24.301441 1.4031001 15.62.0290__1.000000__ .117201 1.003000
-2.350591 1.000100 2.342353 1.331100 .655931 1.010000 -1.676910 1.000003
2_30l2oa _IalLaaa a_a_40n3n 1-011000

-1.211779 1.000000 12.203341 1.003001-20.049331 1.000000 23.3115080 1.011000
2.930330 1.000000 -4.136810 1.007000 5.513500 1.070000 -.113750 L.030000
0.000000 1.000000 0.007001 1.000001 0.000000 1.000000 -.153770 1.301000
1.706641 1.310000 0.001110 1.311000 1.030300 1.100000 0.300000 1.001131
0.030000
4.9850702-1.5.6240 54133760_111.1,4,5251 0.01000_

250.000000 1.000001 -1.621380 1.000000 7.321111 1.000100 1..31000 1.000000
-3.103710 1.000000-24.030591 1.00)000 16.807520 1.000000 .933270 1.000101
- 1.940550 1.101000 2.492350 1.000000 1.121220 1.000000 -1.005760 1.003011
0.000001 1.100000 0.000010 1.000000-28.159240 1.100010 -..147-00 1.011101

-1.322510 1.000001 3.617119 1.001000 - 20.010330 1.010110 24-.21530 1.011000
_3.0.2221_1.001100 -4.520510 1.001000 5.356211 1.000000 - .536320 1.000001

0.000000 1.000000 0.000110 1.00)000 0.010300 1.000000 -1.322550 1.033001
1.667431 1.000000 0.030110 1.000000 0.000030 1.000000 0.103010 1.019000
0.010000
5.792227 -2.335380 5..51110 -1.147130 2.133250 0.000000 1.010003 1.000301

2E0.000001 1.000000 -3.043840 1.000000 9.337530 1.000000 1.523170 1.000000
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-3.110260 1.000000-25.414300 1.000000 15.976321 1.000000 .853630 1.000000
-1.861870 1.000100 2.627180 1.300000 1,151713 14000101 -2,144181 1.0331110-
0.000000 1.000001 3.000000 1.000000-29.0551.0 1.000000 -5.143190 1.000001

3.150910 1.010000 -4.954500 1.101000 5.239240 1.010001 4.477930 1.000000
0.000000 1.000100 0.000000 1.000300 0.100000 1.400001 41.122680- 1.004811
1.561671 1.000030 0.000330 1.000000 0.310000 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000
0.000000
6.548030 -2.793671 6.522451 41.154710 2.356810 0.000001 1.100000 3.010011

270._100001-1...0.000-11___44....349551 1..101-1.01____1.-146-960 1 nnnallo t- 5g54t13 t-

-4.604680 1.100000425.911361 1.000000 17.131410 1.000100 .798310 1.000010
-1.336380 1.000000 2.744110 1.300001 1.216710 1.000000 -2.134880 1.003001
0.000001 1.000000 1.100000 1.000000430.069190 1.000000 45.637230 1.000001

- 1.515200 1.000101 4.471110 1.300010-20.390251 1.100300 24.545260 1..000003
3.195421 1.000000 45.274650 1.011000 5.159711 1.000000 -1.131050 1.100001
a.010.300_.1.000.000._1.0000na__1-100.000 0.010009__1.110001 -L 2iti9A_1.0007Q0_
1.475650 1.000000 0.000100 1.001000 0.000000 1.100000 1.000000 1.001000
0.000000
7.196311 -2.741110 5.517270 -1.161140 2.533610 0.000000 0.000100 3.011011

2110.000000 1.000000 45.531130 1..300000_ 3.556360 1.002000 1..64,3550. 1-0000011.
45.516961 1.010110421.110040 1.000000 17.256010 1.000100 .777291 1.403000
-1-87z9a0____I-aa0100_2-.35.5-8971 1-ri0nall_L-L5241tt t_annana -7-115Rap
0.000101 1.010000 0.000100 1.101100-31.211430 1.000100 -5.730520 1.001010

-1.599340 1.000300 2.217150 1.003000420.842490 1.000003. 24.311541 1.030011-
3.191730 1.300030 ..5.417101 1.000000 5.117E21 1.000100 -1.233160 1.003000
0.000000 1.000001 0.000001 1.000001 0.000111 1.000000.- 1.41827Q- 1.030330
1..416451 1.000000 0.001101 1.000000 3.001310 1.000000 0.000000 1.011000
a_nactona
7.688101 -2.677760 6.457110 -1.187240 2.811130 0.001000 0.000000 0.011000

290.000000 1.000000 46.612260 1.003100 8.462500 1.100040- 1.651441 1.331030
-.6.537101 1.010000-.26.428130 1.001000 17.387511 1.000000 .640570 1.001000
19.172E00 1.300300 2.943270 1.100000 1.232110 1.000001 - 2.013090 1.300011
1.100101 1.000000 0.030030 1.100000412.452910 1.000300 -5.743050 1.000000

-1.6 7 3 LE a 00.0 0___._333 10.0 01.0 3 EL.2,4a1CLO 6 0_1.A.J1.0.10 U._
3.157851 1.000000 - 5.317120 1.303000 5.112971 1.001000 -1.321720 1.000030
0.000001 1.000000 0.000001 1.300000 0.100100_ 1.000000 -1.614350 1.000000
1.189961 1.110000 0.001000 1.113000 1.100000 1.000000 0.000000 1.000000
0.303000
7.962430 - 2.603550 6.365690 - 1.212080 3.011151 3.300000 0.300000 3.001110

310.001009 1.000000 -7.735595 .995923 9.193340 1.000000 1.429831 1.003001
-4.364115 .999195-26.609440 1.000001 17.430471 1.000300 .117370 1.013031
42.851115_ 1.010000_2.827695 1.3.00000 1,353155 1.000910 - 1.54,590- __1...0.01007__

.414161 1.000000 0.000000 1.010000440.130785 1.100001 -3.816550 1.001000
AL._21113.01f23..1/5i1L5.___L4.4101.1 21..5_16555 1...100.3.12_41..926_915

2.639105
_1,111013_1.173315
1.000030 -2.127511 1.010001 4.205695 1.000000 -.305725 1.010011

.241'90 1.111103 .193775 1-003000 4-112230 1-100100 41-312155 1.1331300
1.439910 1.300000 -.357510 1.000000 ...192965 1.000000 0.300000 1.000003
0.000000-
7.451040 -2.535410 6.065711 - 1.122500 2.746645 -.299740 .794960 0.301100

31.0.100300 1.100003 -1.515195 .994491 9.63326Q 1.230012_ 1.431115_ i-anAnal_
-.8.720789 .959521-27.700020 1.000101 17.494485 1.000100 -.091200 1.00030]
42-575'35 1.non000 7-954951 1-011000 i-121715 t.lannon -t_48 /A/0 t_nganal

.1,!1111 1.100000 0.101110 1.000000-.33.645955 1.000000 -4.261450 1.001001
41.878172 1.000000 .407.75 1. 030001.-2_4,_119635___1.101000_22.2.85.435_____1._1300011.__
2.771895 1.100000 -2.575690 1.000001 4.444745 1.110100 -.267490 1.001011
.251560 1.00000A .083491 1.000000 - .09172.0.. -- 1.000730. -1.a0.0.02.0. 1.030001

1.356390 1.000100 4.099215 1.000000 4.134295 1.000100 .123525 1.000000

7.763455 -2.534085 6.315285 -1.200171 2.891145 4.219991 .763271 0.001010
120.010001 1.001000 49.256161 .992755 11.031610 1.011000 1.403935 1.030001
49.165121 .996173-26.539721 1.000000 17.529525 1.000000 - .253330 1.001000
-2.375315 1.000011 3.064151 1.000000 .344615 1.000000 71.30.770 1.003000

.352515 1.100000 0.000100 1.000000-37.872511 1.100010 -4.573395 1.013001
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-1.835140
2.459405
.251455

1 123...j.0

1.100000 .017155
1-000000 -2.110915--
1.000000 .075350

InannfL - 160450

1.011001-25.491115
1.041344-5-36-4.53-
1.000000 -.072120
1 30I000 - 136L6a

-1.175435 -3.-303 21.1
.99065. 10..34135
1.100000 17.544631
1.300000 .533175
i_finnann-17 ?617v11

1.000000 22.625205
1410.1010----1946-9.0
1.000031 -1.885300
1-001100 _121gln

-.201770 4771575-1-110010--
1.010000 1.351620
1.001000 -.377500-
1.000003 -.394255

nnnnaa 44...4.4.2195

1.013001
1.40aato-
1.013100
allnon

1.000000
14300043-
1.001000
1101031

.041505
7.430135 -2.434655 6.536455

333.300000 1.000100 -9.945375
-10.130115 .997951-29.332670
-2.397200 1.000010 3.157290

..42418.114.12.1111___24-0.13000

-1.795735 1.000000 .211395 1.000000-36.573770 1.000000 22.715715 1.000000
2.101130 1.300000 -1.425235 1.010000 5.712430 1.000300 -.313065 1.431001
.263485 1.000000 .059345 1.011000 -.055740 1.000000 -7.1E3305 1.001000

1.357555 1.014000 -.162485 1.103000 -.113454 Limon -.170415 1.000333
.115115

-1....143195 3.079715 -.271171 .751PP5 1_000.un

340.000000 1.000000-10.561715 .188134 11.33.445 1.000001 1.258280 1.000300
-11.316400 .996753-30.083215 1.mm 174533155 1.000003 -.472571 1.030000
-2.503640 1.000000 3.233775 1.300000 .168015 1.100000 -.555235 1.010000

.308705 1.300100 0.033000 1.000000-354714950 14000000 -4.753435 14001001
-1.760655 1.010300 .379305 1.300000-27.531551

1.011111_6.126111
1.000000 22.5.3721
1.4411014_

1.001000
1.44]440

.258145 1.000000 .165410 1.000000 -.040335
_.111115

1.000000 -2.443945 1.010030
1.447521 1.000000 -.224120 1.003000 -.211216 1..300000 -.154.11 1.004000
.1E8525

5.756170 -2.136510 6.436713 -1.418545 3.115400 -4259110 .7,61.95 0.333300_
350.000100 1.100000-11.711590 .185142 10..35000 1.000100 1.654,31 1.000000
104525.541 395.131.42-122_931___t_arnann 1_7.773;n 1-01 0_110 --AR43;0_1-00130.1_
-.310160 1.000000 3.387190 1.000000 .563000 1.001300 -2.275770 1.001011
.586380 1.000000 0.003013 1.000000-31.739120 1.000300 -0.226560 1.000410

-1.537470 1.000000 -2.025250 1.000000-25.613630 1.100000 25.229313 1.000000
3.6953.0 1.300000 -2.329211 1..000000 5.845110 1.00aaaa -.325360 1.003000.
.541971 1.301000 .127513 1.000000 -.053110 1.000000 -1.963330 1.010000

1-121310_,-s115110 1.3alna0 - -75q3a lunnan -656111 1

.4E4260
7.501790 -1.986964 7.941321 -1..01351 1.153571 - .532550. 14473330 3-030030

360.000001 1.100000-12.438710 .191627 10.715550 1.010100 1.731630 1.000000
-11.740923 .953573-32.843351 .999973 17.221371 1.300330 - .811970 1.3000.00

-.796G71 1.010000 3..61450 1.003000 ..41110 1.000000 -2.014200 1.000000
.155471 1,001111 3.001111=1.24.bia4.1.3 3.001000 -,,.7z35201,11000_1___.

-1.475360
_I-aaaaaa_
1.000003 -3.185410 1.003000-26.371510 1.000000 25.557530 1.001000

3.852120 1.300001 -2.715800 1.300003 7.023621 1.010000 -.514050 1.100000
5.4710 1.300000 .121343 1.000100 -.029400 1.000000 -2.100,90 1.001000

.975040 1.000000. -.514730._ i.actovia -.54.0340_ I-00am -.352200 1.031000

.59/280
-1.771460 5.009061 -1,5_57310 3.1.511.50 - .528330 1.4,0620 0.010000_7.233.760

371.000000 1.000000-13.251550 .977536 10.147410 1.000300 1.506850 1.000000
-13.123k90 .051576- 33.552210 .394887 17.175750 1.000000 - .7167711 1.300300

-.100730 1.000100 3.557590 1.000001 .340370 1.000000 -2.302360 1.030001

.552870 1.000000 0.003030 1.003000-30.135150 1.000001 -6.076420 14001100
-1.431123 1.100000 -4.284050 1.033001-25.35421 1.000000 25.062991 1.10)000

1_001100 -.71'._m11.41-001444

.544611
_1.300001_43..12.6.7z1_14110a117-11.1av
1.300000 .133410 1.000010 -.303135 1.000100 -2.174220 1.003011

1.018780 1.000000 -.591050 14301000 -.635530 1-003000 -.665530 1.000004
.713301
6.937160 -1.577730 8.148310 -1.512550 3.233330 - 527180 14.2524J 1.000303

310.000100 1.010000-13.491110 .472623 11.190511 1 000000 1.051090 1.310000
17-153131____14.111111-a15321___14112112

- 1.100370
4459.314-144154540L___._393-5Z4

1.101030 3.614621 1.000000 .255510 1.000001 -2.234350 1.001001
.549200 1.010000 0.100100 1.000000-313.39973 1.003000. -7.370120 1.000000

-1..04750 1.001001 -5.273530 1.010000-25.647211 1.000030 25..55700 1.000000
4.127750 1.300000 -3.561040 1.003000 5433.231 1.000000 -.394230 1.310000-
. =42181 1.001000 .142340 1.030001 .019441 1.000033 -2.210510 1.003301
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1.259920 1.010900 -.751320 1.000000 -.741991 1.000000 -.773790 1.000000

.545320
6.614190 1.426710 3.113770 -1.657370 3.300231 -.529070 1.402551 0.010001

lawn 14..211220 11-1.4.4211 1-111111n 1-95121.1 1.111111__isa-aalann
-16.153081

-361439
.986797-34.650371 .999289 17.153430 1.000300 - .326433 1,, 000000

-1.371170 1.330000 3.652640 1.000000 .216630 1.000000 -2.126070 1-000000
.554440 1.000000 3.000000 1.000100-31.889430 1.300000 -7.109660 1.000000

-14396250 1.000000 -6.108420 1.300000-25.063300 t-aaima 24.565650. t-aaaaaa_
4.045010 1.000000 -4.013771 1.300000 6.666560 1.000100 -1.183863 1.001131

-1,46=r0 4-aanaar -12TAg0 1-111111 /25I00_ _-s36ala__I-ratanaa
1.495451 1.000000 -.564590 1.000000 - .866000 1.300010 -.331250 1.011000
.972:140

6.231860 -1.339430 9.001440 -1.691480 3.351700 - .534030 1.379471 0.003031
40a.maaa 1.000000-15.314285 .366097 114675135 1.000130a 1.951261 .991454
-17.659595 .973535-35.249315 .195599 17.129571 .999256 -.562520 1.077007
-1.30sEsa 1.-aaaa.aa_ 2-sasals 1- 303aIlIl.2 3725-1 -301 a1a -1_4i-7215

_

.611525 1.000000 0.000990 1.001000-31.12662F 1.100000 -6.696815 1.001110
-1.277615 1.000030 -5.422035 1.000006-27.275635 1.001000 224617565 1.030011
2.479170 1.010000 -4.425333 1.000000 6.396600 1.000000 -.735235 1. 000000

.563330 1.000000 .247170 1.300000 -.030620 1.000000 -1.521741 t-aaaaaa.
1..571545 1.000000 -1.151935 1.101000 -.9.61935 1.100000 -.713421 1.003000
/4467615
7.253186 -1.295575 7.129225 -1.772180 4.376011 -.500340 1.019705 0.000003

410.000300 1.000000-15.916160 .955413 11.945445 1.300030. 2..063720 .913394
-13.963601 .977644-35.333151 .19'761 17.236610 .195349 -.555271 1.010011

-1.157765 1.000000 3.593310 1.000000 .235295 1.000000 -14533300 t.aaaaaa
.821875 1.003101 1.301103 1.003000-34.721425 1.033310 -6.340321 1.301000

-7._11.57.55_1..000110-.75 915_2.43 t.allaaa 22.33505.5 1.000011_
3.302E15 1.000000 -4.954291 1.300000 6.125315 1.000000 -1.315445 1.003002
.557395 1.100100 .252630 1.003000 -.0173.5 1.000000 -1.733913 1.003002

2.030395 1.000000 -1.114550 1.000010 -.1.356065 1.000000 -.741590 1.003003

1.403165
7.201681 -1.483470 6.948150 -1.737145 3.919575 -.514500 1.163120 0.000000

.95119(1 /31.441_1.113.1.1111_2_.1.3.1.4.111_...5.5.3.TqF

-20.219690 .976567-35.442591 .936639 17.481300 .999316 -.510120 1.019000
-2.349130 1.100000 3.539250 14100000 4216375 1.000300 -14391575 1..001000

.651050 1.100100 1.001100 1.00100036.525235 1.300000 -5.935670 1.090103

-1.546425 1.000000 -5.132511 1-2.5.076365 1..aoaaaa 22-31.116a. _L-aaaaaa__

3.326195 1.309000 -5.461190 1.000000 5.571255 1.000030 -1..727365 1.030111
..c4q131 L_nannril _251243 L. 3 Viand 31r1 ,311 1_0111011 -i-A4371.13 t_aoaaan

2.471871 1.300000 -1.103653 1.000000 -1.155005 1.000000 -.759410 1.003070
1.355085_

7.020700 -1.713730 6.310615 -1.715640 3.772111 -.535335 1.22273F 0.000001
1-1010113,_tz-azzz_aa__ 1,_;?.,716 1-naalla 2.21732 .99255'

-21.364041
-141010

.975202-35.566395 .995192 17.633735 .997639 -.645890 1.011000
-7.i741E3 3-101100 3-5141qm 1-101flill .174475 1-3.0000a -4.1441A2 1.301001

.572050 1.300000 0.101000 1.100000-33.540115 1.000000 -5.482660 1.000000
-1.673375 _1.101111 -8.715145 1.010000-24,779125 1.000010_224231740_1.000011_
4.081525 1.000000 -5.841745 1.000100 5.637105 1.000000 -2.332391 1.000301

.525065 .266715 1.301100 .164,105 I...090000 -1,951475
2.394977

_1.160000
1.310000 -1.093220 1.000300 -1.253045 1.000000 -.766130

_1.000001
1.000001

1.317575
5.742480 -1.917470 6.615515 -1.675455 3.1333915 -.572231 1.273545 3.000091

440.101001 L.100100-17.521140 .93/256 12.835795 1.100000 2.294465 .996782_
-22.358795 .973502-35.595311 .993381 17.945151 .996803 -.761440 1.001300

-2.524150 1,300000 3.576750 1. 001030 .330405 1,101010 -.3.87105 1.011011
.655871 1.300000 1.000110 1.030000- 41.768150 1.000600 -4.061940 1.001000

-1.715972 1-100900 -.9155_05 1.3 PO 0113-26. 30,11 35 1.090000 21.251275 1.013001

4.101290 1.100000 -6.149940 1.100000 5.441073 1.000100 -2.207540 1.000001
.502295 1.300030 .275113 1.000010 +345- 1.000000.-1.377330 14000000.

3.317705
..03

1.000000 -1.333275 1.010300 -1.366915 1.000000 - .764005 1.000000

1.256549
6.394053 -2.315495 5.362395 -1.547301 1.5080 -.513250 1.130043 0.303003



450.000001
- 23.177120
- 3.089195

721515
-1.920395
3.917135 1.500000 -6..00565 1.301000 5.293055 a-aaaaaa__-z-zastas_ t.anaall
.475225 1.000000 .754435 1.011010 .011511 1.010100 -1.936545 1.001101

3.724065 1..1100000 -1.073305 1.-aa0aa0 -1.480041 1...10000 a - .75.018a 1...01101130_

1.2E5571
6-022435 -7-719810 6-117740
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1.000001-17.975535 .920816 13.147210 1.100000 2.370830 .395767
.171785-35,441104- .33116-7- 14,2.6234- .195740- 4,035545-1,444404-
1.000000 3.565131 1.000000 .444411 1.000000 -.613255 1.003011
501000 a aaaa00 1 la4ang-41_211215 3 Inannn I ininan

1.000010 -8.750130 1.000000-25.725875 1.000000 19.31186.0 1.000000

460.000000 1.000000-18.644521
-24.275299 .3771390-36.704250
-3.051930 1.303300 3.705841

.657150 1.000000 0.000000
42.239370 1 . 000 000-12. sotoua

. 469990 1.000001 .217390
3.587121 1.000010 -.682150
.646280

6 332120 -2.077330 6.644090

-1-F,711, 0_115.40.1

.311654

.381533
1.000 000

1.3 00300-39.4 68373-
1.003000-25.0 71433

1.391000 .142240
Latium -.3666'40_

13.330011
184164121.
.430313

-.661665 1.17735
1.000000 2.494020
.989196 -.a9saao
1.000000 -.736840
1.aaaaaa.
1.000000 22.154090

rn 1.1/0102-.2.15.1000
1.000000 -2.490340
1.500080

0.000001
.983260
1.aaaaaa
1.011000
1.00aaaa_
1.003000
1_11f131:111 n

1.001000
1.. aaJaaa._

-1.561120 3.295170. -.772130 a-aaaala_
.70.000101 1.100010-13.181060 .900031 13.643950 1.000000 2.592230 .986696
-25.3845.3.0-77422,37.213121---,4,86612 15,111610 943AAA4_ ...2112E0 t Ikannn
-3.011731 1.1110000 3.759020 1.000000 .429420 1.300000 -.656750 1.100001

.639160 1.003000 0.000100 1.000000-39.411290- 1.000000 -5.4033120 1.103000 -
-2.331100 1.000000-12..43171 1.000000-26.131810 1.010100 21.757600 1.001009
3.637051 1.000000 -5.051850 1.200000 5.637300 1-530060 -1.432470 1,10400.1-
. 431410 1.000003 .191340 1.000001 .110340 1.000000 -2.514150 1.003101

_3..577.340-.1.100000 =.581 8=1 1.52.1100 -.14&171__1_1111111.177430_1,103010
.514190

5.508150 -2.012230 6.662320 -
440.000000 1.100000-19.725541
-25.742190 .977966-37.750771
--.881170 1.000000 3.832150

.615451 1.100000 0._101910
-2.402620
2.829200
.411.50
3.087720
. 402511

__4.686112_-1.4491.12__E.614291

1.000000-12.173043
1.000000 -4.714450
1.100000 .163450
1.000000 -.432512

1.567770 3.161630
.337961 13.330701
.983713 18.633330

1.000000 .416350
1.._400 001-33.4322:0

-.855521 1.735000 0.010000
1.000000 2.686870 .391965
.913122 - .72.9980 1.001000
1.000100 -.631060 1.011001
1.000_000 -54464650 toaapao

1.100003-27.457750 1.000000 21.452040 1.010000
1.000000 5.745690 1.000000 -1.422500 1.011000
1.300000 .074450 1.010100 -2.494500 1.000000
.1......aaaaaa -.317411 1.000331 4..311761 L.aaaaal

-t -5.830/2_1012300 -._141-014_1.53193.0 1 501.151_
490.300900
-26.204070
-2.673430

.587350
-2.446750
_1.-321-32-LL

.391170
3.618961
.303461
3.915121

500.000100

1.000000-z0.256060
.973000-38.295700
1.000000 3.394030
1.300000 2.100000
1.300010-11.747231
1-annina

.375460 14.093351

.940133 13..934321
1.000100 .390421
1.003000-39.415313 -
1.000000- 29.354900
l_aalana q.-42n4,n

1.300000 .011640
1.003000 -.880443

- 1.525080 3.017790,
.362570 14.248910

1.000000
.979391_
1.000000
1- OOa000-
1.000000
1-111110
1.000000
1.000000

- 1.026030
1.000000

2.781940
-.755670
-.561001
5.583250.
19.022790
- 951744

-2.44i581
.--344031

1.921251
2.377460

.9917E4
L.aaaaal
1.001301
1-1130000
1.001030
1 1210_11_
1.003000
1...003aan

1.aaaan
.97'41;

1.300000 .133443
1.100000 -.384120

-1.711380 6.571930
1.000000-20.7/2311

-26.444440 ___,075005-_33. 37559J-13.237760 . 17513.9__T, afoso____t.it000an_
-2.393871 1.000030 3.949230 1.003000 .350840 1.000100 -.553110 1.000001

.553550 1.000000 1.000101 1.000000-39.134610 1.500000 -5.750721 1.000030
-2.465470 1.010100-11.745710 1.000000-30.557710 1.000000 17.560200 1.003030

.944310 1,300000 -...003471 1.000010 5.353321 1.300000 - ..73020 1.031010

.382900 1.011000 .110590 1.000000 -.068931 1.010010 -2.366600 1.000009
3.471361 1.100000 -.216710 1.003000 -,A351,0 1.000000 - .877290 1.003000_
.216001
3.244770 -1.479110 6.439429 -1.675740 2.193150 - 1.108060 2.302960 0.003000

510.000900 1.000000-21.301610 .443296 14.343630 1.003000 2.973391 .977785
-26.433571 .073010-39.321490 .971542 19.733731 .970393 -.324111 1.000010
-2.347170 1.001000 3.995110 1.000000 .296310 1.000000 -.572740 1.110000
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.514470
-2.460000
.05000

1.000000 0.500590
1.000000-10.733730
1..000001 -3.583250
t_anlall 4-165310

1.000000-39.804211 1.000000 -5.394030 1.000300
1.000000-32.141350 1.000400 16.144041- 1.304000-
1.100000 5.113110 1.000000 -.016370 1.000000

-t.a_aa 111111----.14434.0-1.4.04.0.444---24.-2,-2324.0--14.-anallaa--_186770
3.244120 1.000000 -.190221 1.000000 -.781650 1.0110000 -.310540 1.000001
.131290

2.724340 1.192390 A.312590 -1..741061 3.013411 -1.194540 2.077050 1.410000
520.100003 1.300001-21.314120 .335667 14.383550 1.amoo 3.069770 ,95.3311
-75.141740 .371044-19.759351 .366467 20.254341 .965087 -.367913 1.000001

t,-azsg7, i_nnatinl .727150 1.1P2111 -..alL1321 1.311111_
.471130 1.000000 0.009190 1.001000-39.179211 1.300000 -6.295200 1.300001

-2.429121 1.000000-10.303593 1.001000-33.622130 1.130130 14,356480 1.003330
-.735430 1.001000 -3.438810 1.000001 5.310400 1.000100 .392450 1.300001
.406730 1.000000 .027513 1.003000. -.279320 1.005000 -2.110330 1.001000-

2.937330 1.000010 -.334710 1..000100 -.719311 1.000000 -.943790 1.000001
.143721

2.403/30 -.852710 5.159490 - 1.321050 3.163540 -1.252910 2.143530 3.011001
530.000001 1.000000-22.321990 .921705 14.344670 1.000001 3.166380 .956454
-25.539220 .971138-40.111540 .960144 20.371230 .9591.39 -.913300 1.000000
-1.174040 1.300001 4.345520 t.aatioaa .143070 1.000000 -.661893 1.000100

.420510 1.000000 0.000001 1.000000-37.610330 1.000000 -6.636220 1.000000
1 ovio,10._149141.___/...0.03101.0.e_34.....3_06AA1 1-011011/_ .42.373241

-1.4E9140 1.000100 -3.284320 1.000100 6.544170 1.000000 .711720 1.000000
..0.5.2oo 1.010000 -.012535 1.000000 -.406340 1.000000 -2.113200 1.0010a1_

2.552500 1.100000 -.100151 1.000001 -.549140 1.000000 -.377040 1.003000
.129280

2.339039 -.460930 5.910121 -1.915711 3.149561 - 1.310530 2.232390 0.000005
540-040350 2.7 11 1 n .3E112_1_
-24.594293 .178320-40.377571 .354552 21.535410 .152713 -.177303 1.033009
-.657960 1..000000 4.045140 1.003000 .34157a t.a0000a -.736600 1.30300_4
.355530 1.100000 0.301001 1.000003-15.805030 1.000000 -7.044090 1.304001

-2.292371 1.300000 -9.930680 1.003000-35.397773 1.000000 12.333323 t.aaam_
-1.937150 1.000000 -3.253960 1.000000 6.816000 1.000000 .305690 1.010030

.505131 n 1_001455 -.547800 3.30231T_L-2-14136.0 1,1111nn
2.048131 1.300000 .093450 1.010040 -.571541 1.100000 - 1.310290 1.013001
.131..390

2.556171 4..019795 5.774510 -2.025020 3.2E3450 -1.355140 2.253550 3.301000
550.00000T 1.310000-13.51110G_ ..792836 14.010120 1.000000 3.361490 ..936761_
-23.233231 .978519-40.514350 .947973 22.440000 .345509 -1.343940 1..003000

- .091730 1.111000 4.121370 1.003010 -.377231 1.000100 -.330380 1.031000
.335-47n 1.000000 0.000000 1.001000-35.867940 1.000000 -7.509120 1. 001000

-2.195491 1.000000-10.139310 1.31100Tr36._502.511 1.00010T 12.350040_ 1.003001_
-2.124740 1.100011 -1.375930 1.000000 7.125191 1.000100 .131631 1.000001

.5903.5a f-100300 --111191 1.100141_,.2-iti27_0 1..30100_1
1.544421 1.000300 .1!51.10 1.000000 -.434970 1.000000 -1.343540 1.303000
.151A4,1

3./29013 .475130 5.542500 -2.143011 1.423250 -1.313300 2.297290 3.001001
560.00nn01 1.000030-23.107170 .773075 /3.636430 1.000030 3.453641 .351.895
-21.573301 .979067-40.519180 .940487 13.415271 .977169 -1.119253 1.030303

.317471 1.000000 3.971930 1.300010 .4.214270 1..300100 -.342460 1.300011

.240040 1.000000 a.cl000lo 1.300000-34.310611 1.000000 -1.133410 1.055301
-2.0-15.111 1.00lono-to.7383.30 1.001000-3..265.30 1.000003 1.2.315122 1.313000
-1.353001 1.001100 -3.612410 1.011310 7.472340 1.000100 .774800 1.301033

.713120 1.300030 -.147520 1.030000 -.163533 1.000000 -1.12/330 1..000300

.921179 1.000130 .277790 1.000000 -.390140 1.000300 -1.376300 1.310000

.194331
4.098551 1.01812" 5.294401 -2.237560 3.512921 -1.394350 2.333320 3.000000

t.ono 300-24.139970 .751032 13.273451 1.100000 3,351150 ,945784_573.000001
-19.427790 .979692-40.333780 .932481 24.533160 .929479 -1.233151 1.301001

1.146460 1.000000 3.193510 1.010000 -.371111 1.300110 -1.372110 1.300001
.169350 1.300300 0.300111 1.000000-33.508350 1.000000 -1.314850 1.013001

-1.999731 1.030300-11.710715 1.003071-36.175111 1.110110 13.133430 1.111003
-1.402120 1.000100 -4.193510 1.300000 7.855950 1.000301 .371450 1.010000



.345550 1.000000 -.197310 1.001000 -1.040421 1.000100 -2.017160 1.031000

.219772 1,1134000 4462520- 1,1141,1004-,287m__1_40.114411-1.4_1110541_1_443.04,1_

.254960
5 51J.161 t 619711 5 03371.11 .7 /._1381 13770 .1 TA7Q60

510.000000 1.000010-24.766310
-16.32536e .950525-30.942241

1.810191 1.100000 3.712113
.033380 1.100000 0.100102

-1.715)150 1.310001-13.219140

1.020990 1.011000
-.5E1260 1.100000
.334231
7.425200 2.241050 4.089330 -?.606971 4.146901

590.100000 1.010000-26.371110 .744448 12.01+535
_.-4./346.5.5-__..911/16,31...22.52.71___..232-695 78-761115

3.641775 1.000000 2.437915 1.000000 -1.134163
-.502235 1.000000 0.000000 1.001000-20.514330

-4.6A930.5 1.000000-18.429035 1.000091-29.917050
-.949875 1.000000 -5.108130 1.010001 6.059193
1.254130 1.010000 -.293175 1.001000 -1.569150
2.226311_1-10231a_.-1-4.6.842.5-1..1.20000 -.1407;0

.747771 12.732170

.32314-1 .254 216421-
1.000000 -.545570
1.010001-324215150_
1.000000-35.053750

1.000000
-..920425
1..310000
t...ationo

1.000000

.2_16177n 111720
3.657120 .941437

-1.2 97930- 1-3301=
-1.211540 1.030000
-g-25414.0_1-allaaa_
14.303320 1.000000

-.241571 1.311001 -1.224231 1.000000 -2.2031070
.458300 1.000300 -.175710 1,310000 -1.141301

.50322F
10.593165 3.630270 9.535395

010.100000 1.000010-27.421175
-7.334910 .134636-36.487130
3.170050 1.110100 2.261223

73951:5_1-aoaaaa 2..ao1010
-4.642645 1.030100-16.711901
.351481 1.000000 -0.141535
1..51E55 1.110000 -.325180
0.912155 1.300000 - 1.559700

-1.145315 4.053635
.741612 11.136270
.923302 31.373345-
1.900000 -1.349730

1.000000-21.359911
1.001001 5.894030
1.000000 -1.674725
1.300003_ -Lsozoo

.573460
11.411415.-.4...221.0115.- 14.22.3714--1...1-1135

613.000100 1.010110-28.362945 .739257
-5.733515 .936322-35.073940 .909365
4.02,150 1.000000 2.093161
-.905415 0.011000 0.000000

-4.423350 1.000000-15.712735
2._062111__1._000101_=&..489575
1.650530 1.000000 -.305360
1.410275 1.000000 -1.444455
.723975

1.2.694070 4.372341. 1.019255

-1.350150
1.000000
.1244.49

1.000000
1.000012
1.000000
1.300000
1.000000
i_ananno

1.010000
1../1/3000_

2.312531 0.201101
3.912490 .966715

-2-q4-17" -64.1511
-1.35 »145 1.001000
-4.631515 1.000311_
9.425205 1.000010

-2.234655 t-000ttao
-2.470725 1.003000
-...L4A730 1-1111111.-

-1.243765 2.321335
1.300000 4.166670
.914581 -2.916510-

1.001001 -1.521370
1..annrinn -4.74;r2n

1.000000 13.261870
1.000000 -3.279180
1.000000 -2.658151
1.004101 -.774260

5 1X1771
10.299510
32.127105.-

0.700000 -1.523015
1.000000.-25.-429101
1.000000 - 25.959890
1.010.03a 5.4417;g
1.001000 -1.771950
1.300000_ .2639.65

-1.790125 5.536170.
620.031130n 1.100000-31.779000 .792491 9..33731

.421515._14...717311
3.523150 1.000000 .910340 1.301000 -1.950190

-2.097111 1.000000 0.000100 1.000001-29.691320
-7.369260 1.000100 -5.179500 1.100001-24.588830
-1.467270 1.010000 -9.154711 1.000000 1.672220
1.632421 1.000000 -.344231 1.003000 -1.692240

._5.294088(1 I-Anon -3-46.8600_1-010111____-214171

-4.-13-9 35
1.010000
.90.3583

2 730710
4.336175

-3.150703
1.000000 -1.690460
1.900001-5.111271
1.000000 16.499115
1-aloorta.2375s
1.300000 -2.115'55
1.000000 -.191340

2.201000
.954460

_.9.35219 _
1.000030
t.a 12
1.000000
1.001000
1.003100
1.000410

0 011000
.947°53
.-922311
1.000130
t-looaoo
1.003001
1.201111_
1.200021
1.000040

,1.12U550_ 2.133150 0.301001
1.000000 ..91.2050 .947315
.926211.:16_.493640_--...3.21.529

1.001000 -1.765080 1.30100/
1.000000. 1.522511 1.000000
1.001130 12.322510 1.001000
_1.009001- 5.166720 1.001010
1.300110 -2.307360 1.000000

1.001021
7.948190 4.0E1110 13.155250

630.000000 1.000001-32.712931
-0.1395440 .63765 1-21.841070
2.4261)04) 1.000111 .431250

. _7.-2.401501_1,110100 o.oactool
-5.701240 1.300000 -1.161750
-.748670 1.300000 -4.103710
1.700290 1.301300 -.392710
5.471020 1.110010 - 3.297730
1.322071

-.197»50 6.550551
.A05532 4.566301
.892710 36.077171
1.000000 -2.045140
1....011010.35.2'4110
1.100000-24.312650
1.000000 1.545050
1.000000 -1.637230
1.000010 -.122100

-1.140610 2.272090
1.000000 5.071321
.193712 -4.355230

1.010100 -1.183440
1-112001_1.213110
1.000000 1..11.150
1.009100 -5.657390
1.310000 -2.175220
1.010000 -.111010

0.011001
.9/43+4
.302027

0. 031110

0.003000
1.600000
1.000700
1.000000
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7.332440 3.896280 11.983130 -.031581 6.331200 -1.124000 2.270630 0.000001
540.000000 1.030001-33.571864 .818050 7.615250 1.031440 5.193221 .375895 --
-8.063750 .383921-26.915390 .177191 37.250110 .881131 -4.651520 .775474

ft fl 114in 1-111.1101 -2.10103n 1.1)003111
- 2.678000 1.300000 0.001000 1.000010-41.509300 1.003310 1.389350 1.000000
-5.56517.0 1.000000 2.135640 1.303000-24.395250 1.130000 1..747300 1.000000

.055601 1.000000-10.132750 1.000000 1.531550 1.000000 -5.094700 1.000000
1.742950 1.100300 -.455010 1.003003_- 1.353727 1.030000 -2.332920 1.003100
4.0527E0 1.000100 -3.109350 1.001000 -.623281 1.300000 -1.22v!Fa 1.300401
1..014311_

6.935552 3.208951 10.577991 .109310 7.229750 -1.108650 2.254240 3.000300
650.000000 1.900010-34.151290 .829332 5.744530 1.300000 5.276530 .331399
-9.364120 .579163-24.977530 .561447 38.330201 .868859 -4.779310 .749011
1.113443 5.030000 1.140310 1.000000 -2.215330 1.303033 -2.135331 1.030110

-2.926610 1.000000 0.000001 1.000000-45.122170 1.020000 .0909E0 1.003011
14_ 457733 311111_

.145550 1.100000-10.157171 1.000000 1.743090 1.300000 -6.441050 1.003000
1.760403 1.000030 -.531170 1.300000 -1.450720 1.000000 -2.380480 1.0130003-
4.148720 1.000300 -2.900330 1.111000 -1.252970 1.000000 -1.140110 1.010001
2.037140
6.339030 2.629951 5.995320 .198200 7.446230 -1.094410 2.252930 3.001000

m.Aqnasa__1-1.10331 9.377E/0 .7A73i2._
-10.6F.0410 .173771-23.04o610 .143214 31.315410 .357411 -4.338590 .71373'

.141911 1.110200 1.335590 1.001000 -2.2908'0 1.300000 -2.197560 1.000030
-3.147331 1.000000 0.100101 1.110100-41.153110 1.000110 .222480 1.003003
-3.313870 1.000300 0.579323 1.030000-24.378913 1.000000 14.559440 1.001000-
1."321170 1.000000 -9.934300 1.000000 1.11730 1.010000 -6.749250 1.003000
1.752651_1.101100 -.6.211.31_1...301001_1.137.2,31_1..130030 -3,11.18so_s.,0130olo_.
3.421480 1.303003 -2.6736,10
2.382151
5.905751 1.982360 7.290650

671.000003 1.000000 -3-.001350
-11.815460 .1643132-21.141510
-.ds2.201_1_110100_1_ailso

1.000000 -2.014450

.252100 7.580620

.345182 4.975210

.829181 40.157810
1-0130S1_-2-390310

1.300300 -1.238360

-1.051310 2.230690
1.300030 5.330720
.847157 -5.121381

1-111110,2-2/3111__L-009111_

1.000000

1.001100
.729929
.633934

1.331000
1433,103.1
1.003331

_1_333331
1.031001

-3.3401E3 1.000000 0.000000
- 2.396110 1.300300 7.720620
2.312.71 1.001000 -9.251430
1..._71.969 1.330000. -.725130_
2.733551 1.000000 -2.421430
2 A818nn

1.031001-52.1753050
1.000000-25...301387a
1.000000 2.308270
L.0030.00_ -1.-ii22_10_
1.300000 -2.913231

1.003010 -.277740
1-300000 13.339120
1.003000 -6.110490
1_300001 43,34_5133
1.300000 -1.317100

5.311010 1.239310 3.511471 .292320 7.632130 -1.069360 2.215540 1.01100n ,

683.300321_ 1-zaaaaa.-14..5.91asz -14azza___4-.34261.1_1-3000.01 5..311311 .675141
-12.535140 .362623-19.281750 .813072 40.923330 .118515 -9.351660 .651751

1.359 44 d 1-911791 a alaal_2,2-4.2.23.1A__I-nalala_27-3.4aaal 1.0070'10_A-a_azafin
-3.505100 1.030101 3.mm 1.000000-55.273601 1.300030 -.771381 1.001000
-.1.4,1761 1.000300 8.147953 1.300000-15.803=31 1.000100 13.311650 1.011101
4.129441 1.303101 -8.477500 1.003000 2.641290 1.110001 -7.150380 10301100
1.661529 1.110000 1.310000 -1.024731 1.020000 - 3.362240__1..003000
2.147821 1.000000 -2.16..971 1.000000 -3.651650 1..000110 -1.374331 1.300300
2.308510
4.527001 .571100 3.737311 .287940 7.633150 -1.053550 2.199450 0.030100

590.3011131 1.011010-34.314451 .847111 3.108050 1.110000 5.133490 .511109
-13.153281 .357614-t7...85360 .710541 41.571940 .131136 -i.s03,5o .532251
-1.067181 1.000100 2.21;3771 1.000001 -2.473530 1.300000 -2..13240 1.330000_
-3.542161 1.000309 0.300000 1.003100-57.295910 1.000000 -1.221090 1.030000
-1.035071 1.303100 7.345153 1.00300125.357411_ 1.000000 12.537370 1.310001_
5.352180 1.000300 -7.335170 1.301000 2.958130 1.000010 -7.27191G 1.0010)3
1-5791_,;0 1. a 3 a_0.0 1_01,11no 1.000000 -0.0A4190 nn clan a
1.726590 1.003130 -1.352133 1.000000 -4.434190 1.100000 -1.412040 1.010001
3.134741
3.475131 - .140750 1.991510 .243111 7.431300 -1.048111 2.151450 1.013101

700.300100 1.003000-33.799171 .843877 2.136520.. _1.000300 _5.1.25211 -562833 _
-13.181751 .953454-15.77404J .759632 42.113811 .527304 -8.310731 .512518
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-4.171500
-3.751121_
-.301280
&_Euilcin

1.469511
1.332560
1.032415
2.379070

710.009005 1.000000-33.071901
_ 5 n sza,14.. I

-5.264171 1.000000 3.229321
-3.932630 1.0.50000 0.000700

.239390 1.000000 5.132200

1.000 000
1.300306
1. 0 0 0 00 0

n Inn

2.771010 1.300000 -2.529323
_ a. aaasaa_

6.305350 1.000000-25.932920
-6-4776a,n t_nalnan 7_25cron

1.000000 -i.ligo,46
t.aoaaaa -1.5,310aa

-..331575 .361990

1.100000 -.622253
1-100011 .8.2743R8

1.000000 -2.451140
1.000_013. -1.54.5511-
1.000000 10.116510
1.annAnn -7.1101Afl

1.001030
1.440031-
1.000050
1.annnal

t.000000 -3.065990 1.010000
t._aaasaa_ -1.423251

.177131 7.29716_1 -1.144410 -2.122540.

.g;2179 417.T.!(_711111

1.000000 -2.571550
1.000040-54.017990
1.001000-27.510570

1.000000
-4254Qm -A_2175to
1.500000 -2.496260
1.000010 -1..321371
1.000000 11.319720

.517233
-577qqa

1.000001
1-aaaaaa
1.500000

4.084780 1.300000 -5.351340 1.050001 3.411513 1.300000 -7.311101_1.101001
1.335803 1.000000 -1.27/170 1.001000 -.387230 1.000010 -3.352543 1.001001
_.1.52932.2_1-1Canza_-1 .2; 11...3-4,....acusaa....- ,1.:14350 1.^115133
2.8730E0
.261320 -1.475410 -1.120131 .071790 7.321340 -1.033040 2,091.690_ 3,0,1400.1

720.000000 1.000000-32.104550 .311611 .217530 1.000000 4,504330 .453237
-11.728093 .349151-12.671103 .722561. 42.376861 .827.54. -6.555791 -.5.3535
-6.327161 1.000000 3.719790 1.000000 -0.603331 1.300000 -2.523600 1.000100

4-anaaaa___t_naln00-5.3_6241.11_, aalncla
.529130 1.000100 2.636690 1.303000-01.031100 1.000001 11.747020 1.003001

1.574050 1.390001 -4.212551 1.10.01100 3.473520 1.000000 -7.222361 1..37001a.-

1.175A13 1.000000 -1..51940 1.100300 -.129111 1.300000 -3.329143 1.030100
2.076470 1.100000 -.923031 1.500000- ,64594013 1...aaaaaa_ -1.410541_ 1.101110_
2.531341

-0.057.32_1_,2.042.181._f2...19.1229_=.,05.8_24_43__5.6632.11_t1,02.62_11
730.300101 1.310111-31.955031 .787912 -.759130 1.030001
-9.193660 .849722-11.333750 .696214 43.038110 .532536
-7.343E30 1.000000 4.411370 1.000000 - 2.633650 1.000100
-3.911499 1.500000 a.acoaaa 1.000000-57.374140 1.003030

.519350 1.000000 -.534131 1.310000-28.494100 1.011000

1.11_532a_21,).03all_
4.515680 ...J1559

-6.935570 .514357
-2.540160 1.001011
-1.733370 1.001000
12.318970 1.001001

38_0_1..0 00 0 0.0.....r.1..02.a231-L.A0.11 0_3_.-13_1111 I EU a 0_0_.1.1..1.43

.992620 1.003000 -1.536550 1.000010 .150100 1.000000 -2.395460 1.003100
2.439610 1.000300 -.566380 1.003001 T.7.031249 1.000030 -1.355813 1.130007
1.377090

-4.055271 - 2.529770 -3.395771 -.242260 0.223040 -1.021770 1.995231
740.300001 1.300000-29.562250 .757030 -1.759200 1.000000 4.329270 .352677

._152_52=10-1.1.4000 .,-,71z_4_,..1.212.5nn .A4.1112 -7-04615a___--assdl__-4.54536.0
-1.295450 1.100005 5.093610 1.000000 -2.660530 1.000000 -2.545430 1.003001
-1.909100 1.100001 0.100000 1.000000-55.133310 1.000000 -1.447961 1.000000
.137170 1.300000 -4.432410 1.003000-28.350929 1.000010 13.535380 1.005500

12.811395 1.300005 -0.313441 1.009003 3. 038730_. 1.000330 -6.373210 1.30030)
.783220 1.000000 -1.839610 1.153000 .452050 1.001111 -2.451680 1.010111

1.401J1091 -.1/1559 1_003010 -7-2317;1 t_aallaa -1-2qa430 1-11101___4-231141
1.193320

-8.506130 -2.594070 -- .373270 -.450270 5.700750 -1.017860 1.42.4611 3.101010
753.030036 1.500000-27.445151 .721783 -0.730540 1.000000 4.135090 .3075,94

.321141 .358137 -9.144121 .637416 43.221330 .355675 -7.739630 .457325
-1.165111 1.000010 5.435660 1.000050 -2.679150 1.050300 -2.543931 1.000030

_.".3.37112.1 1.300001 1.310110_1.001000-52,02_2_110 1.010_000 -.521°90 1.001000
-.605100 1.000330 -9.046013 1.300000-04.101755 1.300301 15.527310 1.003010

14.557010 1.00'3000 -1.175110 1.003050 2.589150 1.500000 -6.503610 1.303000
.549511 1. 0 0 0 0 3 0 -2.054221 1.000000 .777521 1.000010 -2.5,97730 1.001011

6.161243 1.000300 1.203590 1.001000 -7.329491 1.000000 -1.204645 1.350000
0.122300

-12.746301 _-3.113 7.0_:!!4. 3 3_23_0____.332 27_9_1,33_64 4_
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Table C.2 Extrapolation for delta, eta and epsilon

.000100 1.0011002 .176421 1.000000 .atomem 1.000000 .000000- 1.000000'4
:aaoloo 1.0 00480 .000000 1.000000 .000000 1.003000 -.000000 1.000000
.000000 1.000000 -. 000000 1.000000 -.009000 1.000000 -.300804 1.000090

0.000000 1.000000 0.000000 1.300000 - .000000 1.000000 - .300000 1.000000
00000 0 000001'79; 762749 -rte 0 10 Twin 0--r; 3 Cr 0110 2-1111317T--r-.--03330-3-

- .000000 1.090000 .000000 1.000000 -.000000 1.000000 .000000 1.000000
0.000000 1.000000 0.000000 1.000000 0.000000 1.000000 .000000 1.000000
-.000000 1.000000 0.000040 1.000000 0.000000 1.000000 0.000000 1.000000
0.000000
0.000000 -.000000 -.300000 -.000000 -.000000 0.000000 0.030000 3.003000
;Ies1o4--r;0atreetr-r;zsge95- i; 00) offo--;frallotra-r 3031344--rn an"-.030043 1.000000 .000001 1.000000 .000313 1.000000 -.003000 1.000000
.000000 1.000000 -.000010 1.300000 - .000000 1.000000 -.090000 1. moon

0.300000 1.000000 0.000040 1.000000 -.000026 1.000000 -.000000 1.000000
.000000 1.030000170.300631 1.000000 -.003000 1.000001 .000000 1.000000

-.000000 1.000000 .000900 1.000000 -.000000 1.000000 .000009 1.000000
. 000 OLT T- r. (10 TV-T. 313-110To-- r; /TO UM- 0-0trve --r; 30 OMIT-. au I ultr-r:710-31-13-

-. 000000 1.090000 0.000100 1.000000 0.000000 1.000000 0.000000 1.000000
3.000000
0.000000 - .000014 -.000000 -.000000 -.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000
. 010144 _ 1.000080 1.773005 1.000000 .000000 1.000000 .300000 1.000000
. uuu120 1.0 00000 .000002 1.000000 .000036 1.000000 - .030000 1.000000
. 000309'- T. 3-94034- . 333444- 011-01000---=-. Q LTITT--r. TM) 01- -. 3344--27030-313

0.000000 1.008000 0.000000 1.000000 -.000073 1.000013 -.000000 1.000000
. 000000 1.000000177.615659 1.000000 - .000000 1.000000 .000000' 1.000000

-.000000 1.000000 .000000 1.000000 -.000000 1.000000 .000000 1.003000
0.300000 1.0 00000 0.300000 1.303000 3.000000 1.000101 .000004 1.700000
-.000000 1.000000 0.000010 1.000000 0.000000 1.000000 0.300000 1.000003
0. 000300-
0. 000000 -.000040 - .000000 -.000000 -.000100 0.000000 0.300000 0.000000
.015100 1.000003 2.167893 1.000000 .300000 1.000000 .033000 1.000003
.u00219 1.000000 .000003 1.000000 .000057 1.000000 -.000000 1.033000
.000000 1.000000 -.000000 1.300000 -.30000e 1.000400 -.000000 1.000073

0.000000 1.004000 0.000300 1.000000 - .000133 1.000000 -.000000 1.000000
330101-L I T T 1. T I M M 717n/0461G rzroiruar .-a-utrecrr 7-vire trn---;-revaa tr 1. II 70 344-

-.000000 1.000000 .000000 1.000000 -.000000 1.000000 .000000 1.000090
0.000000 1.000000 0.000000 T.000400 I. ovum i.aoacreo .1300018 1. 003000
-.000000 1.030000 0.300000 1.000000 0.000000 1.000000 3.000000 1.000000
0.000050
0.300000 -.000073 -.000000 -.300000 -.000000 0.300000 0.000000 3.003000

trartirk-r: ..." 011111 111.
.000336 1.008000 .000015 1.000000 .000102 1.000000 - .000000 1.000003
.910000- 1.000000- -.000000- 1.007300-- .040000 -t'. 000040 -.104040 1.000710-

0.000000 1.000000 0.000000 1.000040 -.000204 1.000000 -.000900 1.000000
.000001 1.031004276.636393 -T. oantra- - .000000 '4:040000` :040000- t. 000107

-.000000 1.300000 .300300 1.000000 - .300000 1.000030 .300000 1.0)0000
000 000--t-.-0 eetete---t-;,- 0-0e-e-0,70-eimee--t-7134-0-0.04-,0.. 8-0989 1. 0 e411-0-

- . 0 0 0 0 0 1.000000 0.000000 1.000040 0.000009 1.000000 0.000000 1.000000
0.000000
0.000000 -.000112 -.000000 -.000000 -.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000

.525100 1.000000 12.784106 1.300100 .000407- 1'.0-400013- .011004 1..0041100-
..t.1449U5 1.000000 .000616 1.010000 .013679 1.000000 -.300013 1.000000
-7-e440132-1; strattetr-- . 01141/11----.7-01T2-311---1-7-0-443-40--
0.000000 1.000000 0.000000 1.000000 -.027137 1.000000 -.000002 1.000000

.000000 1.000000102.807910 1.400000 -.00471..4 1.011004- -.10%734 1.000000-
- .000048 1.000040 .000005 1.000000 -.000006 1.000000 .300002 1.000000
0.000000 1.000000 0.000000 1.000000 11.00000e 1.000000 .300030- 1.010044
-.000000 1.000000 0.000403 1.000030 0.000000 1.000000 0.000000 1.001000
7:004111-
0.000000 -.015026 -.000002 -.000016 -.000001 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000
1.0251.10 _1.900000 17.062098 1.000040 .102434 1.000040 .400004 1.002093

.122486 1.000000 .001681 1.400000 .037313 1.000100 -.001132 1.000000

.000016 1.000000 -.000193 1.300000 -.001314 1.110104 -.071003 1.000000-



0.000000 1.000000 0.0000013 1.004000 -.874156 1.000010 -.000021

.003002 1.000000155.979017 1.800030 -.003852 1.000000 .003906

-.000255 1.000000 .000094 1.000000 -. 000124 1.000000 .003037

0.000808 1.000000 0.000000 1.000000 0.300000 1.000000 .000000

000030 -T 000000 0:-003000--13-alo 000--G-Tauloy--1; 270002--2.-; U11007

0.000000
. 522489 -.341091 -.000113 ..000171 -.301028 1.800030 1.300000

1.303000
1. 000100
1.003000
1.030000
1.00008o

0. 000100
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1.525100 1.010000 21.787054 1.000040 .006571 1.000000 .000024 1.000000

.222271 1.000000 .003351 1.000000 .067710 1.000000 -.300531 1.000000

.300064 1.000000 -.000774 1.300000 - .000000 1.003000 -.000028 1.000000

0. 3044001. 02700--2. 000000- r. 70111117--,=; 1145-5-9 r. Turrair - . 22118 5- 1: tf 10011--

. 000016 1.000000150.700729 1.000000 - .010480 1.000000 .010546 1.000000

-.000687 1.000000 .000561 1.000000 -.000744 1.000000 .000220 1.303000

0.000000 1.000000 0.010000 1.000000 0.000000 1.000000 .000001 1.000000

-.003004 1.000000 0.000300 1.000000 0.000830 1.000000 0.300030 1.000000

0.000000
597130 -. 074886- =.304047-001687--=-.0101615---07000360--0:041124--0:33000-0-

2.025100 1.003000 25.105715 1.000000 .213351 1.000000 .000085 1.000000

.340099 1.000000 .004668 1.000000 .103604 1.030303 -.001431 1.100000

.000172 1.000000 -.002085 1.000000 - .000002 1.000010 -.000134 1.000080

0.000000 1.300000 0.000000 1.000000 -.205906 1.000000 -.300231 1.000000

.000075 1.000400146.237788 1.000000 -.021292 1.300000 .021428 1.003000

001396 1.000000- . 0020 LT- -1;200000--=.2 320701--171400112-

0.000008 1.000000 3.000000 1.000000 0.003000 1.000000 .000008 1.043000

-.000022 1.300000 0.000000 1.000000 0.008000 1.000000 a .3 a opoo 1.000000

0.000000
.671771 -.115263 -.000128 -.001853 -.000587 0.000000 0.000000

2.525100 1.000000 28.034231 1.430000 .023178 1.300003 .300230

.473537 1. 0020 013"-- . 30 5494- 1..OQTIIaO - ri425-3- T. TV 0322--= . 1r3u 4 a

.000372 1.000000 -.004519 1.000000 - .000006 1.000000 -.000450

0.000000 1.000000 0.000100 1.300000 -.256693 1.000000 -.000499

0.000000
t. 000000
S. 111111-
1. 300120
1.000000

.000251 1.080000142.299514 1.000000 -.036966 1.000000 .037201 1.000000

-.002424 1.000000 .005425 1.300000 -.307132- 1.000000 .102121 1.100100

0.000000 1.000000 0.000000 1.000000 0.030080 1.000003 .000034 L.007000

-.000093 000 000- ti. 100102 r.-11-110:1110-- tr.-T Titati rTo-a trcrav-- T.-a To trtra--r-. Term-tr

3.00000e
.71.6413

3.025100
.620934
. 000701

0.302000
.000678

- .003808
0.008000
-.000301
0.000000

021054-
3.525100
.781075
.301197

0.000000
.001572

-.015502-
0.000000
-.000813
0.000000
. 895695 -.272029 -.001129 -.312573 -.006959 3.000000 0.010030 3.000000

4.025100 1.000000 35.394656 1.000000 .074358 1.300000 .301673 1.000000

.951017- 300000-- 01-3080-r. 3809017-- 021101-- - . 219 044----t.- 002071-

.001904 1.000000 -.023111 1.00000e -.000079 1.000000 -.305853 1.000000

0.000030 1.300000 0.000300 1.000020 -.576984 1.000000 -.002553 1.003000

.003261 1.000000132.401201 1.000000 -.118559 1.000000 .119344 1.000000

-.207776 1.000000 .344226 1.000000 -.055627 1.001300 .017346 1. 0 010013

-.161698 -.000296 -.004009 -.001575-

1.000080 30.684512 1.000000 .036411
1.000010 .004522 1.300080 .189154

1.000000 -.008505 1.303000 -.000017
1. 3 00 030" "1.003001- -t 0 01013---;7175131
1.300000138.735411 1.000000 -.058070

1.004004 .012232 1.000000 -.016215

1.000000 3.000000 1.000000 0.000000

1.030000 0.001000 Lemma 0.300000

0.011000 1.003000 0.000000
1.000300 .000518 1.000000
1.000000 -.005831 1.003000
1.000000 -.001217 1.010000

-r 0II0QII0 010141--1: 0-111-03-

1.000000 .058440 1.000000
1.000100 .304798 1.000101
1.002000 .000111 1.003000
1.000000 0.300000 1.000300

211969 - . 00-1605--=310754 0--=. Timm-- J. all 01100- 011-01 TM=
1.300000 33.123413 1.000000 .053372 1.000000 .301031 1.007000

1.000000 .010721 1.000802 .237933 1.380000 -.009960 1.000100

1.000000 -.014526 1.003000 - .000038 1.000000 -.002322 1.000000

1.300000 8.008000 1.003000 -.472385 1.203000 -.101605 1.000000

1.000000135.455573 1.0 00000 -.085120 1.000000 .385662 1.090100

1. 012028 . 224348- 1731402---..-. CI-322M- 208330--. 019549-- T. 20237-7--

1.300000 0.304000 1.000303 0.000040 1.000000 .031299 1.000000

1.000000 0.000010 1.000000 0.000000 1.004040 0.3000111 1.000000
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0.000000 1.000000 0.000000 1.000000 0.000081 1.000400 .000709 1.000000
-.001926 1.000000 0.000000 1.000000 0.000000 1.000000 0.000000 1.000800
0.000000
.970336 -.335958 -.001962 -.020457 -.012517 0.000000 0.000000 1.000000

-4.525100-1.000000 37.528694 --1;000000 ---;0996451-.000400--;803178--1.000008
1.135999 1.800000 .015591 1.000000 .346058 1.000000 -.023869 1.000800
.002869 1.000000 -.034818 1.000000 -.000151 1.0000017 -.011144 1.000000

0.000000 1.000000 0.000000 1.000000 -.687757 1.000000 -.403846 1.000000
.006209 1.000000129.531343 1.000000 -.158919 1.000010 .150930 1.000000

-.010420 1.000000 .374905 1.000000 -.099295 1.000000 .029378 1.000100
0:000000-1.000007-4.004000- r:aaaaira-tr. 110111:1111-T;TODTOT -;31T15-1T-i. Goma-
-.004123 1.000000 0.000000 1.000190 0.000000 1.000000 0.000000 1.000000
0.000000
1.044978 -.406923 -.003219 -.030791 - .020952 1.000800 0.000000 0.000000
5.025100 1.000000 39.547744 1.000000 .129433 1.000000 .005085 1.003000
1.329391 1.000000 .018246 1.000008 .404971 1.000000 -.334447 1.000003
.0441.4 Cr- 1.800184- - 7118259 r 087107--- . 717534 --171370-1778-

0.000000 1.000000 0.000000 1.000000 -.804552 1.000000 -.005551 1.000000
.011050 1.000000126.816121 1.000000 -.206522 1.000000 .207536 1.000010

-.013542 1.000000 .120043 1.000000 -.159129 1.000000 .047181 1.000001
8.330400 1.000000 0.000300 1.000000 0.000000 1.000400 .302998 1.000100
-.008148 1.000000 0.300010 1.000300 0.000001 1.000030 0.003000 1.300000
0.300000
1.119619 -.482162 -.005039 -.444391 -.033166 0.000000 0.000000 3.000000
5.525100 1.000000 41.468605 1.000000 .164148 1.000000 .007793 1.000001
1.532661 1.080040 .021035 1.001010 .466893 1.000000 -.148010 1.000000
.005771 1.000000 -.070031 1.000000 -.000454 1.000000 - .033418 1.300000

0.000000 1.000000 0.000000 1.000000 -.927917 1.000000 -.007737 1.000000
.018518- 1.0000011124.232963 --f-.080007---7261711--1-;771001---.;251456--177711707-

-.017166 1.000000 .183957 1.000000 -.243854 1.000000 .072148 1.000000
0.000000 1.000400 0.000000 1.001010 0.000017 1.000000 .005554 1.000000
-.015095 1.000000 0.000000 1.000000 0.000000 1.000000 0.000000 1.000000
0.000000
1.194260 -.564970 -.007546 -.061800 -.050103 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000
s.ozstrr-r.attrveir 43":31r4346---tvIll4e0 --7,213643-1-..1140110--.4-t-t50-4--ti
1.745349 1.000000 .023954 1.0011000 .531684 1.000000 -.065016 1.000000
.007815 1.004000 -.094837 1.000044 -.400734 1.000000 -.053815 1.400000
0.000000 1.000000 0.000000 1.003000 -1.056684 1.000000 -.010477 1.000000
.029982 1.000000181.764235 1.000000 - .325095 1.000000 .327167- 2.010070-

-.021317 1.000000 .271659 1.000000 -.360113 1.000000 .106545 1.000300
---11:7471174-z709318r-97708480--r-. 1 1.1.13 1811.4 .. 4 1.117008

-.026509 1.000000 0.000000 1.000000 0.000000 1.000000 0.000000 1.011030
0.000000
1.268901 -.654690 -.011851 -.083587 -.072822 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000
6.925100 1.407700 45.065377 1.010001- .248491- 1.000400- .016474 1.0rm0a0-
1.967055 1.000000 .026997 1.000000 .599222 1.000000 -.085940 1.000000
.010430 1.7717488--=7155 1.300080 -.1101132 1.407380 -.uall43Z 1.800007

0.000000 1.000009 0.000000 1.000000 -1.190912 1.000000 -.313849 1.004000
.046482 1.001000111.396006 1.000000 -.396818- 1.0114100 .399325 1.040040-

- .026018 1.000000 .388891 1.000000 -.515515 1.000000 .152523 1.000000
0.000000 1.000000 0.000100 1.000000 0.040000- 1.001004 .015777- 1.010009
-.044508 1.000000 0.000000 1.000000 0.000000 1.000000 8.003040 1.000000
0:811047,1
1.343543 -.751709 -.015651 - .119340 -.102431 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000
7.025100 1.000000 46.760111 1.000107 .299237- 1.001140- .322966 1.080200
2.197428 1.000000 .030159 1.000000 .669400 1.000000 -.111282 1.000000
.013376 1.000000 -.162325 1.000007 -.001695 1.040000 -.125225 1.30000-0-

0.000000 1.000000 0.000000 1.000000 -1.330356 1.000000 - .317932 1.800000
-1-.307479117:1-16944---1-. 047083----is772-311---370001113---748-t27-1--LL-8141181-

-.031292 1.000000 .542153 1.000000 -.718680 1.000000 .212632 1.000000
0.000000 1.800000 0.000008 1.000100 0.000004 1.000000 .826465 1.010001
-.071023 1.000000 0.000000 1.000000 0.000010 1.000000 0.000040 1.000000
0.004000



1.418104 ..856448 ....021631 - .1.2669 ....140065 0.000000 0.000000 3.000000

7.525100 1.000000 46.395557 1.000010 .355357 1.000000 .031294 1.000000

2.436151 1.000000 .033436 1.000000 .742122 1.000000 -...141.550 1.000000
.017015 1.000040 -..206488 1.000000 -.002480 1.000000 -.182777 1.003000

0.000000 1.000000 0.000000 1.000000 1.000060 -.3221111-1.000600
.101829 1.000000114.917565 1.000000 -.566741 1.000000 .373347 1.000100

..037161 1.000000 .738739 1.000000 -.979275 1.000000 .289733 1.000000

0.000000 1.000000 0.000000 1.000000 0.000000 1.000000 .041377 1.000000

....112449 1.000000 3.000000 1.000000 0.000000 1.000000 0.000000 1.000000

0.000000
1.492825.969361 --;.029267-=.101201 -.136353-1.-8110000 -07300000-0.000000-
8.025100 1.000000 49.977506 1.000000 .417360 1.000000 .041800 1.000000

2.682943 1.000000 .036823 1.000000 .817302 1.000001 ...177304 1.003009

.021312 1.000000 - .258629 1.000000 -.003533 1.000000 -.260364 1.000010

0.000000 1.000000 0.000100 1.300000 -1.624331 1.000000 -.028571 1.303000

.145055 1.000000112.790156 1.000000 -.665626 1.100000 .o69861 1.000001

-.043645- -1.400000 .986762 --r.00Toscr=1-.3I8a56--r.trimamr---;Trralls---1:ammr
0.300000 1.000000 0.000100 1.000000 0.000000 1.000000 .062857 1.000000

...170826 1.000000 0.000000 1.000000 0.000000 1.000000 0.000000 1.001000

0.000000
1.567466 ...1..090931 .038867 - .226576 ...243875 0.000100 0.001000 0.000000
8.525100 1.000004 51.510896 1.000000 .485437 1.000000 .154866 1.330000

2.937548 1.000000 .540117--1-.30000-5- .894f5-2---17100401--=-.219/774 f.00011-0-0-

.026332 1.000000 - .319558 1.000100 ....004927 1.010000 -.363037 1.033300

0.000000 1.000000 0.000000 1.000000 -1.778476 1.000000 -.035302 1.000011

.202257 1.000900110.728052 1.000000 -.774200 1.000000 .779125 1.000000

-.050764 1.000000 1.295189 1.000010 1.716908 1.000000 .507973 1.000000

0.000000 1.000000 0.000000 1.003000 0.000001 1.300003 .093105 1.000000
--..253030-1.000000- T. 005540 5171050 -0. 500010-r. MOOT --3-; a (1001-17,0030173-

0.000000
1.642108 -1.221667 ..0517711 ....279452 -.312121 0.000000 0.000000 0.300111

9.025100 1.000000 52.999939 1.000000 .559776 1.000000 .070907 1.000000

3.199734 1.000000 .043915 1.000000 .974732 1.300400 .267439 1.000000

.032146 1.000000 ..390106 1.000000 .006741 1.000300 -,..96695 1.003000
0.000000 -1.00001W- t r ; gum- r. a a a o a r - r;937zrr- r; -al our=:043196-1.0000117
.276721 1.000000108.725584 1.000000 -.892759 1.000000 .898439 1.000000

...058538 1.000000 1.673062 1.000000 .2.218871 1.000001 .656488 1.000000

0.000000 1.000000 0.000000 1.000000 0.000000 1.000000 .134054 1.401000

-.366491 1.000000 0.000000 1.000000 0.001000 1.000000 0.300000 1.000030

0.000000
1.716749 -/-.352112- -.445347--=7,340-477-=.3921115 4.300040 1.17174101- 77-1711111/-
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Table C.3

Order for the Energy, Eta, Delta and epsilon in Tables C.1 and C.2

The first number on the left hand side is the energy, then the

values of eta and delta alternate in the order:

Order Nucleon
Channel

Order Nucleon
Channel

1 1
S

17
3
S
1

10 3
2 0

2
18 D

1

3
1
G4 19

3
0
2

4
3P0

20 3D3

5
3
P
1

21
3
G
3

6
3
P
2

22
3
G
4

7
3
F
2

23 3G5

8
3
F
3

24
11

6

9
3
F
4

25
3
J
6

10
3
H
4

26
3
J
7

11
3
H
5

27
3

1
5

12
3
H
6

28
3

1
6

13
1
S
o

29
3
J
7

14
1
P
1

30
1
J7

15
1
F
3

31
3
K
7

16
1
H
5

32
3
K
8

And then the last line before the next energy corresponds to the

8 mixing parameters.



Table C.4

Values of the parameters obtained for solution 2 in units such that mff E 1; the numbers in brackets are

the powers of ten which multiply the corresponding parameter

(a)I=0 parameters

S
01

P
01

P
03 003 005

F
05

a
0

-4.044 (1) 3.279 (1) -1.488 (2) 9.469 (2) -8.333 (3) 1.008 (5)

a
1

1.056 (2) -9.322 (1) 7.368 (2) 4.145 (3) 3.349 (4) -2.059 (5)

a
2

-1.092 (2) 1.380 (2) -2.391 (3) -6.468 (3) -4.681 (4) 1.060 (5)

a
3

4.915 (1) -1.412 (2) 3.150 (3) 4.631 (3) 2.100 (4)

a
4

-7.685 (0) 7.804 (1) -1.379 (3)

bl -4.951 (-1) -4.178 (-1) 3.956 (0) 5.173 (-1) 4.282 (0) 1.788 (0)

b
2

3.532 (-1) 1.526 (0) -1.911 (1) 1.623 (0) -4.003 (-1) 2.683 (-3)

b
3

3.254 (-1) -4.097 (-1) 1.687 (1)



Table C.4

Values of the parameters obtained for solution 2 in units such that E 1; the numbers in brackets are

the powers of ten which multiply the corresponding parameter

(b)I=1 parameters

S
11

P
11

P
13 013 015

F
15

a0 -4.411 (0) -8.899 (1) 1.318 (2) -1.673 (4) -1.648 (4) -8.613 (4)

a
1

8.227 (0) 6.348 (0) 9.225 (2) 4.964 (4) 3.120 (4) 1.169 (5)

a
2

-4.684 (0) -1.796 (1) -3.706 (3) -5.160 (4) -1.103 (4) -3.430 (4)

a
3

-5.622 (0) 3.854 (2) 4.308 (3) 1.833 (4) -3.861 (3)

a
4

6.058 (0) -3.222 (2) -1.656 (3)

b.
1

4.681 (-2) 2.141 (0) 2.872 (-2) 1.400 (0) 1.308 (1) 4.692 (-1)

b
2

4.275 (-1) 1.010 (0) 6.975 (0) -9.053 (-1) -1.032 (1) -5.670 (0)

b
3

4.227 (-2) -2.463 (0) -5.452 (0)


